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Isha Upanishad.
Introduction

[-SaavasyaopinaYad gets its name from its opening statement ‘[-SaavaasyaimadM sava-ma\ . .’ and
belongs to Vajaseniya school of Yajurveda. It is one of the most important
Upanishads which teaches the evolution of the human soul to perfection, by
leading it from the empirical experiences to the mental and supra-mental stages
of human personality.
Unlike other Upanishads, Isha Upanishad does not refer to any human
source as the seer-author and according to Bhagavat Purana it was revealed to
svayaMBauva (self-evolved) Manu by Yajna, also referred as ya&pumaana\, ya&oSa, ya&Bava and ya&Bauk\,
one of his daughters Akuti. Accepting this, Madhva relates ya&, with Vishnu as
the deity, eternal, Independent and the sole energizer, Manu as the Seer and
Anushtubha as the metre.
In Rigveda we find him initiating the creative cycle offering himself and
his actions as first of the oblations in universal ya&, which the gods and the seers
performed -‘ tM ya&M ibaBa`it baih-iYa p`aOxana\ pu$YaM jaatmaga`t: | tona dovaa Ayajant saaQyaa ?YayaSca yao ||’. Sevenold foundation was laid to attain with twenty first steps the luminous Sun. When
the gods performed the sacrifice they found Purusha, bound to the post as an
offering – ‘saPtasyaasana\ pirQayas~I: saPt saimaQa: kuta: | dova yaV&M tnvaanaa AbaQnana\ pu$YaM pSaUma\ ||’,
Performing the sacrificial act the gods established for the first time the perennial
principles - Dharma, by which action the they established themselves along
with other ancient aspirants in the high heavens - ya&ona ya&mayajant dovaastaina Qamaa-iNa
p`qamaanyaasaana\ | to h naakM maihmaana: sacant ya~ pUvao- saaQyaa: saint dovaa: ||’. All this made the maniformed Purusha, of mani-fold vision, and manifold movement, pervading the
Universe on every direction, surpasses the Space by ten measures – ‘sahsa`SaIYaa- pu$Ya:
sahasa`axa: sahasa`pat\ | sa BaUimaM ivaSvatao vaR%vaa%yaitYz_Saa=\gaulama\ ||’ thus becoming the act, the action
and the conclusion, thereby being the act of offering, the oblation, the fire, being
the object of attainment as -‘ya&ao vaO ivaYNau:’ as Shatapatha Brahmana puts it.
Therefore, Krishna calls himself, ‘I am the ritualu, I am sacrifice, the
oblation, the herbs, the hymn and the fire and the offering’. (Bhagavad Gita
(IX.16), ‘AhM ih sava-ya&anaaM Baao>a cap`Baurova ca |’ (Bhagavad Gita IX.24). ya& is thus the
performance of actions for maintenance of the world order, ‘laaoksaMga`hmaovaaip saMpSyanktu-mahisa’ in accordance with ?t and Qama-, the institution of ya& established by Prajapati
in ancient times – ‘sahya&a: p`jaa: saRYT\vaa puraovaaca p`jaapit: | Anaona p`saivaYyaQvamaoYa vaaois%vaYTkamaQauk\ ||’.
Chhandogya Up. compares ya& with the act, process and culmination of one’s
objective in life, hunger, thirst and abstention from pleasures become the
initiatory rites; eating, drinking and enjoying pleasures become the intermediate
rites; austerity, charity, sincerity, non-injury and truthfulness become the gifts to
the presiding priests, a remarkable unity of kta-, kaya- and kma- - ‘tsmaadahu: saaoYya%yasaaoYToit
punaru%padnamaaovaasya tnmarNamaovaavaBaRqa: ||’.
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ya& as performance of actions, therefore in one which no one can avoid ‘na
ih kiSca%xaNamaip jaatu itYz%yakama-kRt\ | kaya-to (vaSa: kma- sava-: p`kRitjaOgauNaO: ||’ and all actions
performed otherwise becoming bondage, ‘ya&aqaa-%kma-Naao|nya~ laaokao|yaM kma-banQana: | tdqMa- kmakaOntoya mau>sa=ga: samaacar ||’. If each one coordinates his action to the divine intent and
purpose then even the gods become inclined towards them - ‘dovaanBaavayatanaona to dovaa
Baavayaint to | prsprM Baavayant: Eaoya: prmavaaPsyaqa ||’. One would then be offering Brahman as
oblation, in the effulgent energy of Brahman, attaining Brahman in actions
becomes enlightened as Brahman – ‘ba`*map-NaM ba`*ma hivaba`-*maagnaaO ba`*maNaa hutma\ | ba*`maOva tona gantvyaM
ba`*makma-samaaiQanaa ||’.
In Isha Upanishad, therefore, Yajna as the symbol for Vishnu in his allpervasive aspect dominates the entire discourse, leading one from his empirical
level to mental and then to supra-mental stage of human opportunity and
possibility. In propitiating Yajna one propitiates Vishnu, the all pervador, the all
ordainer. Dharma is the fundamental principle on which the whole creation
rests for evolution and to the state of bliss. Those who choose to be lead by and
bask under the Grace of the Lord, is said to have chosen rightly and if they
choose to live and be lead independent of his compassionate Grace, then they
would be said to have chosen wrongly.
Isha Upanishad reveals mystical truths relating to Isha, the supreme
Brahman, through listening, reflection and meditation, traversing step by step,
stage by stage verifying one’s receptivity and intuition, acknowledging one’s
reflections and authenticating one’s meditations, keeping one’s logic suspended,
one’s senses and mind in abeyance, not allowing even the intellect to stir. In this
manner the aspirant will perceive the whole creation enveloped within His Self
and all creation abiding within Him, such ones will not be frightened of Him.
yastu savaa-iNa BaUtanyaa%manyaovanaupSyit | sava-BaUtoYau caa%maanaM ttao na ivajaugauPsato ||’. Further when one becomes
aware that all creation abides in Him, how could there be delusion, and how can
there be any grief, when Him (the Lord) alone one sees.

Isha Upanishad
Saaint maM~:
! pUNa-mad: pUNa-imadM pUNaa-t\ pUNa-maudcyato |
pUNa-sya pUNa-amaadaya pUNa-maovaavaiSaYyato ||
! Saint: Saint: Saint: ||
That is Complete, This is Complete. From the Complete has evolved the
Complete. Having evolved Complete from the Complete, the Complete yet
remains Complete.
AUM ! Peace, Peace, Peace.
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The Upanishad opens its communication by revealing its essence in
nutshell. Since this Upanishad is revealed by the Lord himself, the Hymn of
Peace, as in the case of other Upanishads has not been addressed to any gods,
because they are all subservient to the Lord himself.
Upanishad means communication by the Teacher to the aspirant by
making him sit close by. None could be greater Teacher than the Lord Himself.
The lord, therefore, gives to the aspirant the glimpse of what is to come in
further communication. The hymn is not a dogmatic assertion but a restatement
of the all-pervading attribute of the Lord. It brings out the statement in few
words what is to be revealed in detail in the Upanishad to the aspirant seeking
the wisdom of the Lord. As Lord he is Complete in himself and even after he
has created both the Jagat and the Jiva, he remains to be Complete in all
attributes. There is diminution of his stature or decrease in his attributes. When
he speaks to the Jiva, it is out of compassion and compatibility with Jive.
Compatibility is not identity and assured Grace when the one who is about to
receive compassion and Grace is properly qualified (adhikari) with proper
knowledge of the means to achieve the goal.
The Lord graces the Jiva’s performance of actions by giving him wellearned fruits of his action and energizing him in the right direction. For the
Grace to descend on the aspirant there is necessity of absolute receptivity (Eawa)
and unconditioned surrender (SarNaagait), which alone leads to communion (Bai>)
with the Divine Essence. Eawa is not blind acceptance of the words of a scripture
or a Teacher, or faith or belief in them. Eawa is opening the consciousness
listening, reflecting and meditating on the words of the scripture or the Teacher.
Sriman Narayan or by whatever name he may referred to, is to be
understood through conscious awareness and not through intellectual rational
thinking. Only then will Madhva’s words will be understood in true perspective
without having to structure our minds in interpretations which have traditionally
been handed over generations after generations to the eager aspirants.

Isha Upanishad
! [-SaavaasyaimadM sava-M yat\ikHca jaga%yaaM jagat\ | tona %ya>ona BauMjaIqaa maa gaRQa: kasyaisvawnama\ || 1 ||
1.
All this, whatever exists in the primordial world, is permeated by the
Supreme Lord. (Therefore) accepting whatever is ordained by Him, enjoy.
Covet not wealth which is ordained for others.
Commentary:
Glory is to the Lord, upholder of the primordial world, which is
permeated (both) by the eternal and the non-eternal. To the eternal One, the
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embodiment of wisdom, ever Blissful, the enjoyer of the sacrificial offerings, to
Hari, are my obeisance. From whom Brahma, Indra, Rudra and other divinities,
including Sri Lakshmi, receive wisdom and energy, to that teacher, Hari, are my
obeisance. Self evolved (svayaMBaU) Manu propitiated the resplendent One named ya&,
the son of Akuti, Vishnu himself. The self evolved one, Manu for satisfaction of
his self, propitiated his grandson Vishnu named ya&, with this hymn commencing
with the words ‘[-Saa vaasyaimadM sava-ma\ . . .’
Having received in earlier days protection from Rudra, the demons came
to devour Manu, but were not able to bear the splendour of ya&, consequent to the
recitation of the hymn. Perceiving their intent Sri Hari destroyed them.
Brahmanda Purana says that they, having received protection from others, who
else but Lord Hari can destroy them ? Even Bhagavat Purana interprets in
similar manner.
‘[-Saavaasya’ means that which is suitable for the Lord to abide in. ‘jaga%yaama\’
means the primordial world, the p`kRit - that which manifests, ‘p`kraoit to p`kRit:’. ‘tona’
means by Him the Lord. ‘%ya>ona’ means ‘d<aona’ – ordained or parted and ‘BauiHjaqaa:’ –
should be enjoyed. jaIva and jagat\ cannot by themselves perform actions with their
own inherent power, only when they are energized by the power of the Lord,
dwelling within them. Only then they can perform even those actions which are
ordained for them, because they are Dependent Real while the Lord alone is
Independent Real. Unlike the Jiva and Jagat, He is not dependent on any
external agency. He is the One, who alone in final analysis That Exists. Being
aware of this, the Jiva should enjoy what has been ordained for him (without
coveting what has been ordained for others). No one else (other than the Lord)
need be approached, says Brahmanda Purana.

Further clarifications:
Madhva is one of the most rational of philosophers, though he brought
out emotively what Shankara had explained intellectually. The preponderance
of adoration and the idealistic and poetic contemplation of the divinity, Vishnu
as the symbol of the all pervasive attribute of Brhaman and Bai>, communion
with symbol as the sure Path to maaoxa, deliverance made the followers ‘once
removed’ from his experience and expressions having lucidity, universality and
disciplined or theoretical cogency of reasoning. The teachings came to be
restrained, constrained by restricted to determinable words, signs, marks or
symbols far removing his expressions far away from his experiences, ending
finally to become either an orthodox conformist or an irreconcilable dissenter.
As a rational thinker, Madhva he emphasized in the tradition of
upanishadic teachers the three stages preparatory for ba`*ma-saaxaa%kar – EavaNa listening, manana - reflection and inaidQaasana meditation laying down the three source of
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perceptions - Axaid ~yama\, the p`maaNas premises, - p`%yaxa (direct, sensory perceptions),
Anaumaana (inferential perception) and Aagama (scriptures as treasured and cherished
perceptions), the first two being primary and third being confirmatory.
The translation of the word ‘%ya>ona’ as explained by Shankara in this verse
as through detachment and not abandoning, since a son or a servant when
abandoned or dead do not protect one, since he has not connection with the
person – ‘tona %ya>ona %yaagaonao%yaqa-: | ma ih %ya>ao mart: pu~ao BaR%yaao vaa Aa%amasanbainqatayaa ABaavaada%maanaM palayait
At: %yaagaoanao%yayamaova vaodaqa-: ||’. Madhva gives remarkably a new explanation to the words
used in the mantras. - ‘%ya>ona’ is explained to mean ‘d<aona’ – ordained or parted
thereby since it becomes logical to the use of the following word ‘BauiHjaqaa:’ as
enjoying what has been ordained and not enjoying as by way of right or
individual choice or preference. This view then becomes in consonance with the
upanishadic declaration that the imperishable Brahman is never seen but is the
Seer, never heard but is the Hearer, never thought but is the Thinker, not known
but is the Knower. There is no other seer than this, no other hearer than this, no
other thinker than this, no other knower than this. By this Imperishable is the
space woven like warp and woof (Brahad Aranyaka Up.III.viii.11).
Since every thing that exists is nothing but what has been enveloped by
himself, the constituents jaIva and jagat\ cannot by themselves perform actions,
unless they are energized by the power of the Lord, performing only those
actions which are ordained by the Lord, performing only those actions which
are ordained for them. Therefore it becomes logical that they should enjoy only
those things that are ordained for them and not covet not that which is ordained
for others. Therefore, the meaning of the word ‘d<aona’ ordained or parted for
‘%ya>ona’ becomes more logical, since one is not entitled for what is not ordained
for him. The traditional translation of the word ‘%ya>ona’ to enjoy through
renunciation or in the spirit of renunciation would be out of context, since that
gives Jeeva the freedom or choice to decide independently.
kuva-nnavaoh kma-iNa ijajaIivaYaocCt samaa: | evaM %vaiya naanyaqaotao|ist na kma- ilaPyato || 2 ||
2.
Having performed one’s duties in this manner, one should strive to live for
hundred years. If acted in this manner, there would be no other way to act and
in that event, the (fruits of) actions would attach to the man.
Commentary:
There is nothing like that non-performance of actions does not attach to
oneself. A person of no-wisdom gets attached to his actions, if such actions are
not performed as conformity to Sri Krishna. Even men of wisdom often enjoy
bliss, with inherent imperfections. For such persons there is imperfection of
Bliss, if not the imperfection of actions. Thus speaks Narada.
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Further clarifications:
It is not the performance per se but the intent and the purpose behind the
actions that is important. Therefore, refraining oneself from one’s action does
not absolve one from the consequence. Even if one performs actions skillfully
or efficiently, if the same are not in consonance with the divinely ordained
intent and purpose, then those actions would have imperfection on happiness
and Bliss of Beatitude, even though the actions per se are skillful and efficiently
performed. Robbers too perform their actions skillfully and efficiently, but those
actions would bring neither happiness nor bliss, because ignoble works are not
ordained by the Lord, hence such persons go to worlds of obscurity and misery.
Therefore the only way one could have Bliss of Beatitude and be
delivered from the samsara is to live for hundred years performing actions as
ordained by the Lord, with detachment to the work as well as to the results
thereof.
AsaUyaa- naama to laaoka AnQaona tmasaa|vaRta: | taMsto pò%yaaiBagacCint yao ko caa%manaao janaa: || 3 ||
3.
Un-illumined are those worlds, enveloped by blinding obscurity; to that
world of Death they depart who are slayers of self.
Commentary:
Appropriated through improper manner are those pleasures, therefore are
un-illumined - AsaUyaa-:.They do not provide pleasures having been performed
unrighteous, therefore, referred as slayer of the Self. Having great sufferings
being the consequence, they tend to result in being un-illumined. Un-illumined
is those worlds to which those inimical to Sri Hari depart, thus Vamana Purana.
All those go to the obscurity who are inimical to Hari, having also been thus
spoken.
Further clarifications:
AasaUyaa- means unenlightened. If mind is not enlightened by the three
Premises – p`%yaxa, Anaumaana and Aagama then the perception becomes obscured. Every
time the human mind decides to be enlightened then the organs of sense
interferes the mind’s decision to obscure the same, making mind prefer the pòya
the pleasure of the senses than Eaoya the proper course to be adopted for mind to be
enlightened, with sure consequence to lead the human being to the obscure
worlds. Since the consequence is suffering and misery one should attune oneself
to the luminous Hari, who dispels the influence of senses which makes the mind
obscure. The name Hari derived from the root )I to carry or root out or destroy.
Therefore, Hari is one who carries or destroys everything – ‘hir: sava-hrao yat:’ says
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Kurma Purana, ‘ba`*maaNaimand`Hca yamaM rudM̀ varuNamaova ca | inagaR( hrsao yasmaat\ tsmaawirhaocyato ||’ says Matsya
Purana.
AnaojadokM manasaao javaIyaao naOna_ovaa AaPnauvanpUva-maYa-t\ | twavataao|nyaana%yaoit itYz<aismannapao maatirSvaa dQaait || 4 ||
4.
The fearless One, swifter than mind, unknowable even by gods, whom
even the gods cannot influence, having out-stripped all even earlier. That One
over-strips all others even while remaining stationery; to such one does Primal
Breath dedicate all actions.
Commentary:
Fearless, because That One alone is devoid of fear. He is One and One
only, the sole Lord. Unknowable, since it is not possible to have comprehensive
knowledge about Him even by Gods. He, Himself is all-knowing because by
inclination He is aware of the past. Since He is incapable to be conceptualized,
since he appears to outstrip even when standing steady. All actions become
evaporated, since all actions are activated by Marut, the god presiding over
wind. All actions are said to be activated therefore, they are to be offered as
obeisance to Sri Hari, says Brahmanda Purana.
?Ya means wisdom.
Further clarifications:
In this mantra, the Lord is further explained. He is said to be fearless
because he us Independent Real not dependent like Jiva and jagat. In Brihad
Aranyak Up (I.iv.1-2) we find it mentioned that when the Self was of the form
of a Purusha He became frightened, since one who is alone is frightened, Then
He thought to himself, ‘since there nothing else than myself, of whatam O
afraid?’ Thereupon he was not frightened, for of what should he have been
afraid? Assuredly it is from a second that fear arises. The Lord is Real and
Independent unlike all the rest (Jiva and jagat) who though Real are Dependent
on the Lord. Further the Upanishad (III.v.1-) says that He whop breathes with
one’s breathing, he who breathes out with one’s breathing , he who breathes
about with one’s breathing about, he who breathes up with one’s breathing is
the Self which is all other things. He is the Self which is in all things. In his Gita
Bhshya Madhva defines the word Vishnu as ‘ivaYNau: sava-vyaaip%vap`vaoiSa%vaadohI |’.
The meaning which Madhva attaches to Anaojat\ as fearless is different than
the one which Shankara attaches to that word meaning as unmoving - Anaojat\ na
ejat\ | ejaR kmpnao | kmpnaM calanaM svaavasqaap`cyauit: tWija-tM sava-dOk$pima%yaqa-“ ||’. It would be seen that
each one explains the word in terms of their own perception Shankara saying
that it is spoken as unmoving , one in respect of its unconditioned aspect,
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Madhva explains is as fearless being the one who is fear less being Independent
and while all the rest being dependent on Him being ‘ivaYNau: sava-vyaaip%vap`vaoiSa%vaadohI |’.
tdojait tnnaOjait t_Uro twintko | tdntrsaya sava-sya tdu sava-syaasya baa(t: || 5 ||
5.
He strikes the world by fright, but does not He fear. He is far and yet
near. He is within all this and also outside all this.
Commentary:
‘td\ ejaoit’ means by Him are all struck with fear. ‘tnnaOjait’ means that He
Himself is not frightened by any one else. Since He is all-pervading, He is all
that is near and far, outside and inside. Thus explains Tatva Samhita.
Further clarifications:
He is not frightened of others because unlike others he is Real and
Independent in himself. Brihad Aranyaka Up. (I.iv) declares that when That
One became manifest, looking around he saw around he saw nothing else than
the self. He was afraid. Therefore, one who is alone is afraid. He reflected, since
there is nothing else than himself what is he to be afraid of. But it is not so with
all others, the Jiva and Jagat – both are afraid, since there are other Jivas and
Jagats besides them and over them all there is Sri Vishnu, the Lord. Therefore,
all others are struck by the fear of the Lord. ‘BaIYaa|smaaWat: pvato | BaIYaaodoit saUya-: |
BaIYaa|smaadignaScaond`Sca | maR%yauQaa-vait pHcama [it ||’ says Taittiriya Up. II.viii.1) and ‘etsya vaa Axarsya
p`Saasanao gaaiga- saUyaa-cand`masaaO ivaQaRtaO itYzt:, etsya vaa Axarsya p`Saasanao gaaiga- VavaapRiqavyaaO ivaQaRtaO itYzt:, etsya vaa
Axarsya p`Saasanao gaaiga- inamaoYaa mauhUta- Ahaora~NyaQa-maasaa ?tva: saMva%sara [it ivaQaRtaistYzint:, etsya vaa Axarsya p`Saasanao
gaaiga- p`acyaao|nyaa naV: syandnto SyaotoBya: pva-toBya:, p`tIcyaaonyaa:, yaaM yaaM ca idSamanau:, etsya vaa Axarsya p`Saasanao gaaigaddtao manauYyaa: p`SaMsaint, yajamaanaM doavaa:, dvaI-M iptrao|nvaaya<aa: ||’ (Brihad Araanyaka Up.III.viii.9).
yastu savaa-iNa BaUtanyaa%manyaovanaupSyit | sava-BaUtoYau caa%maanaM ttao na ivajaugauPsato || 6 ||
6.
Those who see the whole creation enveloped within His Self and all
creation abiding within Him, such ones will not be frightened of Him.
Commentary:
The one who knows that all exist in and all is controlled by the Lord,
such one saves himself from fear, says Shankarayana Shruti.
Further clarifications:
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Unlike Shankara who explains the word Aa%maina to mean in the Self,
Madhva explains the word to mean by the Self, ie the Lord, which is in
consonance with his thesis that Vishnu alone is Independent and all else being
Dependent on him. He depends on the authority of scripture and quotes from
many scarce scriptures, which at present are not available.
yaismansavaa-iNa BaUtasnyaa%maOvaaBaUiWjaanat: | t~ kao maaoh: k: Saaok ek%vamanaupSyat: || 7 ||
7.
One who knows that all creation abides in Him, how could there be
delusion, and how can there be any grief, when Him alone one sees.
Commentary:
He, in whom all creation finds abidance, that Lord, indeed is also the One
who abides in all creation. He who thus knows the Lord as abiding singularly in
all creation, how can he have any delusion ? Pippalaad Shruti says, in whom all
creation finds its basis and perceives Vishnu existing everywhere in this manner,
how can there be delusion or to that matter any lamentation ? As said earlier
such knower is free from delusion and lamentation. This mantra is to be taken
as having summarized earlier statements.
Further clarifications:
The intent and purpose of this verse is to explain clearly that one who
becomes aware that Vishnu is one who pervades everything that is manifest as
the creation, then will not be under delusion that he is independent of the Lord
and therefore would not have lamentation that Lord is alone the Independent
and he is dependent on Him.
sa pya-gaacCuk`makayava`NamasnaivarM Sauwmapapivawma\ | kivama-naIYaI pirBaU: svayaMBaUyaa-qatqyataao|qaa-na\ vyadQacCSvatIBya: samaaBya: ||
8 ||
8.
He is the radiant, formless, indescribable, sinewless, pure, free of evil,
the seer, the thinker, all pervador, self-evolved, having projected from Time
eternal all things in proper manner, according to the nature of each one.
Commentary:
He is radiant – Sauk`ma\, ever pure without any lamentation or blemishes,
being ever auspicious. He is of pure form, devoid of any marks. Having no
gross body, He is without any sinews. Even then, being omniscient He is
spoken as a seer – kiva. He is the natural substance of the mind of Brahma and all
of the divinities. Because of His superiority of mind, He surpasses all beings.
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He is known as self-evolved, not being dependent on no one else. As sa%ya,
Existence, He eternally flows in the world, like the river flowing without any
beginning or an end. Wisdom and Bliss are his head, Wisdom and Bliss are his
shoulders, Wisdom and Bliss are his body and Wisdom and Bliss are his feet.
Thus constituted is seen Vishnu as supreme in the world. From beginning to the
end of the Time, He is the supreme cherished Lord. Thus has been spoken in
Varaha Purana.
Further clarifications:
In the previous mantra, it has been explained that those who are aware
that Vishnu alone is pervading every thing that exists and therefore they have
neither any delusion nor any lamentation. Vishnu Purana says, ‘yasmaad\ ivaSTM [dM sava-M
vaamanaona maha%manaa tsmaat\ sa vaO samRtao ivaYNaaor\ dohao p`vaoSanaat\ |’ - By whom the entire universe is
enveloped, dwelling within that creation as Vamana, the supreme self, he should
be known as Vishnu. Madhva explains ‘ya: paduBa-vagaao ivaYNaU: dohaidSauu ca saMistqa: | sa eva maUlarUpMSca
saaxaannaarayaNaaiBad: | maUlarUpSca yaao ivaYNau: p`duBaa-vaaidgaSca ||’. This mantra offers further
clarification by describing him as radiant, being free of any grief and
lamentation. Though Vishnu is described with human attributes Madhva does
not hesitate to mention that Vishnu is not born from the union of male and
female forms and because his is not a form caused by Prakriti. – ‘s~IpMumalaaiBayaaoga%maa
dohao ivaYNauna-jaayato’ and ‘p`aduBaa-vaao hro: savao- naOva p`akRtdoihna: | inadaao-YagauNasaMpUNaa- dSa-ya%yanyaqaOva tu ||’.
AnQaM tma: p`ivaSaint yao|ivaVamaupasato | tao BaUya [va to tmaao ya ] ivaVayaaM rta: || 9 ||
9.
In blinding obscurity they enter, those who pursue non-knowledge – AivaVa,
but to one greater obscurity they reach who revel only in Knowledge - ivaVa
alone.
Anyadovaahuiva-VyaanyadahurivaVyaa | [it SauEauma QaIraNaaM yao nastiwcacaixaro || 10 ||
10. Distinct is the result granted by knowledge and distinct, they say, is the
result granted by no-knowledge. Thus we have heard from the wise ones, who
have explained this to us.
ivaVaM caaivaVaM ca yastWodaaoBayaM sah | AivaVyaa maR%yauM tI%vaa- ivaVyaa|maRtmaSnauto || 11 ||
11. One who is aware of Knowledge and that which is not Knowledge,
crossing over deathlike not- Knowledge, acquires immortal knowledge.
Commentary:
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Those who worship other than (Vishnu) are obscure persons. Of this,
there is no doubt. But those who do not condemn improper worship they reach
even more obscure worlds. Therefore, only those who experience the true nature
of Sriman Narayana and condemn the followers of improper wisdom are indeed
the noble ones. Those who despise improper worship, which are of the form of
misery and ignorance, they transcend to the form of pleasure and wisdom.
Being aware of the form of proper wisdom, they reach the form of happiness
and wisdom.
Further Explanation:
In Madhva’s view, Vishnu is ‘hir: prtr:’ - supreme being eulogized as
Brahman in scriptures he alone in Vedas, Ramayama, Mahabharata and puranas
from the beginning to the end - ‘vaodo ramaayaNao caOva puraNao Baarto ca | Adavanto ca maQyao ca ivaYNau: sava-~ gaIyato
||’. Therefore, he alone is to be worshipped as the resplendent Vasudeva, Hari and
Narayana – ‘Bagavaana vaasaudovaoit prmaa%maaoit vaO hir: | ivaYNaaonaarayaNaScaoit ba`*maoit Eautyaao jagau: ||’ (Brihat
Brahma Samhita). In Bhagavad Gita (IX.23), Krishna clarifies this position that
even those who worship other gods with full receptivity (Eawyaa) worship him alone
( as Vasudeva, Hari, Vishnu and Narayana), though not according to the proper
manner – ‘yaao|Pyanyadovata Ba>a yajanto Eawyaainvata: | to|ip maamaova kaOntoya yaajan%yaivaiQapUva-kma\ ||’.
AnQa: tma: p`ivaSaint yao|samBaUitmaupasato | ttao BaUya [va to tmaao ya ] samBaU%yaaM rt: || 12 ||
12. Those who worship Him only as the non-Creator depart to the obscure
world. But those who worship Him only as the Creator, they depart to even
more intense obscure world.
Anyadovaahu: samBavaadnyadahursamBavaat\ | [it SauEauma QaIraNaaM yao nastiWcacaixaro || 13 ||
13. Distinct is the knowledge of the Lord as Creator and distinct is the
knowledge of the Lord as the non-Creator. Thus have we heard from the wise
ones explaining the true nature of Liberation.
samBaUitM ca ivanaaSaM ca yastWdaoBayaM sah | ivanaaSaona maR%yauM tI%vaa- samBaU%yaa|maRtmaSnauto || 14 ||
14. He who understands His true nature both as the Creator and as the nonCreator, crosses over Death and reaches the eternal realm.
Commentary:
Those who do not accept Hari as the only Creator reach obscure realm;
similar is the case of those who do not accept him as the non-Creator.
Therefore, only those who accept Him both as the Creator and no-Creator of all
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are freed from the bondage of the human body. With the joyful knowledge and
worthy actions, he becomes liberated from the bondage. Considering Janardana
to be wise and full of attributes, he should not presume any divisions in His
attributes. Let him not even imagine that the liberated souls to be equal or
similar to Sri Vishnu, nor even similar to Brahma and others. Even in the state
of liberation there exists gradation between superior souls and Brahma. In this
manner extensively knowing Vishnu as the supreme, one becomes liberated.
Further Explanation:
Madhva’s clarification brings out his main theses that Vishnu is
unknowable in his comprehensive nature and all-pervading attributes.
Therefore, to consider him as the non-Creator or Creator is both wrong and the
consequence of one’s obscure mind. He is non-Creator – ‘AvyaakRt’ as well the
Creator ‘vyaakRt’. Madhva seems to suggest the verses in Brihad Aranayak Up.
(I.iv.7) that the Self was the undifferentiated non-Creator before he became the
differentiated Creator of the essence and the form, his essence entering the
forms to the tip of the nails as it were, or as a razor placed in its case, or as fire
in its source. He is not unknowable because to human intelligence it is known
only the Self as this essence and as this form, by the functions performed and
not completely, as the whole as the essence and the form together. He who
meditates on one or the other aspects, does not know for such knowledge is
incomplete whereas the whole, complete is the one totality, which is reached by
treating the essence and the firm as the footprints.
Vishnu by very definition of the word is one who is comprehensive
completely, wholly and in entirety of the essence and the form together. Just as
the foot prints do not become the Cow, even so the differentiated essence and
the form does lead one to the undifferentiated One but without the two distinct
essence and the form ever being at any point of Time similar to or like the
comprehensive, complete, whole and entirety of the undifferentiated One.
Those who worship the essences and the form as distinct and independent are
thus who are obscure in understanding but those who worship Vishnu, the
undifferentiated One alone as the whole, complete and the one totality are
liberated from the constraints of the empirical experiences seeing Vishnu as one
born from the union of male and female forms and because his is not a form
caused by Prakriti. – ‘s~IpMumalaaiBayaaoga%maa dohao ivaYNauna-jaayato’ and ‘p`aduBaa-vaao hro: savao- naOva p`akRtdoihna: |
inadaao-YagauNasaMpUNaa- dSa-ya%yanyaqaOva tu ||’. He is Vishnu having the entire universe enveloped,
dwelling within that as Vamana - ‘yasmaad\ ivaSTM [dM sava-M vaamanaona maha%manaa tsmaat\ sa vaO smaRtao ivaYNaaor\
dohao p`vaoSanaat\ |’.
Acceptance of the Gods as the symbols of the energies of Brahman is an
accepted fact in Indian Philosophy. While even Shankara who professes the
formless nature of Brahman explains in his commentary to Brihad Aranyaka
Up. (I.iii.1) that scriptures enjoin meditation on the essence (naama) etc. as
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Brahman for one who clearly are different from Brahman, knows that those
things are different from Brahman; it is like meditation on the image of Vishnu.
Just like image, the essence (naama) is used only as an aid in meditation; it is not
meant that they are Brahman- ‘Baodona ih ba`*maNaao naamaaidvastup`itpnnasya naamaadaO ivaQaIyato ba*madRiYT:,
p`itmaaidvadova ivaYNaudRiYT: | Aalambana%vaona ih naaimaaidp`itpi<a: p`itmaaidvadova, na tu naamaaVova ba`*maoit |’. In his
commentary to the verse Kena Up.(I.5) he says that since self, which is subject
to birth and death, is known to be that which is enjoined to undertake rites and
meditation to seek either the gods like Brahma or others or heaven, the
Brahman could be only someone other than the self, some adorable ones like
Vishnu, Ishvara, Indra, Prana or Brahma – ‘Aa%maa ih naamaaiQakRt: kma-Nyaupasanao ca saMsaarI kmaaopasanaM vaa saaQanamanauYzaya ba`*maiddovaansvagMa- vaa p`aPtuimacCit | t<asmaadnya ]pasyaao ivaYNauriSvar [nd`: p`aNaao vaa ba`*ma Baivatumahit na %vaa%maa laaokp`%yayaivaraoQaat\ ||’. The deification of some divine essence or energy being
accepted as the form for veneration becomes essential ingredient in one’s
spiritual journey ‘tiWYNaao: prmaM pdM sada pSyaint saUrya: | idivava caxaurattma\ ||’ (Rigveda.I.22.20).
Therefore, the seer says ‘Amau staotar: pUvya-M yada ivad\ ?tsya gaBa-M jaanauYaa ippRtna\ | Asya jaanantao naama icad\
ivava>namahasto ivaYNaao saumaitM Bajaamaho ||’. Commenting on this mantra, Sayana says that
Vishnu’s name should be reflected being aware of its all-pervading and
comprehensive nature - ‘Asya mahanuBaavasya ivaYNaao naama ica%saOva: namanaIyaM AiBadanaM sava-%map`itpadkM ivaYNau: [it
ett\ naama jaanant pu$Yaaqa-p`itpadk AiQagacCnt: Aa samantaat\ ivava>na: saMkIt-yaot\ |”. Further clarifying
‘ikM ca Asya mahanauBaavasya ivaYNaao: naama icat\ - savaO: namanaIyama\ AiBaQanama\ savaa-%myap`itpaidkM ivaYNa: [it ett\ naama jaanant:
- pu$Yaaqaop`dma\ [it AiQagacCnt: Aa-samantat\ ivava>na – vadt – saMkIt-yat | ho ivaYNaao: - savaa-%mak dova, maha: - maht: to
– tva saumatIma\ sauYTutIma\ SaaoBaai%makM bauiWM vaa, Bajaamaho – saovaamaho |’.
The difference being Madhva’s overwhelming emphasis on Vishnu
professing he alone qualifies to be called the Supreme Person by the very
definition of his name Vishnu to suggesting his all-pervading divine essence and
all-comprehensive reach, with added statement that he alone is eulogized in
Vedas, Ramayana, Mahabharata and puranas from the beginning to the end - ‘vaodo
ramaayaNao caOva puraNao Baarto ca | Adavanto ca maQyao ca ivaYNau: sava-~ gaIyato ||’. All the names and the gods
mentioned in the vedic scripture are ‘naamaaina savaa-iNa naamaivaMSait taM vaO ivaYNauM prmaadSa-int’ ‘AsyaOva savanaamaaina vyaitir>sya sava-t: | ya: svatn~: sadOvaok: sa ivaYNau: prmaaomat: |” (Vishnu Tatva Nirnaya).
Madhva, therefore, repeatedly announces at the top of his voice ‘EauNaumaatlasa%yavaaca:
prmaM Sapqao$ccabaahu: yaugama\ na hro: prmaao na hro: sadRSa: prma: sa tu sava-icada%magaNaat\ ||’ Listen to me to this
true words, which I speak, with great assurance with my both hands raised that
there is none superior to Hari, no one similar to Him, He alone is the Supreme
One, among all sentient souls.
ihrNmayaona pa~oNa sa%yasyaaipihtM mauKma\ | t%vaM pUYannapavaRNau sa%yaQamaa-ya dRYTyao || 15 ||
15. By a golden disc is the face of the Existence concealed that you, O
Pushan, reveal so that I may see Existence, that upholds (creation).
Commentary:
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The golden disc is what envelops the orb of the Sun. Vishnu is Satya, the
Prime Existence, by Him alone is the face ever concealed. Thereby Pushan,
being Vishnu Himself, reveals His true nature as complete form of Wisdom, to
one who is truly attuned to Dharma.
Further Explanation:
Golden disc is Vishnu who as member of Aditya mandala who is known
as resplendent Sun beyond darkness – ‘vaodahma\ etM puruYaM mahantma\ Aaid%yavaNMa- tmasa: prstaat\ |’
(Yajurveda. 31.28). He is the Sun, the god among gods, the luminous Light, of
excellent form, whom the seer have reached transcending darkness- ‘]WyaM tmaspir
jyaaoitYpSyant ]<arma\ | dovaM dova~a saUyMa- Aganma jyaaitru<amama\ ||’ (Rigveda.50.10). That is the supreme
place of Vishnu which the Seers perceive with their extended vision - ‘tiWYNaao:
prmaM pdM sada pSyaint saUrya: | idivava caxaurattma\ ||’ (Rigveda,I.22.). When Arjuna asks Krishna
to revel him that resplendent form he is given a supernatural eye for he cannot
see it with his human eyes – ‘na tu maaM Sa@yasao d`YTyumanaonaOva svacaxauYaa | idvyaM ddaima to caxau: pSya mao
yaaogamaOSvarma\ ||’ (Bhgavad Gita.XI.8). Katha Up. (I,ii,23) also says that the Self
cannot be attained by instructions, or by intellect, or even through much
hearing. He is to be attained only by one whom the Self chooses. To such one
alone he reveals his resplendence. Therefore, the seer here prays Pushan who is
no one other than Vishnu to remove the covering from his face so that he can
see his fair face. It is for such purpose that Vedic seer contemplates the adorable
glory of That Savitur in earth, space and the heavens for stimulating the mental
power‘! BaU: Bauva: sva: tt\ saivatur\ Bagaao- dovasya QaImaih iQayaao yaao p`caaodyaat\ ||’ (Rigveda.III.62).
pUYannaokYao- yama saUya- p`ajaap%ya vyaUh rSmaInsamaUh | toja: ya<ao rUpM klyaaNatmaM t<ao pSyaaima || 16 ||
16. Pushan, the sole Seer, the energiser, Surya, the offspring of Prajapati,
spread forth your rays and gather you luminous radiance, so that I may
perceive your benevolent form.
Commentary:
Vishnu is one sole Seer, since he restrains through rules and injunctions,
he is Hari. He is Surya. Having reached the ultimate state of enlightenment, He
is Prajapati, Lord of all creatures. With these distinguishing features He should
be sought.
Further Explanation:
Pushan is Vishnu a solar deity among vedic gods who beholds every thing
and guides the Path to be traversed. Brihad Aranyka Up. (I.iv.13) Prajapati
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projected the Shudra caste as the one which produces, pUYaNama\ - puYyatIit pUYaa. The
other meaning being Earth since it produces the food – ‘[yaM vaO pUYaa [yaM hIdM savMa- tuYyait
yaioddM ikMca |’ Shankara he is the Sun so called because it nourishes the world –
‘pUYaHjagat: paoYaNaa%pUYaa’.
As Surya he is the luminous in enlightenment. Since he nourishes, he is
Prajapat. Thus he is to be understood.
yaao|saavasaaO pu$Ya: saao|hmaisma || 17 ||
vaayaurinalamamaRtmaqaodM BasmaantM SarIrma\ || 18 ||
! k``tao smar kRtM smar k`tao smar kRtM smar || 19 ||
17-18-19. He who exists yonder, Purusha, He verily is The I (AhM - puruYa ), the
Prime Existence (Aisma). May breath enter the Prime Breath, the immortal, at the
end when the body is reduced to ashes. AUM ! O Sacrifice (Vishnu) remember
to shower Grace, remember to shower Grace.
Commentary :
Since He eternally exists as indweller in all creatures, He is known as Aisma
– the Prime Existence. Having been distinct and apart from all other creatures,
Hari is superior. In the form of Sacrifice and Wisdom, he energizes from within
as Aigna - fire. Thus, speaks Brahmanda Purana. As sa%ya, Existence and ba`*ma,
effulgence He dwells here within the heart, He is known as sa%yaQama-. ‘ekao|saaO’ means
the One who exists singularly as the Primal Breath. He (vaayau - the Primal Breath)
in whom He exists, even he is immortal. Why is it so? Because A:, Brahman
has made him (vaayau) His dwelling place, therefore, vaayau is Ainalama\ . Since he
energizes one through wisdom, He is known as Vayu, the Lord himself being
the Prime, and immortal, blissful, eternal Supreme Self. Thus has been spoken
in Ramasamhita.
Ba>, the one completely in communion, remembering Vishnu attains the
form of eternal Wisdom. Primarily as Grace and not any thing else being here
suggested. Thus says Brahma Tarka.
Further Explanation:
Madhva is nothing but a believer in the primacy and supremacy of
Vishnu, as the source, the expanse and culmination of that that exists, whether
experienced by organs of senses or experienced by supra-sensory awareness, or
even not at all by any of these two instruments of cognition. Though he uses the
word often in anthropomorphic attributes and inclinations, he is never fail to
clarify that Vishnu is not one born from the union of male and female forms,
because his form is not caused by Prakriti. – ‘s~IpMumalaaiBayaaoga%maa dohao ivaYNauna-jaayato’ and
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‘p`aduBaa-vaao hro: savao- naOva p`akRtdoihna: | inadaao-YagauNasaMpUNaa- dSa-ya%yanyaqaOva tu ||’ but is one having enveloped
the entire universe also dwells within as the integral source of energy - ‘yasmaad\
ivaSTM [dM sava-M vaamanaona maha%manaa tsmaat\ sa vaO smaRtao ivaYNaaor\ dohao p`vaoSanaat\ |’. But his excessive use of the
anthropomorphic symbols for Vishnu with an array of descriptive metaphors,
people at large spread over a large areas and regions, over generations and
period of time has lead them to accept him as a Person – puruYa, high over the
activities and events in the primordial world.
Therefore his explanations of the word Ainalama\ as vaayau - A:, Brahman having
made him (vaayau) His dwelling place, therefore, Ainalama\ . This is in consonance with
the explanation of the word puruYa, another designation given to Vishnu, which
Brihad Arnyak Up (II.v.18) defines as ‘sa vaa AyaM puruYa: savaa-sau pUYau- puirSaya:; naOnaona ikMcanaanaavaRtma\ ,
naOnaona ikMcanaasaMvaRtma\ ||’ or in Shatapatha Brahmana (XIII.vi.2) as this city (pur) is the
world, the Person (puruYa) is the energy (yaao|yaM pvato, vaayau) because he dwells (Saoto) this
dwelling place is called the Person (puruYa).
This realization comes only to one who is in communion with the Lord
and not to every seeker, the word Bai> and Ba> requiring to be understood as quest
for communion with the divine and the one who is in communion with the
divine.
Agnao naya saupqaa rayao Asmaana\ ivaSvaaina dova vayuanaaina ivaWana\ | yauyaaoQasmajjahuraNaamaonaao BaUiyaYzaM to nama]i>M ivaQaoma || 20 ||
20). O Agni, O God being witness of our deeds, lead us on the auspicious
path for enlightenment. Remove from us deceitful obscurity, so that, seeped in
wisdom and devotion we may offer to you obeisance.

Commentary:
‘vayuanama\’ means wisdom, ‘By wisdom granted by you is all this enveloped’
(having said in Bhagavata Purana). ‘jahuraNaama\’ means inauspicious deeds which
debase us. ‘yauyaaoiQa’ means deliver, make them unsuccessful. ‘Remove from us the
deficiencies which make us weak. You as our leader grace us with brilliance’
thus prayed Manu the king, as said in Skanda Purana. In ‘yauyaaoiQa’, yauyau is the root
meaning ivayaaoga – deliverance. I may propitiate you with wisdom and communion
devotion - ‘BaUiyaYzaM to nama ]i>MivaQaoma’.
Further Explanation:
‘naaivartao duScairtannaaSaantao naasamaaiht: | naaSaantmaanasaao vaa|ip p`&anaonaOnamaaPnauyaat\ ||’ says Katha Up.
(I.ii.23) - Not he who has not desisted from unmeritorious ways, not he who is
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not tranquil, not he who has not a concentrated mind, not even he whose mind is
not composed can reach this Wisdom (Vishnu). Further since only through his
Grace alone one attains that Wisdom – ‘yamaovaOYa vaRNauto tina laByastsyaOYa Aa%maa ivavaRNauto tanaU ^\ svaama\
||’ the seers seeks divine Grace from Vishnu for removal of the infirmities from
him.
Thus ends the Commentary with a prayer.
pUNa-Sai>icadanand EaItoja: spYTmaUt-yao maamyaaiQakim~aya namaao naarayaNaaaya to |
Pure embodiment of Energy, Consciousness and Bliss, the resplendence of Sri,
To Sri Narayana, my ever beloved one, here are my obeisances.
[it Sau@la yajauvao-dIya vaajasaonaya saMihtaopinaYat\ saMpUNa-: |
[it EaI AanandtIqa- Bagava%padaacaaya- ivaricatM [-SaavasyaaopinaSad BaaSyaM saMpUNa-ma\ ||
Thus ends the Upanishad belonging to Vajaseniya Samhita of White
Yajurveda.
Thus ends the Commentary on Ishavasyopanishad communicated by
Anandteertha (Madhvacharya), the servant of the Resplendent Lord.

____________
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Kena Upanishad
Introduction
This Upanishad referred as Talavakar Upanishad, which name Madhva
prefers while commenting on this Brahmana of Samaveda derives its name
from the first word used therein - kona, by whom. The Upanishadic seers in
continuing the vedic traditions concentrated and reflected, wondering ‘kao Awa
vaod k [h p` vaaocaa%kut Aajaata kut [yaM ivasaRiYT: | Avaa-wovaa Asya ivasaja-naonaaqaa kao vaod yat AabaBaUva ||’
(X.129.6) - Who knows here knows and who here can declare; whence it was
born and whence was this creation? Later than this creation were the
luminous divinities; who can declare here, whence it came in Existence?
Thus the upanishadic intellectuals’ approach has always been one of
inquiry, the underlying basis which prompted Vedic seers. How is jaIva born,
how did jagat\ come into being ? Who is the Creator and how did He create all
this, how are the different segments regulated, controlled, coordinated and
concluded ? Much before a man thinks in logical manner, his emotions are
geared up to wonder at every impulse that flashes across his mind, responding
to them as his nature impels. This inquisitive instinct is not restricted to human
beings but also is extended to creatures in animal world. But while human
beings use ivavaok, the discriminative faculty to arrive at a conclusion, animals
respond to their stimuli.
Human being is the child of Nature and everything in nature has
influenced his thinking. Everything in Nature becomes his integral part.
Seeing space spread around him, the unending earth below and the limitless
sky above, the twinkling stars hiding when the Sun rises at dawn, seeds
sprouting to become plants and tress, bearing flowers and fruits, the fruits
containing within themselves innumerable seeds capable of growing in to
trees, lowers and fruits, cows bearing calves, and women bearing children, in
an successive cycle of creation and re-creation, as it were, death and
dissipation not determining them from the life of abundance, he wonders at the
earth on which he stands and the sky above him handing as it were without any
support, he experiences all-embracing arms of his mother and the protective
comfort of his father. While the howling winds frighten him but the cool
breeze caressing him, the cool Moon soothes his senses, the luminous Sun
guides him to action even as the fires energize his enterprise – all appearing to
take active part in his life, both with malevolence and benevolence, all as in a
large family, he playing his significant part on a vast stage.
There was neither hiatus between gene and generations, nor life exciting
and death terrifying, Time passing, leaving on the passage its indelible mark on
the generations that were left behind and those yet to come. Even as he
wondered, he speculated and saw behind the passing flux, the traces of some
force, power or energy which gives birth, evolves, supervises and terminates
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all that was created, connecting the entire events like the thread that holds the
beads together.
When such spectacle is spread before him, if he does not ponder,
speculate and desire for replies, then he should be reckoned as one who has
remained fossilized in mental faculties and dormant in determination. Man’s
search for perfection does not begin with the organs of senses and end in
furthering ego-centred actions. There is still the mystery of the worlds beyond
and the self within, whose frontiers are required to be breached and its depth
realized. A man who is awake to the internal resonance would not be satisfied
with external cacophony. In his quite mind he searches for Satya, Prime
Existence as it is, Rta the Cosmic Law that is ordained laid down and Dharma,
the perennial principles laid down. Why one has to see darkness at the end of
the tunnel when he is assured to be the child of brilliance of the Sun? Why do
even the enlightened Gods often appear to be obscured in mind? Brahma,
Rudra, Indra and other gods are said to be in constant state of receptivity,
reflection and meditation on Brahman. Why this need for reiteration,
confirmation and affirmation !
Wise ones say that the Path to Perfection is paved with problems – ‘xaUrsya
Qaara inaiSata dur%yayaa duga-ma\ pqastt\ kavayaao vadint |’ – Sharp as the edge of a razor and hard to
cross, difficult to tread, is this Path, thus the sages declare. Yajnyavalkya
assures Janaka, ‘ANau: pnqaa ivatt: puraNaao maaM spYTao|nauiva<aao mayaOva | tona QaaIra Aipyaint ba`*maivad: svaga-M
laaokimait }Qva-M ivamau>a: ||’- The narrow ancient path which stretches far away has been
touched and realized by me. By it the wise, the knowers of Brahman, go up to
the heavenly world after the fall of this body.
Therefore, in this Upanishad the first question that springs in a seeker’s
mind is ‘By whom energized does the mind proceed toward the objects ? By
whom ordained does breath, the first among the gods makes moves ? by whom
desired does the speech is here spoken ? By whom , verily, the gods of sight
and sound are initiated ?’ Even as he speculates, the seer ventures to accept
that his vision is not possible to reach for the answer and admits the
inadequacy of his power of speculation, declaring “This is other than what we
know and higher than the unknown . . .” Madhva suggests that the various
gods, who are adored here do not represent Brahman, but are only the energy
centres, who are in eternal liberated state, Brahman being Sriman Narayana
alone as the ever-pervading Vishnu and no one else. Vishnu dwells in the heart
of each Jiva, as Vamana to energize him to perform actions. The one, who
thinks that he knows Him well, does not really know Him, not even Brahma,
the first one born among the gods. The inability to know the Supreme Person
through the gross body is highlighted, even while emphasizing that if one does
not know him in this very life, a great harm would accrue.
Out the four verses in this Upanishad, the first two are in verse and deal
with mystical nature of the Lord and the remaining two in prose deal with the
ways to approach the Lord for deliverance, where we find gods, eager to know
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Brahman, but not being able to recognize Him, when he presented Himself
before them, emphasizing that not the gross but the subtle faculty alone reveals
the true nature of Brahman. Therefore, Indra is considered as the presiding
deity over mind that alone is successful in knowing Brahman, when he reveals
himself to him enlightening him of the mystical significance of Brahman,
saying that it is He who moves the faculties of human being in seeing, hearing,
thinking etc. In that effort, austerities, self-control and performance of
ordained actions becomes the foundation. This is what this Upanishad imparts.

Kena Upanishad
Saaint maM~:
! sah naavavatu | sah naaO Bauna>u | sah vaIya-M krvaavahO tojaisva naavaQaItmastu | maa ivaiWYaavahO ||
! AaPyaayantu mamaa=gaina vaak\ p`aNaScaxau: Eaaotmaqaao balaimaind`yaaiNa ca savaa-iNa |
sava- ba`*maaOpinaYadM maa|hM ba`*ma inarakuyaa-M maa maa ba`*ma inarakraodinarakrNamas%vainarakrNaM mao|stu |
tda%maina inarto ya ]pinaYa%sau Qamaa-sto maiya santu to maiya santu ||
! Saaint: Saaint: Saaint:
Hymn of Peace:
Aum! May He protect us both. May He nurture us both. May we both perform
together. May we both succeed. May we never be unfriendly to one another.
Let my limbs be perfect ; let my speech, my breath and my hearing and also
the strength of my senses. May the mysticism of Brahman and mystery o the
Upanishads be mine. Let me not abandon wisdom of the Upanishads ; let not
Upanishads abandon me. Let there be no breach of that Wisdom by my self.
Ever reposing my self in the Upanishads, let Dharma be my auspicious guide,
yes my auspicious guide.
Aum ! Let there be peace on earth; let there be peace in space; let there be
peace in heavens.
Madhva’s salutations :
hir: ! | AnantgauNapUNa-%vaad\gamaaya saurOrip | savao-YtdatRo dovaanaaM namaao naarayaNaaya to ||
Aum Hari ! To Him, though endowed with immeasurable attributes, is
incomprehensible even to the gods, though he has granted them all their
aspirations, to That Sriman Narayana are by obeisance.
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The First Chapter
|| p`qama KND: ||
Upanishad
konaoiYatM ptit pòiYatM mana: kona p`aNa: p`qama: p`Oit yau>: | konaoiYataM vaacaimamaaM vadint caxau: Eaao~M k ] dovaao yaunai> || 1 ||
1.
By whom energized does the Mind move towards the objects (of senses)
? By whom ordained does the Breath, the first (among the gods) move ? By
whom desired does the speech is here spoken ? By whom, verily, are the gods
presiding over the eyes and ears promote ?
Eaao~sya Eaao~M manasaao manaao yad\ vaacaao h vaacaM sa ] p`aNasya p`aNa: | caxauYaScaxauritmaucya QaIra: p`o%yasmaallaaokadmaRta Bavaint ||
2 ||
2.
Renouncing attachment to hearing by the ear, thoughts of the mind,
speech of the tongue, breathing of the Primal Breath, sight of the eye, wise one
on departure from this primordial world, becomes immortal.
na t~ caxaur\ gacCit na vaaga\ gacCit naao mana: | na ivad\maao na ivajaanaImaao yaqaOtnauiSaYyaat\ || 3 ||
3.
The sight does not go there, nor the speech nor the mind; we know not
nor do we understand how can this be explained.
Anyadova tt\ ivaidtaqaao AivaidtadiQa | [it SauEauma pUvao-YaaM yao nastd\ vyaacacaixaro || 4 ||
4.
This is other than what we know and higher than the unknown. Thus we
have heard from the ancient ones, who have explained this to us.
yat\ vaacaanaByauidtM yaona vaagaByauVto | tdova ba`*ma %vaM ivaiw naodM yiddmaupasato || 5 ||
5.
That which is not expressed by speech, but by which speech comes to be
spoken, That, verily, is Brahman, know you thus, and not the one which people
here adore.
yanmanasaa na manuto yaonahur\ manaao matma\ | tdova ba`*ma %vaM ivaiw naodM yaiddmaupasato || 6 ||
6.
That which is not thought by mind, but that by which thoughts come to
be expressed, That, verily, is Brahman, know you thus, and not the one which
people here adore.
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yaccaxauYaa na pSyait yaona caxaMuiYa pSyait | tdova ba`*ma %vaM ivaiw naodM yaiddmaupasato || 7 ||
7.
That which is not seen by eyes, but that by which sight comes to be
experienced, That, verily, is Brahman, know you thus, and not the one which
people here adore.
yacC/ao~oNa na EaRNaaoit yaona Eaao~imadM EaRtma\ | tdova ba`*ma M%vaM ivaiw naodM yaiddmaupasato || 8 ||
8.
That which is not heard by the ears, but that by which hearing comes to
be experienced, That, verily, is Brahman, know you thus, and not the one
which people here adore.
yat\ p`aNaona na p`aiNait yaona p`aNa: p`NaIyato | tdova ba`*ma M%vaM ivaiw naodM yaiddmaupasato || 9 ||
9.
That which is not breathed by breath, but that by which life here
breathes, That, verily, is Brahman, know you thus, and not the one which
people here adore.
Commentary :
Thus, sitting in his abode, Vaijayanti, the four-faced Brahma extolled
comprehensively in seclusion the greatness of the Sri Vishnu to Sadashiva (the
ever auspicious one). On being asked how does the human mind, though under
control, repeatedly succumbs to attraction (towards sensory objects)? By
whom energized does the Primal Breath move? Which divinity does preside
over the eyes, ears, and the speech? Thus inquired, Brahma answered the
divine Lord of goddess Uma.
Mediating on divine Narayana, the omniscient, all-powerful, free of any
infirmities, who as breath of the Primal Breath and energizer of sight and all
the rest, impenetrable, comprehensive goal of the gods, energizer of the Primal
Breath, and knower of all the essentials, best among all, in all sides He is
known, verily, as Vishnu Himself.
Further Explanation:
In the beginning, Rigveda says, that there was the Prime Existence alone
abiding with its own self Impulse. The cycle of Creation commences with the
Intent becomes potential. When Existence with its Potency becomes effulgent
Creation is said to commence with movement in Time. Time gives birth to
experiences, experience giving birth to thoughts, which creating a cycle of its
own gives birth to further thoughts, giving rise to aggregation of thoughts which
the saMsaar – the primordial empirical world of experiences represents. Experience
and thoughts give rise to things as good and bad, beautiful and ugly, pleasant
and unpleasant, noble and ignoble, auspicious and inauspicious, an array of
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dualities from one is given a choice, preference, life it self becoming a world of
dualities. When the dualities merge and become one, the thoughts cease,
thoughts ceasing the experience cease, experience ceasing the Time ceases,
Time ceasing the movement cease, movement ceasing Creation ceases, Creation
ceasing the potential comes to dwell in the Prime Existence as Potency.
Thought, therefore being the product of empirical experiences, thoughts
themselves having origin as well end, and the knowledge of the eternal
Brahman cannot be accessed through the non-eternal transient thoughts.
Therefore to assume that one has known or has become aware of Brahman
having known about it through empirical exposure on the mind would be error.
Because Brahman is not to be known through any of its attributes or qualities,
since it has been said in Katha Up that it is without sound, touch, form and
odor, without beginning or without end. Or as Brihad Aranyak Up (III.viii.8)
said Brahman is ‘AsqaUlaM, ANaNau, Ah`svaM, AdIGMa-, AlaaoihtM, AsnaohM, AcCaVM, AEaao~M, Avaayau, AnaakaSaM,
Asa=gaM, ArsaM, AganQaM, AcaxauM, AEaao~M, Avaak\\, Amana:, AtojaskM, Ap`aNaM, AmauKM, Amaa~M, AnantrM, Abaa(M, na
tdSnaait, ikMcana na tdaSnaait kScana ||’.
Therefore, just because one is convinced about the nature of Brahman,
one comes to believe that that one is aware of Brahman would be error.
Awareness is Wisdom, which even men of Wisdom hesitate to designate saying
naoit, naoit, not this, not this, not like any thing like that is perceived here in the
primordial world. Therefore the Upanishad says ; ‘Anyadova tt\ ivaidtaqaao AivaidtadiQa | [it
SauEauma pUvao-YaaM yao nastd\ vyaacacaixaro ||’. . In Maitri Up. a question is asked by the seeker, ‘Aignar\
vaayaur\ Aaid%ya: kalaao ya: p`aNaaonnama\ ba`*maa $d`ao ivaYNaur\ [it ekonyaM AiBaQyaayaint ekonyama\ | ktmaao ya: saao|smaakM ba`Uihit
||’- Fire, air, sun, time, breath, food, Brahma, Rudra, Vishnu, some meditate
upon one, some upon other. To which the Teacher replies, ‘ba`*maNaao vaa vaOta Aga`syaastnava:,
prsyaamaRtsya SarIrsya . . yaa vaa|sya Agya`a stnavasta AiBaQyaayaod\ Aca-yana\ ina:nauyaacca | AtastaiBa: sahOvaao-pir ]pir
laaokoYau carit | Aqa kR%snaxaya ek%vaM eit puruYasya puruYasya ||’ - the different gods are but the
principal forms of the Supreme, immortal and bodiless Brahman. Verily, on
these one meditates upon, worships and discards. With these, one moves higher
and higher in the worlds and when all this cease to be, he attains unity with the
Purusha, yes with the Purusha. Shankara points out elsewhere that various are
the aspects of Brahman created, as and by way of its inherent nature, but by the
attachment of essence and form, ‘Anaokaina ih naama$paopaiQakRtaina ba`*maNaao $paiNa na svat: ||’,
having been described as without sound, without touch, and without form,
undecaying and likewise without taste, eternal, without smell, without
beginning, without end …’ in Katha Up. (I.iii.15) - ‘ASabdmaspSa-ma$pmavyayaM tqaa|rsaM
ina%yamaganQavacca yat\ | AnaaVnantM mahta: ..||’. Therefore it would be correct to say that
Brahman is unknown to those who know well and known to those who don’t
know – ‘yasyaamatM tsya matM yasya na vaod sa: | Aiva&atM ivajaanata iva&atmaivajaanatma\ ||’.
It is said that when Oracle of Delphi declared that Socrates is the wisest
man in the world, he being the wise in Wisdom said that what she meant was to
tell that he is wise because he knows that he has no Wisdom of the wise, where
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as all others do not know that they do not have the Wisdom of the wise. He
rejected the suggestion what people imagined that he himself possesses Wisdom
which one finds lacking in others. He said that God alone is wise and when
Oracle of Delphi said that Aristotle was wisest among men, she intended to
show that the temporal knowledge of men is worth little or nothing, using
Socrates not as a person but as and by way of illustration. Therefore, Socrates
goes around in the world searching and making inquiry in the Wisdom of any
one who appears to be wise. Stephan Hawking says in his book - A Brief
History of Time, ‘Why is it that we and the universe exist ? If we find the answer
to that, it would be the ultimate triumph of human reason - for then we would
know the mind of God’.
The inquiry in the creative cycle of the Prime Existence, therefore,
though leads one to the Prime Existence; the success of such inquiry will not be
fruitful unless one becomes pure in mind and perfect in his resolve. This is
possible only when is without desires having renounced all transitory means and
ends, as the result of the attributes and inclination from performance of actions
in earlier life. Shankara says, ‘ivaSawsa%vasya tu inaYkamayaOava baa(adina%yaa%saaQyasaaQanasambanQaaidhkRta%pUvakRtawa saMskarivaSaoYaaod\BavaaiWr>sya p`%yagaa%maivaYayaa ija&asaa p``vat-to ||’. It is only in such mind that the
quest for knowing ‘By whom energized does the Mind move towards the
objects (of senses) ? By whom ordained does the Breath, the first (among the
gods) move ? By whom desired does the speech is here spoken ? By whom,
verily, are the gods presiding over the eyes and ears promote ? The seer gives
the reply in the very next verse declaring ‘Renouncing attachment to hearing by
the ear, thoughts of the mind, speech of the tongue, breathing of the Primal
Breath, sight of the eye, wise one on departure from this primordial world,
becomes immortal’.
However, even though the mystery of the Prime Existence may be
communicated through the words, the sounds, signs and symbols, analogies and
metaphors the comprehension and enlightenment has to come through one’s
own self as said in Katha Up. (II.iii.12) ‘naOva vaacaa na manasaa p`aPtuM Sa@yaao na caxauYaa | AstIit
ba`uvantao|nya~ kqaM ]plaByato ||’ – not by speech, not by mind, not by sight can it be
apprehended. How can he be comprehended except by one who says ‘That It
Exists”. The declaration that ‘That It Exists” can be made b one who becomes
enlightened to that luminous awareness and not to any others.
Thus ends The First Chapter
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The Second Chapter.
|| iWtIya KND: ||
Upanishad
yaid manyasao sauvaodoit dBnamaovaaip naUnaM %vaM vao%qa ba`*maNaao rUpma\ |
yadsya %vaM yadsya dovaoUavaqa nau maImaaMsyamaova to manyao ividtma\ || 1 ||
1.
If you think that you know Him well, you know, indeed, only little of the
form of the Brahman. If you think with due deliberation of this form even
among the divinities then only by you He will be known.
naahM manyao sauvaodoit naao na vaodoit vaod ca | yaao nastad\ vaod td\ vaod naao na vaodoit vaod ca || 2 ||
2.
I do not think that I know Him well, though others consider that I know
Him well. Whoever here says that he knows Him, verily, knows not; and he who
says that he does not know Him, really knows.
yasyaamatM tsya matM yasya na vaod sa: | Aiva&atM ivajaanata iva&atmaivajaanatma\ || 3 ||
3.
By whom He is not known, to him He is known; but by him He is not
known, who says He is known to him. He is not understood by him who says he
understands Him; He is understood by him who says he does not understand
Him.
p`itbaaoQaivaidtM matamatRt%vaM ih ivandto | Aa%manaa ivandto vaIya-M ivaVyaa ivandto|maRtma\ || 4 ||
4.
Thus energized does He come to be known, realizing in accordance to
His immortal state; thereafter, the self acquires the power and through wisdom,
the immortal state.
[h caodvaodIdqa sa%yamaist na caaoidhavaidInmahait ivanaiYT: | BaUtoYau BaUtoYau ivaica%ya QaIra: p`o%yasmaallaokadmaRta Bavaint || 5 ||
5.
If This is known here itself, then Satya – Prime Existence accordingly
accrues to him; if This is not known here itself, then that will be a great loss to
him. Observing Him in all beings, the wise man will be immortal after he casts
of this world.
Commentary :
One who presumes to know Him completely does not know Him either
completely or comprehensively. By him alone is the Lord known, who never
holds such presumption. Similarly one knows not Him, the Supreme Being, who
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presumes ‘I have meditated on Him completely’, but only by him who says that
‘I have not known Him, whom I have meditated upon’. He cannot be known
comprehensively even in small measure. The form of Jiva is not comparable
with that of Brahman, the immutable Vishnu. But the one who is closer to you,
the energizer, He alone is Brahman. Know Him alone to be Vishnu, the
imperishable Supreme Being. When he is said to be the energizer of the
divinities (presiding over the forces of Nature) he is also to be understood as the
energizer of the human beings also. Without the Grace (of the Lord) the Jivas
are even impelled towards Him. Why then be under the presumption that the
Jiva could ever be Brahman ?
Further Explanation:
Knowledge is knowable. Awareness is Wisdom. Maitri up (VI.22) says
that there are two Brahmans to be meditated – Sound and non-Sound. By Sound
alone is the non-Sound is revealed. Sound is Aum, moving upward by that
ascend to the non-Sound. This is the Way, immortality, complete deliverance
and tranquility. Having passed by the various characteristics of Sound one
becomes delivered in the supreme non-Sound, the unmanifest Brahman – ‘Wo vaa va
ba`*maiNa AiBaQyaoyao SabdScaabdSca, Aqa SabdonaOvaaSabdM AaivaiSk`yato, Aqa t~ ! [it Sabdao|naonaQvMa- ]%k`antao|Sabdo inaQaanaM
eit, AqaaYaOsaa gaitr etd\ AmaRtM, ett\ saayaujyaM, inava-t-%vaM tqaa caoit . . taM pRqaglaxaNaM AtI%aya prao|Sabdo|vya>o
ba`*maiNa AYTM gat: ||’. Know the One, the non-Sound closer to you, He alone is
Brahman, Vishnu, the imperishable Supreme Being.
It is the universal declaration that one can not know the Creator or speak
how all this came to be. The seer of the Rigvedic hymn X.129 says in all
humility it is doubtful whether the first origin of this creation knew whether he
formed this creation at all or not, He verily knows or perhaps knows not. S.
Radhakrishnan brings out to our attention an upanishdic text which Shankara
makes reference in his commentary to Brahma Sutras, according to which when
Bashaki was asked by Bhava to expound the nature of Brahman, he kept silent.
When he was further persuaded to teach, the seer is said to have replied - I am
teaching but you don’t understand, the Self is silence. According to Taoism,
The Tao which can be spoken is not the eternal Tao. When Zen was asked to
speak about the First Principle he said the moment he speaks That would be the
Second Principle, what is spoken becoming an echo and not the original Sound.
What then one speaks would be about Truth and not the Truth. Therefore, Philo
a western mystic, having decided to speak Truth and nothing but Truth, is said
to have refused to speak about God, because what ever he speaks about God
would not be TRUTH.
Thus ends The Second Chapter.
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Third Chapter
tRtIya KND
Upanishad
ba`*ma h dovaoByaao ivaijagyao tsya h ba`*maNaao ivajayao dovaa AmahIyant |
to eoxantasmaakmaovaayaM ivajayaao|smaakmaovaayaM mahImaoit || 1 ||
1.
He is Brahman, thus he replied the divinities. It was, verily, in the victory
of Brahman, that the gods became strong. (But) they considered ours verily is
this victory ; ours, verily, is this greatness. This, Brahman was aware.
tWOYaaM ivaja&aO toByaao h pa`duva-BaUva | tnna vyajaanat ikimadM yaxaimait || 2 ||
2.
In their presence, He appeared. They did not recognize who this strange
appearance could be.
too|ignamaba`uvana\ jaatvaod etd\ ivajaanaIih ikmaotd\ yaXaimait : tqaaoit || 3 ||
3.
They spoke to Agni, Jataveda find out about what this strange
appearance could be. He said, ‘So be it’.
tdByad`vat\ tmaByavadt\ kaao|saIit Aignavaa- AhmasmaI%yaba`vaIjjatvaoda vaa AhmasmaIit || 4 ||
4.
Seeing him approach, it (Yaksha) inquired of him ‘Who are you ?’
‘Verily I am Agni’ thus he said. ‘Verily I am Jaatavedas’.
tisma~s%vaiya ikM vaIya-ima%yapIdM sava-M dhoyaM yaiddM pRiqvyaaimait || 5 ||
5.
(When asked by Yaksha) ‘What power is there in you ?’ (He said) ‘All
this I can burn, whatever exists here on earth’.
tsmaO tRNaM inadQavaotd\ dhoit tdupp`oyaaya sava-javaona tnna SaSaakdgQauM sat t eva inava<ao naOtdSakM iva&atauM yadotd\ yaxaimait || 6
||
6.
In front of him, (Yaksha) placed a blade of grass and said ‘Burn this’. He
approached by all his strength, but was unable to burn it. Returning from there
he remarked ‘I have not been able to find out who this Yaksha is !’
Aqa vaayuamaba`uvana\ vaayavodt\ ivahjaanaIih ikmaotd\ yaxaimait tqaoit || 7 ||
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7.
Then Vayu was addressed thus, ‘O Vayu find out about what this strange
appearance could be’. He said, ‘So be it’.
tdByad`vat\ tmaByavadt\ kaosaIit vaayauvaa- AhmasmaI%yaba`vaInmaatirSvaa vaa AhmasmaIit || 8 ||
8.
Seeing him approach, (Yaksha) inquired of him ‘Who are you?’ ‘Verily, I
am Vayu’ thus he said. ‘Verily, I am Matarishva’
tisma~s%vaiya ikM vaIya-Mima%yapIdM sava-maaddIya yaiddM pRiqavyaaimait || 9 ||
9.
(When asked by Yaksha) ‘What power is there in you ?’ (He said) ‘All
this I can blow off, whatever exists here on earth’.
tsmaO tRNaM ina\dqaavaotdad%svaoit tdupp`oyaaya sava-javaona tnna SaSaakadatuM sat t\ eva inavavato naOtdSakM iva&atuM yadotd\ yaxaimait ||
10 ||
10. In front of him, (Yaksha) placed a blade of grass and said ‘Blow this’. He
approached by all his strength, but was unable to blow it. Returning from there
he remarked ‘I have not been able to find out who this Yaksha is !’
Aqaond`maba`uvana\ maGavannaotd\ ivajaanaIih ikmaotd\ yaxaimait tqaoit tdByad`avat\ tsmaat\ itraodQao || 11 ||
11
Then they said to Indra, ‘O Maghavan, find out what this strange
appearance could be’. He said, ‘So be it’. As he approached him, (Yaksha)
disappeared from his sight.
sa tismannaovaakaaSao is~yamaajagaama bahuSaaoBamaanaamaumaaM hOmavatIM taM haovaaca ikmaotd\ yaxaimait || 12 ||
12. Then in that space there appeared a woman of exceptional beauty, Uma,
the daughter of Himavat, whom he asked ‘Who is this strange appearance
(Yaksha) ?’
Commentary :
Brahma said :
Here I will narrate a legend to you, O Great Lord. Established among
Devas, Brahman won over Daityas and the Danavas. The Devas considered
this victory to be their own, since their mind was obscured by demonic
influences. Janardana appeared before them in the form of a Yaksha along
with Shiva and Brahma, they being his followers and associates, intending to
teach them that if these divinities could not understand him, how is it possible
for them to comprehend Him ? To know Him Agni and Vayu approached Him,
finally even Indra attempting to know. But none were capable to comprehend
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Him. Indra had greater intelligence and though he may ask questions, he was
not yet qualified to know from Vishnu, Shiva or Brahma. Realizing thus,
Keshava disappeared there and then from their sight. Uma being well-qualified
to communicate such knowledge, she was made herself visible to them.
Madhva makes the Prajapati to expound the theses through allegory and
a metaphor where devas on the one hand and daityas and danavas on the other
represent the forces of Light and Darkness. His explanations here are based on
traditional lore and legends than on metaphysic terms and foundations.
Therefore, he refers Vishnu, Shiva and Brahma more in their anthropomorphic
forms than as representing the abstract terms like Luminous Wisdom,
Auspicious Wisdom and Creative Wisdom. The devas would then becoming the
enlightened souls. Here the devas are to be understood as the deities presiding
over different organs and daityas and danavas being the unenlightened ones
who vitiate those organs. They struggle with each for superiority – ‘t eYaau
laaokoSvaspQa-nt’ (Brihad Aranyaka Up. I.ii.1). The fact that devas could not
comprehend Brahman was because every time they tried to recite Udgitha, the
daityas and danavas would interfere and vitiate the organs of sense - or ‘t ^\
haasaura papmanaa )oYa ivaw:’ (Chhandogya Up.I.ii.2).
When it is said that devas could not comprehend the Yaksha, who in
reality was none other than resplendent Vishnu, it suggests that the organs and
not even the mind could comprehend, since they were all vitiated by the
influences of un-enlightened daityas and danavas. Therefore, there was the
need for them to be sensitive and receptive. Hence Uma, the embodiment of
enlightenment, slendour, tranquility and pure Wisdom clarifies Indra, the
presiding deity over Mind, being the principal organ and the first one to
comprehend, shows that is the mind which has to be luminous and enlightened
before the other organs could be luminous. Since Indria the presiding deity
over mind, came to know that the mysterious Yaksha was none other than
Brahman, he became great among all gods, even so mind over all other organs.
Thus ends The Third Chapter.
The Fourth Chapter
catuqa-: KND:
Upanishad:
saa ba`*maoit haovaaca ba`*maNaao vaa etd\ ivajayao mahIyaQvaimait ttao hOva ivadaHcakar ba`*maoit || 1 ||
1.
That is Brahman’ thus did she reply. ‘Of Brahman, verily, was this
victory. By which the deities became great’. Thus, indeed, did he (Indra)
realized that He was Brahman.
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tsmaad\ vaa eto dovaa Aittraimavaanyaana\ dovaana\ yadgignavaa-yauirnd`sto (onannaoidYzM pspSau-sto (onat\ p`qamaao ivadaHcakar ba`*maoit ||
2 ||
2.
Thus, verily, did these gods, like Agni, Vayu and Indra excel other
gods, having been touched first, they knew He to be Brahman. Because by
Indra was He known as Brahman, Indra excels over other gods. Because he it
was, who touched Brahman closely. He, it was, knew that He was Brahman.
Commentary :
Uma comprehensively instructed him (Indra) about the supreme
abiding place of Vishnu, known to the liberated ones, like Brahma, Vayu,
Shesha Garuda, Shiva and others along with their spouses (energies), since
they all were not conceited. Since Indra was the first one to know, he was the
foremost among all gods. Kaama was superior to Daksha and others having
known earlier than they did. By Kaama were instructed Daksha, Brihaspati,
Manu and likewise Kama’s own son. Later the Surya, Chandrama, Yama, and
Varuna (were instructed), who uttered Aum. Breath in the nostrils and fire in
here the first who saw Him. Therefore, of all gods, they are known as the
superior ones; among them are Indra and Kaama and superior to them are
Brahma and others. Among gods, Agni is lower than and Vishnu is superior.
In between them exist all other gods like Brahma and others. Agni is said to be
inferior because he came to know of Brahman from Indra. This is the
gradation (taratamya) among the gods according to the order in which they
knew Vishnu, fully or partially.
Further Explanation:
Since it is accepted as a priori premise that That One, the Prime
Existence alone existed with the self-sense reverberating within him, Vishnu
came to be referred as Brahman, having become effulgent as Creation using
laxmaI, the self-sense or the potency to pervade the entire Creation, according to
the attributes and inclination, fashioned by laxmaI or Prakriti. Therefore, all the
great gods Brahma, Vayu, Shesha Garuda, Shiva and others along with their
spouses (energies) having been subject to Creation are also to Destruction.
They were liberated ones having been enlightened to supremacy of That One,
the Prime Existence or Vishnu.
According to Madhva every one who is born is hrornaucara, made up of Anau following or in furtherance of and car traverseon the Path or Dharma laid down
by Vishnu, he being ‘ivaYNaugaao-pa AdaBya: ttao Qamaa-ina Qaaryana\’ one who maintain the path of
righteousness. Human evolution does not depend in the circumstances in which
he is born but on the attributes – gauNa and attitude – svaBaava in which he is born with.
Therefore, neither birth nor opportunities would elevate a human being to a
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higher status, if he is not fundamentally receptive to noble thoughts, auspicious
speech and invigorating actions. jaIvas are graded in three-fold division, dovaas
being the enlightened ones are qualified to be liberated, so are the superior
among human beings, like Brahma, Rudra, Vayu and others like Bhrigu, Ribhu,
Vyasa, Prahlad, Narada, Dhruva and others. manauYuyaas being enterprising beings
and danavaas being the un-enlightened. manauYyaas are the intermediates ones, capable of
being creatively active, and subject to pure thought and noble ethical and moral
actions. For the degraded danavaas the obscure worlds alone is the eternal dwelling
place– ‘i~ivaQaa jaIvasaMGaastu dovamaanauYadanavaa: | ya~ dovaao maui>yaaogyaa, maanauSaoYau<amastqaa || maQyamaa maanauSaa yaoto saRiYTyaaogyaa
sadOva hI | AQamaa inaryaOva danavastu yamaaolaya: ||”. Thus some are born enlightened, some having
potential to be enlightened and others doomed to be eternally un-enlightened,
whatever the external form they might be born with.
Madhva’s view of the three-fold gradations can be faulted but cannot be
summarily dismissed. Human beings are not born equal, having inherent
freedom to choose their own course, though born in good or prosperous families
are inclined to obscure actions, having to respond according to the attributes –
gauNa and attitude – svaBaava. Krishna describes this saying, ‘p`kRto: ik`yaamaaiNa guauNaO: kmaa-ina sava-Sa:
| AhMkarivamaUZa%maa kta-mahimait manyato ||’. Therefore, Madhva’s view though can be faulted
on many other counts cannot be rejected or overlooked entirely. Krishna having
repeatedly said in Bhagavad Gita that ‘EaoyaansvaQamaao- ivagauNa: prQamaa-%svanauiYztat\ | svaQamao- inaQanaM Eaoya:
prQamaao- Bayaavah: ||’ (III.35) and ‘svao svao kma-NyaiBart: saMisaiwM laBato nar: |..Eaoyaana\ svaQamaao- ivagauNa: prQamaa%svanauiYztat\ | svaBaavainayatM kma- kuva-nnaPnaaoit ikilbaYama\ || sahjaM kma- kaOntoya sadaoUamaip na %yajaot\ | savaa-rmBaa ih daoYaoNa
QaUmaonaaignairvaavaRta: ||’ (XVIII.45-49).
Upanishad:
tsmaad\ vaa [nd`ao|ittraimavaanyaana\ dovaana\ sa (aonannaoidYzM pspSa- sa (onat\ p`qamaao ivadHcakar ba`*maoit || 3 ||
3.
Because by Indra was He known as Brahman, Indra excels among all
other gods. Because he it was, who touched Brahman closely, he it was who
knew that He was Brahman.
tsyaOYa AadoSaao yadotd\ ivaVutao vyaVutda [itnnyamaIimaYada [%yaiQadOvama\ || 4 ||
4.
Of this (Brahman) these are the instructions, like lightening which flashes
forth, as it were, or the winking of the eye. This instruction is concerning the
gods.
AqaaQyaa%maM yadotd\ gacCtIva ca manaao|naona caOtdupsmar%yaBaIxNa~ sa=klp: || 5 ||
5.
Thus, concerning the Self that to which the mind appears to move and
appears to remember and appears to imagine.
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tw twnaM tWnaima%yaupaisatvyaM say a etdovaM vaodaiBahOna~ savaa-iNa BaUtaina saMvaaHCint || 6 ||
6.
That One is to be desired. That is to be meditated upon. Whoever knows
him thus, Him all the creatures seek.
]pinaYadM Baao ba`UhI%yau>a t ]pinaYad\ ba`a*maIM vaava t ]pinaYadba`Umaoit || 7 ||
7.
O revered one, instruct me the Upanishads. ‘Upanishad is instructed to
you.’ ‘Upanishads have been imparted to you’.
syaO tpao dma: kamao-it p`itYza vaoda: savaa-=gaina sa%yamaayatnama\ || 8 ||
8.
To such one, the austerities, restraint, performance of actions are the
foundations, Vedas are the limbs and Satya is the abode.
yaao vaa etamaovaM vaodaph%ya paPmaanamananto svagao- laaoko jyaoyao p`ititYzit p`ititYzit || 9 ||
9.
Whoever knows this in this manner, at the end of termination of the
infirmities, is firmly established in the heavens, is firmly established.
Thus ends The Fourth Chapter.
[it EaI AanandtIqa- Bagava%padaacaaya- ivaricatM konaaoopinaSad BaaSyaM saMpUNa-ma\ ||
Thus ends the Commentary on Kena Upanishad by Anandteertha
(Madhvacharya), the servant of the Resplendent Lord.

________________
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Katha Upanishad
Introduction
Kathopanishad is one the most important scriptures, belonging to
Taittiriya section of Yajur Veda. It deals with intelligent quest for the eternal
problem of Death. The moment one is born Death is his constant companion.
While Krishna said for one who is born, death is certain and birth for one who
has died - ‘jaatsya ih Qa`uvaao maR%yauQaÙv- aM janma maRtsya ca |’ (Bhagavad Gita (II.27). In Rigveda
(X.14), we have a hymn addressed to Yama, the presiding deity over death, the
first one to travel to the supreme abode and which the self of the mortals
tread path, where the self of the ancient fathers had traversed earlier– ‘yamaao naao gaatuM
p`qamaao ivavaod naOYaa gavyaUitrpBat-vaa ] | ya~a na: pUvao- iptr: proyauja&anaa: pnqyaa Anau svaa: ||’ (X.14.2). Yama’s
abode is one where one goes leaving transgression and malevolence to seek
afresh your dwelling place, a new body bright with brilliant – ‘ih%vaayaavaVM pinarstmaoih
saM gacCsva tnvaa sauvacaa-: || (X.14.8). Sayana suggests that kumara referred in Rigvedic
hymn (X.135) is Nachiketas, whose legend had tremendous impact on later
thinkers forming basis for discussion in Taittiriya Brahmana (III.11.8) and in
Katha Upanishad some of the thoughts finding place even in Bhagavad Gita.
Though man is aware Death is an inevitable event, he does not know
what Death IS, how it comes and when it comes. He is not aware what is it that
decays disintegrates yet he is afraid of Death and that very ignorance makes
him worry. He associates the loss of the body, the form, which makes him
conscious of his individuality with Death, overlooking the essence within,
which is eternal. In Brihad Aranayaka Upanishad, when Artabhaga Jaratkaru
was faced with the problem queried Yajnavalkya, who informed him that when
Death comes, vital breaths gather and body becomes inflated, leaving only the
Infinite Essence to remain, speech entering in fire, breath in air, eye in Sun,
mind in Moon, hearing in quarters, self in space, blood and semen in the
waters, only Karma, the result of his performance of actions alone carried
forward in subsequent life.
The upanishadic intellectuals bring down the incommunicable mystical
truths from the level of supra-sensory experience to the level of empirical
experience. They use Nachiketas who was referred in vedic scripture as a
metaphor to convey esoteric experiences through exoteric allegory. Therefore
to seek history in Nachiketa’s story would lead one to misplace his emphasis.
Vajashravas is used to represent an ordinary seeker of empirical desires
through performance of ceremonial sacrifices, whereas Nachiketa is a questor
for spiritual Wisdom. For Madhva every thing is important - the characters, the
journey, the first boon as well as the last and the wisdom communicated.
Nachiketa reacts unfavorably observing his father perform Yajna
desiring material objects here and in heavens, while the primary objective for a
sacrifice should have be performance of actions for maintenance of World
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Order and one’s spiritual enlightenment. Therefore, when he saw his father
giving as gifts, animals which are ‘incapable of drinking water, eating grass or
giving milk, incapable in strength’ he asks him Eawa - receptivity to ethical and
moral considerations having entered his mind, to whom does he intend give as
gift, to bring to his attention that his actions are fraught with danger, to bring
to his attention the futility of offering gifts which will bring neither the desired
fruits nor deliverance from samsara, But would lead him to joyless worlds,
since means which are not wholesome are sure to bring anything but
beneficent end. When one does not like to listen what one does not desire to
listen, the reaction often ending in a burst of anger. Therefore, Vajashravas
explodes “To Death do I hereby gift you”. Accepting his father’s words as his
command, he departs to the abode of the Death to be instructed by Death the
merit to his father’s command.
Nachiketa was wise beyond his age, though a mere child, he was not a
novice in spiritual expose. He was aware what dies is not jaIva, the essence,
which was immortal, but the form with which he is endowed - ‘Amongst
several, I go as the first, amongst several, I am the intermediate one . . .
Observe how it was with my forefathers and observe again of the later ones.
Like seedlings they do the mortals dies and like seedlings they sprout again’.
Therefore, when he arrives Yama’s abode, it will be illogical to accept that he
could have come in this earlier form as Nachiketa, Vajasharavas’ son. But as
the immortal self, he was aware of his essential attributes and inclinations,
having his karma of his earlier existence still fresh in his memory,
Therefore, when he and offered boons ‘. . let good fortune ever remain
mine. In return, receive from me three boons’, for each night and day
Nachiketa remained unattended by Yama in his abode, he not only desired his
father be pacified from his anxiety, ‘SaantsaMklp: saumanaa’ seeing me back in new form
recognize and greet him, when his soul is set free by Yama him. Nachketa
knows once a soul goes to Yama’s abode and returns it is not in the same body
or form, therefore, he wants to be ‘AiBavado%p`tIt’ – recognized on return when he
takes birth again in the family of Vajashravas.
Though Nachiketa knew the rudiments of philosophy was not yet aware
of the Ultimate Existence – Satya or enlightened to the reality of liberation
from the cycle of birth, ‘the wisdom and all the knowledge about Yoga, and
(through which one) becomes freed from passion and death’. He had only the
empirical Knowledge of the phenomenal existence perceiving that one who is
born is sure to die and one who dies is sure to be born. Therefore, it would be
unreasonable to assume that Nachiketa, when he returns from the abode of
Death, he had the same form and name as when he was Nachiketa. It is more
rational to accept that the word Nachiketa is used in the narrative as an
identifiable word for the legend to be communicated.
He seems to be aware of the statement in vedic scripture (X.14.8) where
it is said ‘saM gacCsva iptRiBa: saM yamaonaoYTapUto-na prmao vyaaomana\ | ih%vaayaavaVM pinarstmaoih saM gacCsva tnvaa sauvacaa-: || 34
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Go forth towards Yama and the fathers in the supreme heavens, the benefit of
the self-willed or the ordained actions. Leave transgression and malevolence to
seek afresh your dwelling place, a new body bright with brilliant. Yama’s
abode is not the final destination but an intermediate place for rest and
rejuvenation in one’s journey. It is not the body that journeys but the essence,
the jaIva which is provided an opportunity to renew and determine its future
course in a new body.
Having received from his father and Teachers the Knowledge available
from scriptures, he now desires as the second boon, the Wisdom of ‘AignaM svagamaQyaoiYa’ - Agni that aids one to heaven, where the immortals being aware of the
supremacy of Vishnu, live without fear. jaIva when liberated also becomes free
from afflictions of the gross form. The Agni referred here is not the elemental
fire, but the presiding deity, the energizing force, the flash of intuition, who as
puraoiht, leads one on the spiritual path, interceding between men and the gods. It
is ‘the support of and is abiding in the hidden abode, to be the means of
acquiring the boundless realm’. He is the flaming force of Wisdom – jatvaodasa\,
the seer will of the universe.
Aurobindo says of Agni, ‘The other Gods awake at dawn but Agni
wakes also in the night. He keeps his divine vision even in darkness where
there is neither moon nor the stars . . . when man awakened from his nights
wills to offer his inner and outer activities to the gods, to the truer and higher
existence and so to arise out of mortality into far off immortality, his goal and
desires, it is this flame of outward inspiring Force and Will that he must kindle
; into this fire he must cast the sacrifices’.
Madhva maintains that all gods represent, in final analysis, Vishnu
alone, ‘since Hari, the pre-eminent amongst all, exists as innermost in
Nachiketaagni. He is referred as Agni’. Madhva elevates Agni and the vaoid –
the sacrificial platform from its gross form to the spiritual level. Having
identified Agni with Vishnu, the bricks represent the divinities, 360 in number,
laid according to the hierarchy in which they stand one to the other. This is
Madhva’s central theme of taratamya or gradation of the Jivas, which includes
everything that is created. ‘Whosoever knows the primary divinity in the bricks
as Vishnu. Having 360 forms, such having known the divinities, becomes
liberated from the bondage of samsara’. Yama finds Nachiketa most receptive
because he ‘duly repeated all that, in the manner it was told’. Therefore,
pleased Yama declares that ‘By your name shall this Agni be hence-forth
known’.
Nachiketa is not satisfied with these boons alone. His quest was for
something higher and spiritual and fundamental. Nurtured intellectually about
the fundamental principles, he now seeks to know what was till then unknown
to him. Death was left with no further doubts, when Nachiketa asked his third
boon. ‘yaoyaM p`oto ivaicaik%saa manauYyao|stI%yaoko nayamastIit caOko |’ - Of the individual soul, this doubt
is raised. Some say that he exists (controlled by the Lord). Others say that it is
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not so. According to Madhva this clarification alone would lead one to the
eternal state of deliverance and Wisdom of the Supreme Lord.
Shankara gives the meaning to the word ‘p`o%yao’ – when a man dies, unlike
Madhva who uses the word to men when he separated from the body, which is
in line with his translation of the word inavaa-Na to mean separation of or departing
from the body, vaaNa being the body. This seems also to agree with Nachiketa’s
declaration prior to his arrival at Death’s abode, he was aware that ‘Amongst
several, I go as the first, amongst several, I am the intermediate one . . .
Observe how it was with my forefathers and observe again of the later ones.
Like seedlings they do the mortals dies and like seedlings they sprout again’.
Therefore, when Nachiketa uses the word ‘p`o%yao’, he does not mean in the
popular parlance ‘dead’ without having any gross form, though as Jiva he
would be awaiting ‘liberation’ from the cycle of birth and death of the form.
Therefore, ‘p`o%yao’ in any case would not mean ‘dying’.
For Madhva spiritual endeavours is being inclined and in communion
(Bai>) with Vishnu, communion (Bai>) itself being the intent, purpose and the
conclusion. In Bai> there are no measure, either you are in Bai> communion or
not. Therefore a Ba> is not one who having suffered the travails of samsara,
devotes himself in recitation, singing devotional songs and offering prayers
and performing fats, visiting holy places as part of devotion to become a Ba>
but one who is inclined and in communion with continued abidance of Lord’s
presence. Spiritual quest does not end with attaining Knowledge (&ana) about the
existence of individual identity after death but experiencing the Wisdom (iva&ana)
of the Supreme Lord. Therefore as he explains the meaning of the word
‘anilam’ by splitting the word in ‘a’ symbolising the Aum, Axar, the primary
immutable syllable. Therefore, he says that Nachiketa’s third boon was not
about knowing, unlike Jaratkaru Arthabaga or King Janaka, whom
Yajnavalkya clarified the state of the individual soul – Jiva after dying, which
is confirmed by the use of the words ‘staoma mahantma\’ and ‘]$gaaya’. Madhva clarifies,
‘]$gaayaM [%yau@%vaa ca na jaIvaivaYayaao AyaM p`Sna:’.
More daring a question no one had earlier asked and even the gods had
hesitated to ask, since it was not easy to understand. Then how can a mere
mortal be bold to inquire! Therefore, as abundant caution Death attempts to
dissuade Nachiketa from furthering the query, observing that there has not
been more persistent inquirer than this one. But Nachiketa is not one to be
dissuaded. He continues to urge saying of the even gods had doubts and it is
not easy to understand. Therefore, since there are no other Teacher him to be
found, no other boon would be comparable to this one, rejecting all
inducements given, not impressed by wealth, women, prolonged life, all being
transient, ‘as long as you (Death) are in power’.
Yama hesitates seeing that it is not so much the life after death that
Nachiketa desires but the Wisdom of the source which energizes all that
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pervades the world. But unless one has the sensitivity and receptivity to listen
to the resonance of the eternal Sound, imparting the Wisdom would not only be
futile but also fraught with danger. Words are potent with meaning and power.
Therefore, Yama lauded his determination, ‘strong is your resolve, inquirers
like you are not to be found”, and yet was not eager to reveal Wisdom about
the Supreme Being.
Finally seeing Nachiketa’s determined resolve, Yama communicates,
‘What all the Vedas uniformly proclaim as His forms, what all the austerities
announce, living life of wisdom of Brahman, that form I shall speak to you in
brief ; That form is AUM’.
Thus instructed by Death the Wisdom and acquiring all the knowledge
of yoga, Nachiketa became freed from passion and Death, even as others shall
be, who acquired the mystical Wisdom. The all-knowing Lord, like an embryo
safely secured in a pregnant woman, exists adored by men who are vigilant
between the Teacher and the disciple. The Lord is the energizer and Yama is
personification of Dharma, the perennial principles communicates the
Wisdom.

Katha Upanishad
Saaint maM~:
EaI vaamanaaya nama:
Obeisance to Sri Vamana. !
sah naavavatu | sah naaO Bauna>u | sah vaIyMa-M krvaavahO | tojaisva naavaQaItmastu | maa ivaiWYaavahO ||
|| ! Saaint: Saaint: Saaint: ||
May He protect us both; may He be pleased with us both; may we
perform our actions with vigour together; may our learning make us
luminous; may there be no aversion between us . Let Him be propitiously
peaceful, peaceful, peaceful

p`qama AQyaaya. p`qama vallaI
First Chapter - Section I

hir: !
Aum Sri Hari !
]Sana\ h vaO vaajaEavasa: sava-vaodsaM ddaO | tsya h naicakota naama pu~ Aasa || 1 ||
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1.
Being Desirous, Vajashravas, they say, gifted away his possessions. He
had a son named Nachiketa.
tM h kumaarM santM dixaNaasau naIyamaanaasau EawaivavaoSa saao|manyat || 2 ||
2.
When gifts were given to the priests, even though a child, receptivity
(shraddha) entered him. He reflected pItaodka jagQtRNaa dugQadaoha inaind`yaa: | Ananda naama to laaokastaana\ sa gacCit ta ddt\ || 3 ||
3.
Incapable of drinking water, tasting grass or giving milk or of strength
(were the cows). Whoever gives such gifts, joyless would the worlds where he
goes.
Commentary :
He gave (among other gifts) incapacitated cows.
sa haovaaca iptrM tt ksmaO maaM dasyasaIit | iWtIyaM tRtIyaM tM haovaaca maR%yavao %vaa ddmaIit || 4 ||
4.
He (Nachiketa) said to his father ‘Dear father, to whom shall you gift
me?’ (Thus he asked) the second and third time. Him he replied, ‘To the Death
shall I give you’.
Commentary :
‘Give me as the gift, not these incapacitated cows, unfit to be given’ thus
having said he was cursed by his own father.
bahUnaamaoima p`qamaao bahUnaamaoima maQyama: | ikM isvaVmasya kt-vuaM yanmayaa|V kirYyait || 5 ||
5.
Amongst the several, I go as the first; among the several, I go as the
middle one. What purpose will, indeed, be served, by offering me as the gift?
AnaupSya yaqaa pUvao- p`itpSya tqaa|pro | sasyaimava ma%ya-: pcyato sasyaimavaajaayato puna: || 6 ||
6.
Observe how it was in earlier times and again in later times. Like
seedlings do the mortals perish and like seedlings they rise again.
vaOSvaanar: p`ivaSa%yaitiqaba`a*mNaao gaRhana\ | tsyaOtaM SaaintM kuva-int hr vaOvasvataodkma\ || 7 ||
7.
Verily like the blazing fire does a Brahmin guest enters a household. Such
one needs to be pacified with waters, O son of the Sun.
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Commentary :
He, the child, reached Yama’s abode but even though honoured by his
wife, did not accept felicitations from her. When Yama returned, she told him to
give food along with water.
AaSaap`tIxao saMgatM saUnaRtaM [YTapUto- pu~pSauMSca savaa-na\ |
etd\vaR=@to pu$YasyaalpmaoQasaao yasyaanaSnanvasait ba`a*maNaao gaRho || 8 ||
8.
Hope and longings, companionship and pleasing speech, fruits of
sacrifice, sons, animals and all else are robbed of a person of little intelligence,
in whose house a Brahmin remains unfed.
Commentary :
These words were addressed to Yama by his wife.
itsa`ao ra~Iya-dvaa%saIagaR-ho mao AnaSnana\ ba`*mannaitiqana-masya: |
namasto|stub a`*mana\ svaist mao|stu tasmaa%p`it ~InvaranvaRNaIYva || 9 ||
9.
‘You, an honoured Brahmin guest, who have waited in my home for three
days without food, receive my obeisance. Peace be with me. In return (receive
from me) three boons’.
Commentary :
Thus spoken by his wife, Yama granted the three boons with due honour.
SaantsaMklp: saumanaa yaqaa syaaWItmanyaugaaO-tmaao maa|iBa maR%yaao |
%va%p`saRYTM maa\iBavado%[`tIt ett\ ~yaaNaaM p`qamaM vrM vaRNao || 10 ||
10. “Peaceful of mind, well disposed, as he was earlier, with anger
expunged, let Gautama (my father) be gracious to me and recognize me, greet
me, when freed by you. This, I choose, as my first of the boons.
yaqaa purstad\ Baivata p`tIt AaO_alaikra%iNama-%p`saRYT: |
sauKM ra~I: Saiyata vaItmanyaus%vaaM ddRiSavaanmaR%yaumauKat\ p`mau>ma\ || 11 ||
11. As in earlier times, may Auddalaka, son of Aruni, respond to you in
future, as well. Through my favours, he shall sleep peacefully during nights.
Free from anger, he shall see you released from Death.
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Commentary :
Relief from father’s anger, the wisdom of the Hari indwelling in
Nachiketa-agni and of his abidance in the state of deliverance – these are the
three boons desired (by Nachiketa). Thus, in Gatisaara scripture.
svagao- laaoko na BayaM ikMcanaaist na t~ %vaM na jaryaa ibaBaoit |
]Bao tI%vaa-|Sanaayaaippasao Saaokaitgaao maaodto svaga-laapko || 12 ||
12. In the heavenly worlds, there is no fear at all, nor is there any fear of old
age. Transcending both hunger and thirst, leaving sorrows behind, they revel in
the worlds of heavens.
sa %vamaignaM svagya-maQyaoiYa maR%yaao p`ba`Uih %vaM Ea_Qaanaaya ma(ma\ |
svaga-laaoka AmaRt%vaM Bajant etd\ iWtIyaona vaRNao varoNa || 13 ||
13. You are aware of that Agni, which leads one to the heavens, Preach me,
who is all receptive (Eawyaa ma(ma\), how do they devote to the state of Deathlessness.
Thus, do I ask my second boon.
Commentary :
Since pre-eminent Hari abides within Nachiketagni, therefore, the Lord is
referred as Agni.
p` to ba`vaIima tdu mao inabaaoQa svaga-maignaM naicakot: p`jaanana\ |
AnantlaaokaiPtmaqaao p`itYzaM ivaiw %vamaotM inaihtM gauhayaama\ || 14 ||
14. That one I will speak. I will instruct you of that heavenly Agni, Nachiketa
be attentive. That one pervading the endless worlds abides within this secret
cave.
Commentary :
Endless worlds of Sri Vishnu are known as the mean to Wisdom.
Pervading the entire world, that Vishnu is one within all hearts.
laaokaidmaignaM tmauvaaca tsmaO yaa [iYTka yaavatIvaa- yaqaa vaa |
sa caaip t%p`%yavadVqaao>maqaasya maR%yau: punarovaah tuYT: || 15 ||
15. Of that Agni enveloped in the worlds, he spoke to him, along with the
nature of the bricks, their numbers and the manner of their placement. When the
same was repeated again, the Death pleased with the reply spoke again.
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Commentary :
He, verily, envelops all these worlds, knowing Him one is delivered
permanently. The nature of the bricks means the presiding deities abiding
therein. Whoever knows that the indwelling essence in all these bricks is Vishnu
with his 360 forms, becomes liberated from the bonds of his Karmas. Thus has
it been declared.
tmaba`vaIt\ p`IyamaaNaao maha%amaavarM tvaohaV ddaima BaUya: |
tvaOva anaamnaa Baivataa|yamaigna: saR=kaM caomaamanaokrUpaM gaRhaNa || 16 ||
16. Being pleased, he spoke to him again. ‘I grant you another boon. By
your name will this Agni be known hereafter. Accept this many splendoured
chain’.
i~Naaicakotis~iBaro%ya sainQaM i~kma-kR<arit janmamaR%yau |
ba`*maja&M dovamaID\yaM ivaid%vaa inacaayyaomaaM Saaintma%yantmaoit || 17 ||
17. He who has illumined three times this Nachiketagni, being aware of the
three-fold Wisdom, performs the actions in three-fold manner, transcends the
cycle of birth and death. Acquiring the supernal Wisdom and the supremacy of
the Lord, he attains intimate peace.
Commentary :
The three-fold Wisdom should be here related with the Wisdom which is
not contrary to the Vedas, but in conformity thereto, the essential principles
regarding the Resplendent One, being the intended objective. The three actions
are the one performed as sacrifice, charity and austerity. One should not give up
performance of actions relating to sacrifice, charity and austerity; thus having
been declared.
Further Explanation:
According to Chhandogya Up. (II.xxiii.1) sacrifice, study and charity are
the three foundation of Dharma. Yajna is performance of one’s actions as
ordained by Prajapati in earlier times – ‘sahya&a: p`jaa: saRT\vaa puraovaaca p`jaaoit: | Anaona
p`saivaYyaQvamaoYa vaao|is%vaYTkamakRQa\ ||’ (Bhagavad Gita.III.10). Study is the knowledge of the
scriptures which prescribe and explain the ordained injunctions ‘tiWiw p`iNapatona
pirp`Snaona saovayaa | ]pdoxyaint to &anaM &aainanast<vadaiSa-na: ||’ (Bhagavad Gita.IV.34).. Charity is
enjoying the fruits of the sacrifice being detached to them, ‘tona %ya>ona BauhjaIqaa maa gaRQa:
kasyaisvawnama\ ||’ (Isha Up.1) as well as the distribution of the fruits to others –
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‘ya&iSaYTaiSana: santao maucyato sava-ikilbaYaO: | BauHjato to %vaGaM papa yao pcan%yaa%makarNaat\ ||’ (Bhagavad
Gita.III.13).
i~Naaicakots~yamaotiWid%vaa ya evaM ivawaMiScanauto naicakotma\ |
sa maR%yaupaSaana\ purt: p`NaaoV Saaokaitgaao maaodto savage-laaok || 18 ||
18. One who illumines the Nachiketagni, knowing its three-fold nature, he
being released from the shackles of Death, free of sorrow, revels in the world
of heavens.
eYa to|ignana-icakot: svagyaao- yamavaRNaIqaa iWtIyaona varoNa |
etmaignaM tvaOva p`vaxyaint janaasatRtIyaM varM naicakotao vaRNaIYva || 19 ||
19. This is that Agni, Nachiketa, which leads one to the heavens, which I have
given to you as the second boon. This Agni will be known by your name. Now
choose your third boon.
yaoyaM p`oto ivaicaik%saa manauYyao|stI%yaoko naayamastIit caOko |
etiWVamanuiSaYTs%vayaa|hM varaNamaoYa varstRtIya: || 20 ||
20. Of the liberated soul, there is speculation among people that it exists,
while among others, that it does not. This I would like to be instructed by you.
Grant me this as the third boon.
Commentary :
‘p`oto’ – those who are separated from their body, the wise ones say, exist
controlled by the Resplendent One, the ignorant ones say that they do not.
Instruct me of the wisdom of that Controller.
‘When this (the Jiva) disintegrates from the confines of the body, where
does it withdraw released from the body ? This is That.’ Thus clarified, it
stands established that the query is about the Controller after liberation. The
distinct release from the body is what is known as liberation. Even the liberated
one after separation from the body becomes like one who is ‘dead’. Departure
from the gross body causes one similar experience as absence of consciousness,
without awareness of the Supreme Being abiding in Agni or that the Lord exists
within the liberated till the end of life. He is the controller of the Jivas as well of
the liberated ones for all the times. If one does not realize the supreme attribute
of Hari over all the rest, not for his is deliverance. Through the wisdom of the
mystical secrets of the Lord abiding in Agni, increasing happiness flow to the
liberated one, making him known in the worlds. Thus, in Tatvasara.
Having said ‘others acquire ‘being’ according to performance of actions
and receptivity’, and reiterated that ‘the one who is asleep rises up according
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one desires the indwelling Lord energizes’, it becomes established that it is the
Resplendent Lord abiding within the Jiva who is being inquired. There is no
contradiction in perceiving the Resplendent Lord abiding in the ‘dead’ body of
the Jiva and in the ‘separated from the body’ one of the Jiva. ‘That supreme
Brahman, extremely mysterious, dwelling in the body, energizes the Jiva even
when he is asleep.’ Thus in Brahmaand Purana.
Further Explanation:
Unlike Madhva who uses the word ‘separated from the body’ for p`oto,
Shankara explains as p`oto maRto manauYya - as a human being who is dead. Nachiketa was
a man well seeped in the study of scriptures and had acquired Knowledge
therefrom. Therefore, he was aware that when he had come to the Yama’s
abode, he was dead, separated from his body, and he had not come to Yama’s
abode in the same body in which his soul existed prior to such death of the
body. He also was fully aware when he goes back to his father after he is
released by Yama, it will not be in the body, in which his soul had earlier
occupied, having fully conscious that amongst the several, he would go as the
first; among the several, he goes as the middle one. Observe how it was in
earlier times and again in later times. Like seedlings do the mortals perish and
like seedlings they rise again. Therefore, he had no doubts that when he returns
to his father having been released by Yama, his father may not recognize him
since he will be born again in a new body. Therefore, he asks Yama to bless him
so that he will be so recognized on return, ‘peaceful of mind, well disposed, as
he was earlier, with anger expunged, be gracious to him and recognize him,
greet him when freed by Yama’.
Therefore the man identified as Nachiketa did not go to Yama but it is the
self within his body that went after its death and destruction. If Nachiketa is
referred by name, it was only as a matter of convenience and for narration of the
spiritual journey of the self and not of the body known as Nachiketa.
dovaOr~aip ivaicaiki%satM pura na ih sauiva&oyamaNauroYa Qama-: |
AnyaM varM naicakotao vaRNaIYva maa maaoprao%saIrit maa saRjaOnama\ || 21 ||
21. Even the Gods in earlier times were inquiring about this; as any other
boon, for subtle is this Dharma and difficult to understand. Ask for some other
boon, Nachiketa. Don’t insist, release me from the obligation.
Commentary :
Since it upholds (Qaarka%vaat\), it is referred as Dharma.
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dovaOr~aip ivaicaiki%satM ikla %vaM ca maR%yaao yanna sau&oyamaa%qa |
va>a caasya %vaadRganyaao na laByaao naanyaao varstulya etsya kiScat\ || 22 ||
22. Even the Gods did inquire about this and you say that it not easy to
understand. (Instruct me) for another teacher like may not be found and nor
could there be another boon like this one.
SatayauYa: pu~paO~anvaRNaIYva bahUnpSaUna\ histihrNyamaSavaana\ |
BaUmaoma-hdayatnaM vaRNaIYva svayaM ca jaIva Sardao yaavaidcCisa || 23 ||
23. Choose sons and grandsons living for hundred years; numerous animals,
elephants, wealth and horses; land extending beyond borders and life for
yourself as many years as you desire.
ettulyaM yaid manyasao varM vaRNaIYva iva<aM icarjaIivakaM ca |
mahaBaUmaaO naicakots%vamaoiQa kamaanaaM %vaa kamaBaajaM kraoima || 24 ||
24. Comparable to these, if you can think of any other boon, like wealth and
long life, extensive lands, Nachiketa, which you may desire and I will fulfill all
those desires.
yao yao kamaa dula-Baa ma%ya-laaoko savaa-na\ kamaaMSCndt: p`aqa-sva |
[maa ramaa: sarqaa: satUyaa- na hIdRSaa laBanaIyaa manauYyaO: |
Aaimama-%p`<aaiBa: pircaaryasva naicakotao marNaM maa|naup`aXaI: || 25 ||
25. Whatever desires that are rare in human worlds, seek all those without
concealing. Here are the noble maidens with music and the chariots, like of
which cannot be obtained by men. Be served by them whom I am giving you but
O Nachiketa do no inquire about Death.
Commentary :
Do not ask about the indwelling Resplendent One.
Further Explanation:
Scriptures often refer to the legends where one finds gods often
interfering the austerities and penance of the human beings seeking Wisdom of
Brahman, lest they equal to them. Yama, as the deity presiding over dead souls,
seems to be doing the same.
SvaaoBaavaa ma%ya-sya yadntkOtt\ savao-ind`yaaNaaM jarayaint toja: |
Aip sava-M jaIivatmalpmaova tvaOva vaahastava naR%yagaito || 26 ||
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26. Transient, they wear out in course of time, robbing energy from all
the organs of senses, Even the entire life is but brief. Yours be the chariots, the
dance and the songs.
na iva<aona tp-NaIyaao manauYyaao laPsyaamaho iva<amad`aXma cao%vaa |
jaIivaYyaamaao yaavadIiSaYyaisa %vaM varstu mao varNaIya: sa eva || 27 ||
27. Not by wealth is a man satisfied. Can one enjoy wealth once when they
see you! Our life is as long as you desire. (Therefore that one boon alone is all
that I ask.
AjaIya-tamamaRtanaamaupoya jaIya-nma%ya-: @vaQa:sqa p`jaanana\ |
AiBaQyaayana\ vaNa-ritp`maaodanaitdIGao- jaIvato kao rmaot\ || 28 ||
28. Having approached the undecaying, the immortal presence (of yours),
how long will a mortal one enjoy the pleasures and the senses ?
yaismainnadM ivaicaik%saint maR%yaao ya%saamprayao mahit ba`Uih nastt\ |
yaao|yaM varao gaUZmanaup`ivaYTao naanyaM tsmaannaicakota vaUNaIto || 29 ||
29. O Death tell us that which is here inquired, regarding the supreme
deliverance. Tell us that which this boon will reveal ; other than this one
Nachiketa does not desire.
Commentary :
‘mait saMpraya’ means the supreme deliverance.
Further Explanation:
Nachiketa is not an inquisitive inquirer but a serious questor and sincere
austerities and perfect in penance. Therefore, he does not desire only to be
informed by having Knowledge about Brahman to satisfy his curiosity but to
become enlightened to the Wisdom of Brahman as Vishnu, the supreme Purusha
with his comprehensive and universal attribute to be delivered from the
sufferings in saMsaar.
Thus ends the First Section of the First Chapter of Kathakopanishad.

p`qama AQyaaya. iwtIya vallaI
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First Chapter - Section II
Upanishad :
AnyacC/yaao|nyadutOva p`oyasto ]Bao naanaaqao- pu$YaM isanaIt: |
tyaao: Eaoya Aaddanasya saaQau Bavait hIyato|qaa-V ]pòyaao vaRNaIto || 1 ||
1.
Distinct is the Proper and distinct, verily, is the Pleasant; each one comes
before a person with varied purposes. Of those, the one who accepts the Proper
becomes the noble one; other one who chooses the Pleasant looses the purpose.
EaoyaSca pòyaSca manauYyamaotstaO samprI%ya ivaivanai> QaIr: |
Eaoyaao ih QaIrao|iBa p`oyasaao vaRNaIto po`yaao mandao yaaogaxaomaad\vaRNaIto || 2 ||
2.
The Proper and the Pleasant both approach the human being. Of these
the wise one, pondering over both, discriminates. The wise one chooses the
Proper in preference to the Pleasant. The ignorant one, preferring the
passionate, chooses the Pleasant.
sa %vaM ip`yaainp`yarUpaMSca kamaaniBaQyaayannaicakotao|%yasa`aXaI: |
naOta saR=\kMa iva<amayaImavaaPtao yasyaaM majjaint bahavaao manauYyaa: || 3 ||
3. You, Nachiketa, pondering over the gratifying and attractive forms, reflecting
the desires have rejected them. You have not accepted this golden chain, by
which many human beings bind themselves.
Commentary :
‘saR=kaM’ means golden chain.
Further Explanation:
These verses are important for one not only in samsaar, the primordial life but
especially for one who is on his spiritual journey. saMsaar, the primordial life is full
of dualities – the good and bad, noble and ignoble, auspicious and inauspicious,
beautiful and ugly, where one smells another, one sees another, one where hears
another, one speaks another, one thinks of another one understand another –
‘tidtr [trM pSyait, tidtr [trM EauNaaoit, tidtr [trmaiBavadit, tidtr [trM manauto, tidtr [trM ivajaanaait..’. All
distinctions are the result of the I-sense, therefore, in life there is always a
struggle between these alternatives forcing the human beings to choose one of
the other of the alternatives. God is one Whole, Complete and Entirety.
Religions as we present are full of dualities, having to choose one over the
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other. But if God is Whole, Complete and Entirety then there in not duality in
him, Therefore, spiritual Goal is not made up of such dualities, it being the state
where there is unity, Vishnu being ‘p`aduBaa-vaao hro: savao- naOva p`akRtdoihna: | inadaao-YagauNasaMpUNaa- dSaya%yanyaqaOva tu ||’ as described by Madhva, he is the sole Supreme Person in whom all
the dualities come to be resolved. In Brihad Aranyaka (II.v.14), the supreme
state of Vishnus’s Being is described as, ‘yaonaodM savMa- ivajaanaait tM kona ivajaanaIyaat\ |’.
In saMsaar the existential reality has dual aspect, some Proper (Eaoya) and some
others Pleasant (pòya) coming before each human being, out of which he has
choose one. In normal life one being under the influence of senses chooses that
which is Pleasant (p`oya) without preferring the Proper (Eaoya). But one who has his
sense of discrimination - ivavaok chooses the Proper (Eaoya) and not the Pleasant (p`oya).
Shankara compares these persons to a swan which drinks only the milk
separating it from the water and, therefore, men of Wisdom – ‘Atao hMsa [vaamBasa: pya:,
taO Eaoya: p`oya: pdaqaaO- samprI%ya samya@pirgamya manasaalaaocya gaurulaaGavaM ivaivanai> pRqa@kraoit QaIrao QaImaana\ | ivaivacca ca Eaaoyaao
ih Eaoya evaaiBavaRNaIto p`oyasaao|Byaih-t%vaat\ Eaoyasa: |kao|saaO QaIr: |’.
Nachiketa being already endowed with the &asana - Knowledge and iva&ana Wisdom sourced from scriptures refused from being attracted with wealth and
pleasure offered by Yama and stick to his original request for the Wisdom
saying - yaismainnadM ivaicaik%saint maR%yaao ya%saamprayao mahit ba`Uih nastt\ | yaao|yaM varao gaUZmanaup`ivaYTao naanyaM tsmaannaicakota
vaUNaIto || - Tell that which is here inquired, regarding the supreme deliverance.
Other than this one, Nachiketa did not desire.
dUrmaoto ivarIto ivadUcaI AivaVa yaa ca ivaVoit &ata |
ivaVaBaIiPsanaM naicakotsaM manyao na %vaa kamaa bahvaao|laaolaupnt || 4 ||
4.
Distinct and irreconcilable are these two, ignorance and what is spoken
as Wisdom. Eager for Wisdom are you Nachiketa, for no attractions born of
desires influenced you.
AivaVayaamantro vat-maanaa: svayaM QaIra: piNDtM manyamaanaa: |
Dnd`myamaaNaa: piryainat maUZa AnQaonaOva naIyamaanaa yaqaanQaa: || 5 ||
5.
In the midst of ignorance, considering themselves to be wise and learned,
the fools tread the crooked path, like the blind being lead by the blind.
na saampraya: p`itBaait baalaM p`maaVntM iva<amaaohona maUZma\ |
AayaM laaokao naaist pr [it maanaI puna: punava-SamaapVto mao || 6 ||
6.
The yonder enlightenment is not revealed to the fool, dumb-witted dazzled
by glamour for wealth. Thinking this world alone exists and none other, he
comes under my sway.
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EavaNaayaaip bahuiBayaao- na laBya: EauNvantao|ip bahavaao yaM na ivaVu: |
AaScayaao- va>a kuSalaao|sya labQaa||Scayaao- &aata kuSalaanauivaYT: || 7 ||
7.
Incapable of being heard by many, and even when heard is not
understood, wondrous is the speaker and skillful is the recipient ; wondrous is
he who knows from the one who is skillful.
na naroNaavaroNa p`ao> eYa sauiva&oyaao bahuQaa ican%yamaana: |
Ananyap`ao>o gaitr~ naaist ANaIyaana\ (t@ya-maNaup`maaNaat\ || 8 ||
8. No person, who is not aware, can instruct about this, but a wise one can
reflect on this extensively. There is no other way than being instructed by some
one else, beyond dissensions being subtler than subtle.
Commentary :
Ananya means distinct is the Resplendent Lord and distinct am I. Other than
making such observation, there is no other Path.
Further Explanation:
The Persons who in spite of being ignorant spiritual matters, considering
themselves to be wise and learned, come forth to pass judgment on spiritual
Wisdom, traversing tortuous Path and offering perverse arguments are like
those blind persons who lead other blind persons. Staying with their on
cocooned caves, they do not shed any light, not having any luminous insight
themselves, frightening people showing the shadows which fall on the walls of
their caves. For such on is the luminous Light being rapturous with blinding
flashes of worldly wealth. No other world is revealed to them, those who think
that this world alone is real. sa%ya, Existence is not a thing to be proved neither by
examples and proofs nor by arguments and intellectual evidence, Truth is self
luminous and self evident. It becomes known when spoken by one who knows
it by himself, but nevertheless even after it has been explained and clarified,
each one has to see the Light himself and not through others.
naOYaa tkao-Na maitrapnaoyaa p`ao>nyaonaOva sau&anaaya p`oYz |
yam %vamaap: sa%yaQaRitba-taisa %vaadR=\naao BaUyaannaicakot: p`YTa || 9 ||
9.
Neither by speculation nor by intellect can this be communicated but only
when instructed by one well-qualified. Nachiketa, you have presented yourself
well-established in resolve. No one like you is to be seen.
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jaanaamyahM SaovaaiQair%yaina%yaMM na (QaùvaO: p`aPyato ih QaÙvaM tt\ |
ttao mayaa naaicakotiScaao|ignarina%yaOd`vyaO: p`aPtvaanaisma ina%yama\ || 10 ||
10. I am aware of that first syllable, which is eternal treasure; for the eternal
cannot be attained from the not-eternal. Therefore, by me has been meditated
on Nachiketagni, the non-eternal elements for attaining the eternal.
Commentary :
The supremacy of Vishnu is known by me as the eternal treasure. The
elements used for meditating Vishnu are also spoken as eternal. The
Resplendent Lord is ‘ina%ya’– the eternal Prime Existence. ‘A’ is the primary
symbol of the Lord – ‘AxaraNaaM Akarao Aisma’ Therefore ‘Aina%ya’ means the Resplendent
Lord; without devotion he can not be attained.
kamasyaaiPtM jagat: p`itYzaM k`taorn%yamaBayasya parma\ |
staomamahdurgaayaM p`itYzaM dRYT\vaa QaR%yaa QaIrao naicakotao|%yasa`aXaI: || 11 ||
11. For fulfillment of desires and for proceeding to the fearless worlds
beyond are the sacrificial rites and rituals established. Great fame and extended
existence, O Nachiketa are for you since you did let go (worldly pleasures) with
determination.
Commentary :
Sacrifice is the eternal enterprise. From ‘staoma’ it is possible to attain the
all-pervading Self. Therefore, ‘staoma maht\’ is supreme sacrifice. Since the word
‘]$gaaya’ is used, the query is not about Jiva (but about the Lord). ‘The self is the
arrow and Brahman is the object aimed at’ ‘like the arrow one becomes single
pointed’ ‘through fearless attention, reaching out to the beyond’ ‘attains
closeness with Him’ – with such (scriptural) statements the distinct character (of
the Lord) alone is emphasized, not the similarity (of the Jiva with Lord). When
one speaks of seeing Nachiketa, one’s desire to see Resplendent Lord abiding in
Nachiketagni becomes established.
Having died and having seen Yama, there is no reason for any doubt that
(the self that is in) Nachiketa died.
tM dud-S-aM gaUZmanaup`ivaYTM gauhaihtM ga*varoYzM puraNama\ |
AQayaa%maaaayaaogaaiQagamaona dovaM ma%vaa QaIrao hYa-SaaoKaO jahait || 12 ||
12. Having perceived (Him), difficult to be seen through supernal
communion, mysterious, the one who is the abiding place, the inner cave, the
ancient, the divine one, the wise ones transcend beyond pleasures and pain.
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Commentary :
‘ga*var’ means one in whom the liberated Jivas abide.
etcC/u%vaa sampirgaR( ma%ya-: p`vaR( Qamya-maNaumaotmaaPya |
sa maaodto maodnaIyaM ih labQvaa ivavaRtM sad\ma naicakotsaM manyao || 13 ||
13. Having listened and comprehending the same, the mortal one, extracting
the essence and reaching the subtle, rejoices in attaining the source of joy. I
consider that such abode is accessible to Nachiketa.
Commentary :
Having drawn out separately the essence, the liberated Jiva abiding in
Vishnu, speaking out his existence as distinct, the liberated Jiva becomes
manifest in all the places, having attained the pleasures of His company. Thus in
Maha Varaha Purana.
Being aware of such all-pervading, supremely indestructible and
supporter of all and immutable Brahman, one becomes liberated, without any
doubts, thus also having been reiterated.
Further Explanation :
Essence is the naama, that which is extracted from the form, the $p. It is only
when that is done that the self, the essence, ‘ANaaorNaIyaanmahtaao mahIyaanaa%maa|sya jantaoina-ihtaao
gauhayaama\ | tmak`tu: pSyait vaItSaaokao Qaatup`saadanmaihmaanamaa%mana: ||’ becomes liberated from the
constraints of the form, the body and the mind. The purpose of all inquiry is to
be enlightened of the Wisdom of Brahman who abides in the gross form. Just
as one knows one’s self, the essence is different than the form, even so he will
be enlightened that Vishnu is different and distinct from the Jivas.
Anya~ Qaamaa-dnya~`Qamaa-dna~asmaa%kRtakRtana\ |
Anya~ BaUtacca Bavyaacca ya<a%pSyait tWd || 14 ||
14.
That which is other than righteousness and unrighteousness, other than
that is done or undone, other than the past of the future, tell me of That which
you perceive.
Further Explanation:
Nachiketa, though began asking about the nature of the self after it
separates itself from the gross (dies), his ultimate quest is the Wisdom of
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Brahman. Therefore, he asks to be enlightened of That which is beyond all the
dualities of the primordial world.
savao- dovaa ya%pdmaamanaint tpMisa savaa-iNa ca yaWdint |
yaidcCntao ba`*macaya- carint t<ao pdM saMga`hoNa ba`vaImyaaoima%yaott\ || 15 ||
15. That which all the Vedas uniformly proclaim, to which all austerities are
addressed, for whose sake of which all live the life of Brahman, I will speak of
that state briefly – That, verily, is Aum.
etd\QyaovaaxarM ba`*ma etd\QyaonaaxarM prma\ |
etd\QyaovaaxarM &a%vaa yaao yaidcCint tsya tt\ || 16 ||
16. This, verily is that immutable Brahman; this, verily, is that immutable
supreme; knowing this immutable one, whatever one desires that he will obtain.
etdalmbanaM EaoYzmaotdalambanaM prma\ |
etdalmbanaM &a%vaa ba`*malaaoko mahIyato || 17 ||
17. That support is superior, that support is supreme, availing that support
one reaches the world of Brahman.
na jaayato ima`yato vaa ivapiScannayaM kutiScanna baBaUva kiScat\ |
Ajaao ina%ya: SaaSvatao|yaM puraNaao na hnyato hnyamaanao SarIro || 18 ||
18. Neither is That born nor does That die, neither does That spring nor does
anything spring from That; unborn, eternal, everlasting is That, ancient one, not
exterminated even while the body is exterminated.
Commentary :
The origin and the destruction of the body are normal even for men of
Wisdom. Nothing like this arises in relation to Vishnu, being or not being and
even so with the liberated Jivas. There is no birth or death of the essence, being
unborn, eternal, having no attributes, being a pumaana\\ – the dweller of the city (pur).
Even so is the liberated Jiva – ivapiScat, neither born nor does he die. When
associated with body, Jiva is said to be born or separate from the body is said to
die but for the liberated Jiva there is neither birth nor death.
Further Explanation:
Often serious seekers become confused about the words used by seers in
expressing their supra-sensory experiences when Acharyas offer different
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meanings. Madhva conceives jaIva, individual self and Brahman the universal Self
as different and distinct from one another while Shankara explains Brahman
and the self as same and similar in essence. The moment the obscurity and
ignorance of the self about such identity becomes resolved through &ana and iva&ana,
the self becomes one with Brahman. For Madhva, &ana and iva&ana brings the
different and distinct nature of Brahman and Jiva, when the Jiva becomes
finally liberated and there is no merger with Brahman, Vishnu continuing to
remain distinct from Jiva, who in all possibility and probability experiencing
likeness to Vishnu. The case is similar where waters of the rains or of the
streams enter the Ocean and appear to merge and become one with the Ocean,
though in reality every drop of such water whether from the rains or from the
streams, remains in the Ocean distinct and different from each other. In fact the
Ocean is nothing but the aggregation of water, either from the rains or from the
streams, the collected aggregation of water being designated as Ocean. Ocean
as the physical aggregated form of water and Ocean as the essence posited in
the form are different and distinct. Sun in his gross from is the aggregation of
the light and heat distinct and different from the subtle essence that is posited in
Sun or which the Sun represents. Therefore, when the seers prays ! BaU: Bauva: sva:
tt\ saivatRR varoNyaM – it is not the gross form of the Sun that he specifically refers tt\
saivatR, the essence that is in Savitru, so that That divine and luminous essence
which is within the Sun, may enlighten his intellect, iQayaao yaao na pcaaodyaat\ . Similarly,
even as the essence which is the Ocean is distinct and different from the
aggregated rain or river water which have streamed in that Ocean, Vishnu is
different and not one at all from the liberated selves being the eternal and
independent Supreme person even as the liberated selves are distinct and
different, remaining as the eternal and dependent on the Supreme person.
According to Madhva it is an illogical and irrational proposition to
consider Vishnu, Brahman as the eternal and not Jivas, who are his fragments,
and whom he found suitable enough as the place to dwell in. Yet he makes an
important distinction in that while Vishnu is Real and Eternal as the only
Independent entity, sa%ya, from the root Asa\ to be, to exist, the Prime Existence, as
the origin and the conclusion of all that exists – ‘AhM kR%snasya jagt: p`Bava: p`layastqaa ||’, ‘savaBaUtaina kaontoya p`kRitM yaaint maaimakama | klpxayao punastaina klpadaO ivasaRjaamyahma\ ||’, ‘mayaaQyaxaoNa p`kRit: saUyato
sacaracarma\ | hotunaanaona kaOntoya jagaiWpirvat-to ||’, ‘iptamahsya jagatao maataQaata iptamah: |, the Jivas though
eternal have limited independence and that too subject to the Grace of the Lord.
They remain aggregated in Vishnu, remaining different and distinct till the
Creation comes to the end and every things in Creation coming to rest in
Vishnu till the cycle of Creation begins again, even as the water from the rains
or from the streams remain separate though aggregated in one ocean.
hnta caonmanyato hntuM htScaonmanyato htma\ |
]BaaO taO na ivajaainatao naayaM hint na hnyato || 19 ||
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19. If the slayer (Jiva) thinks that he slays it or if the slain (Jiva) thinks that
he is slain, both do not understand. He neither slays nor does he is slain.
Commentary :
In the absence of Jiva ever dyeing, both do not understand.
ANaaorNaIyaanmahtao mahIyaanaa%maa|sya jantaoina-ihtao gauhayaama\ |
tmak`tu: pSyait vaItSaaokao Qaatup`saadanmaihmaanamaa%mana: || 20 ||
20. Subtler than the subtle, greater than the great, the self abides within the
cave of the creatures. The Self, supporter having great accomplishments is
perceived by the self (Jiva) freed from anguish, with pleasant elements.
Commentary :
In this manner, the eternal dwells within the cave (gauhayaama\). Vishnu is
undoubtedly Ak`tu: (A – Vishnu and k`tu: being receptive). The Self (Vishnu) is
greater than great among all (the Jivas) that He pervades. Being superior to the
attributes of Jiva, Vishnu is greater than all the greats. Therefore, scriptures
declare him to be superior to all Jivas.
Further Explanation:
Vishnu is great than the Jivas who finally abide in him, even as the Ocean
is greater than the waters which abide in that Ocean.
AasaInaao dUrM va`jait Sayaanaao yaait sava-t: |
kstM madamadM dovaM madnyaao &atumah-it || 21 ||
21. Standing steady, he goes farther, while asleep drifts in all directions. Who
else than myself can understand this divine being, the dispenser of great joy ?
Commentary :
The resplendent Lord, who is near traverses afar. Standing steady He
goes farther, while quiescent drifts in all directions. Being resplendent, Vishnu
is capable of performing opposing actions.
ASarIrM SarIroYvanavasqaoYvavaisqatama\ |
mahantM ivaBaymaa%maanaM ma%vaa QaIrao na Saaovait || 22 ||
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22. Perceiving the bodiless in the body, the stable among the unstable, the
great all pervading Self, the wise ones do not grieve.
naayamaa%maa p`vacanaona laByaao na maoQayaa na bahunaa Eautona |
yamaovaOYa vaRNauto tona laByastsyaOYa Aa%maa ivavaRNauto tanaUM syaama || 23 ||
23. The Self is not available through initiation, nor through intellect, nor
through excessive hearing; to whom He chooses, by him alone is He attained; to
him alone does the Self reveal his form.
naaivartao duScairtannaaSantao naasamaaiht: |
naaSantmaanasaao vaa|ip p`&anaonaOnamaaPnauyaat\ || 24 ||
24. Not he who is not averse to evil ways, not who is not tranquil, nor of
concentrated mind nor of composed mind, could hope to know Him through
right knowledge.
yasya ba`*ma ca xa~M ca ]Bao Bavat Aodna: |
maRyauya-syaaopsaocanaM k [%qaa vaod ya~ sa || 25 ||
25.
For whom both the Brahmins and Kshatriyas are, as it were, food and
Death is the condiment, who, verily knows where He dwells ?
Further Explanation:
Brahmins and Kshatriyas mean the best of Wisdom and best of Valour,
which become the food offered to the Supreme Being, Death of one’s
individuality itself, being the sauce. When the institution of Sacrifice was
established by Prajapati, the vaNaa-Eama – classification of the society comprised only
two classes Brahmins, who composed the hymns and the Kshatriyas who
preserved them. Later with the assimilation of enterprise and sense of Service in
the social groups, Vaishyas and Shudras too came to be included as oblation.
Death is extermination and extinguishing of one’s individual identity and
personality for and as surrender in sacrificial performance is Death which is
referred hereto.
Indeed it is strange, the God whom one seeks, whom one like to treat as
one’s father, compassionate and considerate hates to see him as a disciplinarian,
one to be feared. Therefore, when the seer says that Brahmins and Kshatriyas
are food and Death is his sauce, what is meant is that to God should one offer
best of Wisdom and best of Valour as suggested by Krishna, in Bhagavad Gita
III.11), ‘dovaanBaavayatanaona to dovaa Baavayantu va: | prsprM Baavayant: Eaoya: prmavaaPsyaqa ||’. Thereafter,
surrendering (Death) of the fruits of one enterprise and labour to God would
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become like sauce. When a human being too much under the influence of senses
becomes confounded by such choice, then God creates tremendous impact on
his mind he avoids seeing go on his face, fearing that all that he holds dear in
this empirical world will be required to be surrendered.
In such situation where even while willing, sa%ya cannot be communicated
to one who fears God, it can only be conveyed as one reveal one’s love and
received as love. It cannot be given unless one who is willing to take it.
Thus ends the Second Section of the First Chapter of Kathakopanishad.

p`qama AQyaaya tRtIya vailla
First Chapter - Section III
Upanishad :
?tM ipbantaO saukRtsya laaoko gauhaM p`ivaYTaO prmao praQao- |
CayaatpaO ba`*maivadao vadint pHcaagnayaao yao ca i~Naicakota: || 1 ||
1.
The Cosmic Order revels in the world of noble deeds, entering within the
cave, dispensing the two supreme forms - enlightened and the unenlightened. So
declare the knowers of wisdom who have tended the five sacrificial fires and
performed the three-fold Nachiketagni.
yao saoturIjaanaanaamaxarM ba`*ma yat\ prma\ |
ABayaM ittIYa-taM parM naicakotM Sakomaih || 2 ||
2.
That which joins the sacrificial performances, the immutable Brahman,
supreme and unafraid, we are capable of being aware of the essence within
Nachiketagni.
Commentary :
As the self within and as the omnipresent One, He abides in dual form, as
Vishnu and supreme Vayu fashioned as Rudra. Enjoying auspicious bliss, He
pervades among the wise with semblance, punishing the ignoble and granting
shelter to the noble. As the redeemer from samsara, He manifests in dual form.
Further Explanation:
Vishnu dwells within the human body in dual form as Vishnu as the
Witness and the enjoyer and as Vayu as the mover and energizer of the Jivas in
performing their actions and in enjoying the consequential fruits of those
actions. The men of Wisdom see these two Vishnu and Vayu as Light and the
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Shade. In accessing that Wisdom, Nachiketagni becomes the principal
instrument.
Aa%maanaM riqanaM ivaiw SarIrM rqamaova tu |
bauiwM tu saariqaM ivaiw mana: p`ga`hova ca || 3 ||
3.
Know self (the Jiva) to be the one who rides in the chariot; body to be the
chariot; intellect, the charioteer and mind to be the reins.
[ind`yaaiNa hyaanaahuiva-YayaaM stoYau gaaocarana\ |
Aa%maoind`yamanaoyau>M Baao>o%yaahuma-naIiYaNa || 4 ||
4.
Senses are said to be horses, objects of senses the path they traverse. Self
(Jiva) associated with senses and the mind to be the enjoyer, declare the men of
Wisdom.
yas%vaiva&anavaanBava%yayau>ona manasaa sada |
tsyaoind`yaanyavaSyaaina duYTaSvaa [va saarqao: || 5 ||
5.
One who has become un-intelligent, his mind being always unrestrained,
his senses are beyond control like the vicious horses for the charioteer.
yastu iva&anavaanBavait yau>ona manasaa sada |
tsyaoind`yaaiNa vaSyaaina sadSvaa [va saarqao: || 6 ||
6.
One who has become intelligent, his mind being always restrained, his
senses are under control like the good horses for the charioteer.
Further Explanation:
The metaphor of the Chariot with horses to be controlled and effectually
steered has been a favourite among philosophers in the East as well in the West,
Plato having used it effectively.
Buddhist scripture Jataka uses it as well
as Sufi saint Jalauddine Rumi. Jiva, the self is the enjoyer, body is the Chariot,
the intellect is the Charioteer and the horses are the senses and Mind, verily, is
the rein.
A man of discrimination steers his body (Chariot) well keeping his senses
(horses) under control using his Mind as the rein. In all these activities Vishnu is
only the Witness appearing as if he is enjoying all the pleasures which the Jiva
enjoys. Therefore it is said in Brihad Aranyak Up. (IV.iii.7) in reply to the
question which is the Self – ‘yaao|yaM iva&anamaya: p`aNaoYau )Vntjyaao-it: puruYa:, sa samaana: sannauBaaO
laaokavanausaMcarit, QyaayatIva laolaayatIva ;’. Shankara says that only then one would be entitled
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to attain the state of Vishnu as hereinafter mentioned – ‘evacca sait vaxyamaaNarqaklpnayaa
vaOYNavasya pdsyaa%matyaa p`itpi<aruppVto,, naanyaqaa svaBaavaanaitk`maat\ ||’.
yas%vaiva&anavaanBava%yamanask: sadaa|Sauica: |
na sa t%pdmaapnaaoit saM saarM caaiQagacCit || 7 ||
7.
One who has become un-intelligent without any restraint over mind and
being impure, he would not attain that state, lapsing back to samsara.
yastu iva&anvanBavait samanask: sada Sauica: |
sa tu t%pdmaaPnaaoit yasmaad\BaUyaao na jaayato || 8 ||
8.
One who has become intelligent with restraint over mind and ever pure,
that state would be attained by him, from which he is not born again.
iva&anasaariqaya-stu mana: p`ga`hvaannar: |
saaoQvana: parmaaPnaaoit tiwYNaao: prmaM pdma\ || 9 ||
9.
One who has intelligence as the charioteer restraining the reins of his
mind, attains Vishnu, the supreme abode.
Further Explanation:
On becoming a man of discrimination such one attains presence in the
supreme abiding place of Vishnu, who is called Vasudeva – the one in who all
abide, ‘vaasayait BaUtaina svaismana\ [it vaasau: sacaasaaO dovaSca dIvyato [itsvap`kaSa: sa vaasaudova [%yaqa-: |’. Shankara
also says ‘tiWYNaavya-pnaSaIlasya ba`*mNa: prmaa%manaao vaasaudovaa#yasya prmaM p`kRYTM pdM sqaanaM sat%va [%yaotVdsaaO AaPnaaoit
ivaWana\ ||’.
[ind`yaoBya: pra (qaa- Aqao-ByaSca prM mana: |
manasastu pra bauiwbau-qora%maa mahanpr: || 10 ||
10. Superior to senses are the objects superior to objects is the mind;
superior to mind is the intellect and superior to intellect is the great Self.
maht: prmavya>mavya>apu$Ya: pr: |
pu$Yaanna prM ikMica%saa kaYza saapra gait: || 11 ||
11. Superior to the Self is the un-manifest, superior to un-manifest is
Purusha, superior to Purusha there is no one. He is the end of the journey. He
is the supreme goal.
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Commentary :
Among the divinities, ten gods represent the indwelling centers
energizing the senses - saaoma (moon), kubaor (wealth), saUya- (sun), Aap (waters), AiSvana
(medicine men), Aigna (energy), [nd` (intellect), yama (death) and dxa. saupiNa-, va$iNa and ]maa
represent sensations, among them saupiNa- and va$iNa represent sensations and ]maa
represents the p`kRit. The divinities presiding over Mind are the three – $d`, ivand`
and SaoYa. They are superior to those presiding over the senses. Intellect is presided
by sarsvait and superior to her is ba`*ma, the divinities representing the mahat%va – the
supreme principle. Superior to that one is rmaa (laxmaI). Supreme to her is puruYa,
indweller of the heart. Complete or similar like Him, there is no one else. How
could there any one superior to Him when there are none even similar to Him ?
Further Explanation;
Madhva has uncompromising belief in the supremacy of Vishnu as the
one Prime Existence who envelopes all others in Creation. All other luminous
forms - dovaas, being the instruments of his dispensation. Vishnu is maht\ - the
supreme Purusha. Dwelling in every one, he is concealed, ‘naahM pkaSa: sava-sya
yaaogamaayaasamaavaRt: |’ (VII.25) and ‘Avaajaanaint maaM maUZ maanauYaIM tnaumaaiEatma\ | prM Baavamajaanantao mama BaUtmahoSvarma\ ||’
(IX.11) as said in Bhagavda Gita. When Yudhishtira asked Bhisma ‘ikmaokM dOvatM
laaokoyaM ikM vaaPyaokM prayaNama\’ the reply received was ‘AnaaidinaQanaM ivaYNauM sava-laaokmahoSvarama\’ and
recitation of the thousands names commencing with the word ivaSvama\, clarifying
the word as defines in Vishnu Purana, ‘ivaSait [it ivaSvaM ba`*ma |’ and ‘vaovaoiYT vyapnaaotIit
ivaYNau:’. By whom the entire universe is enveloped, dwelling within that creation
as Vamana, the supreme self, he should be known as Vishnu – ‘yasmaad\ ivaSTM [dM sava-M
vaamanaona maha%manaa tsmaat\ sa vaO smaRtao ivaYNaaor\ dohao p`vaoSanaat\ |’ says Vishnu Purana.
In Madhva’s view, Vishnu is ‘hir: prtr:’ - Supreme Being eulogized as
Brahman in scriptures. The upanishadic statement ‘ba`*ma vaa [dmaga` AasaIt\’ was
explained by Aitarey Brahmana ‘AignvaO- dovaanaamavasaao ivaYNau: prma: | tdntroNa savaa- Anyaa dovata: ||’.
He is the resplendent Vasudeva, Hari, Vishnu and Narayana – ‘Bagavaana vaasaudovaoit
prmaa%maaoit vaO hir: | ivaYNaaonaarayaNaScaoit ba`*maoit Eautyaao jagau: ||’ (Brihat Brahma Samhita), the very
World-existence in principle – ‘sa%yaM jagat%vatao’. Madhva explains ‘ya: paduBa-vagaao ivaYNaU:
dohaidSauu ca saMistqa: | sa eva maUlarUpMSca saaxaannaarayaNaaiBad: | maUlarUpSca yaao ivaYNau: p`duBaa-vaaidgaSca ||’ It is further
said, ‘vasaudovasautao naayaM naayaM gaBao-|vasat\ p`Bau: naayaM dSarqaaHjatao na caaip jamadigna: || jaayato naOva ku~aip pma`yato kut eva
tu ||’ – He is not the son of Vasudeva nor he was born in a womb. He is also not
Rama nor Parashurama. He is )YaIkoSa – one who is master [-Sa of the senses - )YaIk.
He is Krishna (kRYNa), one who attracts towards himself everything in creation –
‘inayamanaaidnaa sakllaokkYa-Naat\ kRUYNa:’, ‘yat: kYa-isa dovaoSa inayamya saklaM jagat\ | ttaovadint maunaya: kRYNaM %vaaM
ba`*mavaaidna:’. Similar are all the Lord’s names, description of his attributes and not
proper names as given to human beings. But to imagine between the primary
effulgence and the subsequent effulgence’s would be height of immature
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thinking. Therefore he is eulogized in whatever forms conceived as Vishnu
alone in Vedas, Ramayama, Mahabharata and puranas from the beginning to
the end - ‘vaodo ramaayaNao caOva puraNao Baarto ca | Adavanto ca maQyao ca ivaYNau: sava-~ gaIyato ||’.
Aurobindo remarked, ‘The importance of the Vedic gods has not tobe
measured by the number of hymns devoted to them or by the extent to which
they are invoked in the thoughts of the Rishis, but by the functions which they
perform. Agni and Indra to whom the majority of the Vedic hymns are
addressed, are not greater than Vishnu and Rudra, but the functions which they
fulfill in the internal and external world where the most active, dominant and
directly effective for the psychological discipline of the ancient mystics ; this
alone is the reason of their predominance ’. He also says in other context that,
‘…Vishnu the all pervading, who is Rigveda has a close but covert connection
and almost an identity with …Rudra. Rudra is a fierce and violent godhead with
a beneficial aspect which approaches the supreme blissful reality of Vishnu;
Vishnu’s constant friendliness to man and his helping gods is shadowed by an
aspect of formidable violence, - ‘like a terrible lion ranging in evil and different
places’, which is spoken often in terms more ordinarily appropriate to Rudra…
Rudra is the Deva or Deity ascending in the cosmos, Vishnu the same Deva or
deity helping and evoking the powers of the ascent’.
eYa savao-Yau BaUtoYau gaUZao||%maa na p`kaSato |
dRSyato %vaga`\yayaa bauwyaa saUxmayaa saUxmadiSa-iBa: || 12 ||
12. This One, Self dwelling in all beings is not luminous to all but is
luminous primarily to the men of wisdom with subtle intellect.
yacCoWa=\manasaI p`a&stVccoj&ana Aa%maina |
anamaa%maina mhitinayacCo<aVcCocCant Aa%maina || 13 ||
13. Let men of wisdom should mingle speech in divinities of mind; mind in
divinities of understanding; understanding on the great self and the great self in
the blissful Lord.
Commentary :
Let one reflect on the divine ]maa and others, presiding on speech etc, in
turn controlled by iSava and others. Let one reflect on iSava controlled by ba`*ma, who in
turn is controlled by rmaa (laxmaI) full of bliss, who herself finally controlled by
Vishnu, the supreme Self. Being under His control and meditating on Him is
referred as inayama – discipline, and nothing else. How can men control those who
are controllers themselves? One is known to control only one’s own spouse.
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Further Explanation:
The Path to Perfection is long and arduous, to be traversed step by step –
pdaina and stage and stage – Qaamaaina. Therefore reflecting on the deities presiding on
every organ of senses, let the men of wisdom transcend each of them let him
reach finally the Bliss of Brahman.
]i<aYzt jaaga`t p`aPya varainnabaaoqat |
xaursya Qaara inaiSata dur%yayaa duga-M pqast%kvayaao vadint || 14 ||
14. Arise, awake attaining the boons be conscious of them. Sharp as the edge
of a razor, difficult to traverse is the path, so the sages declare.
ASabdmaspSa-marUpmavyayaM tqaa|rsaM ina%yamaganqavacca yat\ |
naVnantM maht: prM Qa`uvaM inacaayya tnmaR%yaumauKat\ p1amaucyato || 15 ||
15. Realising Him who is without sound, touch or the form, un-decaying,
without any taste, eternal, without any smell, without beginning, without end,
the supreme beyond, the unshakeable, one becomes freed from the jaws of
Death
Further Explanation:
The urge of the Wisdom of Brahman should be sincere and intense,
without any quarters left unattended. The organs of sense and of actions should
all be purified and perfected. For it is said that ‘naaivartao duScairtannaaSantao naasamaaiht: |
naaSantmaanasaao vaa|ip p`&anaonaOnamaaPnauyaat\ ||’. Therefore, one is enjoined to b up and coming,
rising to seize the opportunity by its lock. Brihad Aranyak Up, (IV.iv.13-14)
recommend that whoever has found, awakened to concealed in the densest of
the place to the Self, the maker of the Universe, verily the maker of all. He is the
world, verily he is the world. Verily while one is here) in the world, we may
know this. If not, we would be ignorant and great will the destruction. For those
who know thins become immortal, while other go sorrow.
naaicakotmaupasanaM maR%yaup`ao>M sanaatnama\ |
]@%vaa Eau%vaa ca maoQaavaI ba`*malaaoko mahIayato || 16 ||
16. This universally commended legend of Nachiketa communicated by
Death, whoever narrates or listens becoming wise, reaches the world of
Brahma.
ya [maM prmaM gau(M Eaavayaod\ ba`*masaMsaid |
p`yat: Eaawkalao vaa tdnan%yaaya klpto |
tdnan%yaaya klpt [it || 17 ||
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17. Whoever narrates this supreme secret in the assembly of Brahmins or
listens with devotion during or at the close of the funeral ceremonies, he shall
be eligible for ever lasting peace, yes, for everlasting peace.
Further Explanation:
Wisdom of Brahman is like fragrance of the flowers. Wherever are the
flowers, there the fragrance spreads, enveloping the surrounding space. The
flowers as well those who have access to them being fully fragrant and blissful.
Even so is the Wisdom of luminous Vishnu, who himself being Luminous
makes every one and every ting that comes in his presence luminous. When Sun
dawns on the eastern horizon, the dark night departs quietly without a whisper.
Thus ends the Third Section of the First Chapter of Kathakopanishad.

iWtIya AQyaaya . p`qama vallaI
Second Chapter - Section I
Upanishad :
praiHca Kaina vyatRNaat\ svayamBaUstsmaa%pra=\pSyait naantra%mana\ |
kiScawIr: p`%yagaa%maanamaOxadavaR<acaxaurmaRt%vaimacCna\ || 1 ||
1.
The self-evolved Lord made the senses receptive to external influences.
Therefore, they see outward and not inward. Some rare men of wisdom desiring
Self, shifting their gaze inward, see the immortal Principle.
praca: kamaananuyaint baalaasto maR%yaaoya-int ivattsya paSaama\ |
Aqa QaIra AmaRt%vaM ivaid%vaa QaÙvamaQa`uva-iYvah na paqa-yanto || 2 ||
2.
Simple minded people, who go after external desires, fall in Death’s
widely spread trap. On the other hand, the wise ones having been aware of the
eternal Principle do see unswerving in the wavering existence.
Further Explanation:
A normal human often wonders why God does not shower grace and
compassion on him in spite of the innumerable austerities and penances which
he performs, in spite of the many visits to holy places and goring through many
rites and rituals. This is because no one and God certainly is not influenced by
performance of the external activities unless it transforms his internal being to
the extent that it contributes to the purity of his heart and clarity of his mind.
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God abides within the heart; therefore, one should search for him within biding
in subtle essence and not externally in the diverse manifest forms which
altercate his all pervading and all-comprehensive Existence.
Angelus Silesius explains the predicament and the solution for him when
he says, ‘Though Christ a thousand times in Bethlehem be born, If he is not
born in thee Thy soul is still forlorn. The Cross on Golgotha will never save thy
soul, the Cross in thine own heart alone can make thee whole’. For rightly has
been said in Chhandogya Up. (VIII.i.1) that herein this city of Brahman is an
abode, like a small lotus flower ; with which there is small place. What is there
within, that should be sought, and for that assuredly is what one should desire to
understand. - ‘! Aqa yaidismanba`*mapuro dhrM puNDrIkM vaoSma dhrao|ismannantrakaSastismanyadntstdnvaoYTvyaM tWava
ivaija&aisatvyaimait ||’.
Therefore, people who are ignorant of this reality, look forward for Gods
in the external World for deliverance, performing external acts of piety,
austerity and penance. Such actions are bound to fail in disaster since they have
not been directed to the Supreme God, who abides with of the size of a thumb,
AMgauYzmaa~: puruYasto maQya Aa%maina itYzit and whom all the gods worship.
yaona rUpM rsaM ganQaM Sabdana\ spSaa- \^ Sca maOqaunaana\ |
etonaOva ivajaanaait ikma~ piriSaYyato | etWO tt\ || 3 ||
3.
(Nachiketa inquires): ‘By whom is energized the form, the taste, the
smell, the sound and the touch of camaraderie?’ (Yama replies) ‘By this One
alone one knows, why in other places do you inquire ? This, verily, is That’.
Commentary :
I am communicating the secret wisdom to you that Jiva survives after
death. Wise to the distinction between Jiva and Ishavra, Jiva exists as one in
sleep enjoying the fruits of one’s actions. At the time of dissolution, one who
sleeps is the Jiva while the one who is awake is supreme Vishnu. This is the
firm conclusion. Not that Brahman does ever enter the human womb but when
Brahman is seen as distinct from Jiva, then does Wisdom dawns in him.
Further Explanation:
When Nachiketa asks Yama who energizes the form, the taste, the smell,
the sound and the touch of friendship, he is informed that what is the use of
searching any where else when the supreme Lord is the foundation, by which
the unheard becomes become heard, the unperceived becomes perceived, the
unknown becomes known. Vishnu is the all-pervading and all-comprehensive
Wisdom, being aware of whom every thing becomes known – (Chhandogya Up.
VI.i.3). As Yajnavalkya told Janaka in Brihad Aranyaka Up. (IV.iii.32), ‘eYaasya
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prmaa gait: eYaasya prmaa saMpt\\ eYaaosya prmaao laaok: eYaaoasya prma Aanand: etsyaOvaanandsyaanyaaina BaUtaina maa~amaupjaIvainnt
||’ – This is the highest goal, This is the highest treasure, this is the highest
world, this is the greatest bliss. On a particle of this very bliss all other creatures
live their life. Being wise in Wisdom of Vishnu, every thing else becomes
revealed.
svaPnaantM jaagairtantM caoBaaO yaonaanaupSyait |
mahantM ivaBaumaa%maanaM ma%vaa QaIrao na Saaocait || 4 ||
4.
Having known that great omnipresent Self at the end of both the dream
and waking states, the wise one who reflects and sees, does not grieve.
ya [maM maQvadM vaod Aa%maanaM jaIvamaintkat\ |
[-SaanaM BaUtBavyasya na ttao ivajaugauPsato | etWO tt\ || 5 ||
5.
One who is aware of the nearness of the Self and the enjoying Jiva, such
one does not shrink away from the supreme Lord of the past and future. This,
verily, is That.
Commentary :
jaIvamaintko means one is aware of the nearness one’s own self with the Lord.
Such one is aware of the distinct nature of his own self from the other (the
Lord).
ya pUva- tpsaao jaatmad\Bya: pUva-majaayat |
gauhaM p`ivaSya itYzntM yaao BaUtoiBavya-pSyat || 6 ||
6.
He who was born earlier through austerities even before the unborn One
(Brahma), entering the cave within dwells even prior to the elements, perceives
each and every thing. This, verily, is That.
Commentary :
This one designated as ‘A’, who, employing the elements creates Shiva
through austerities. In earlier times, four-faced Brahma was the un-born one.
One who observes within the self with concentration as abiding in the secret
cave is verily, Vishnu, the indweller. The ones, who were born earlier from the
mouth of Brahma were Indra, Agni and the like. Others were born from
Kashyapa. Similar was not the case with Brahma, not born like others. Unborn
from any one else, he sprang from Vishnu, before any one else arose.
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yaa p`aNaona saMBava%yaiditdo-vatamayaI |
gauhaM p`ivaYya itYzntIM yaa BaUtoiBavya-jaayat | etWO tt\ || 7 ||
7.
Who ever with Prana (Primal Breath) abides in the cave of the heart
alongside Aditi of luminous attributes, manifesting with all the elements, This,
verily, is That.
Commentary :
She consumes - Ad\ [it, hence Aidit, ie Vishnu, abiding along with Praana
within. Being superior to all gods, assuming various forms like ma%sya (fish), kUma(tortoise) and dwelling within along with other elements, mighty Vishnu, the
supreme Self manifests from age to age. dovatamayaI means best of the luminous ones.
Dwells along with Prana, entering the cave within one’s Self along with
elements taking various forms.
ArNyaaoina-ihtao jaatvaoda gaBa- [va sauBaRtao gaiBa-NaIiBa: |
idvao idva [-D\yaao jaagaRvaid\Bah-ivaYmaid\Bama-nauYyaaoiBarigna: | etWO tt\ || 8 ||
8.
The all-knowing Lord (jaatavedas), like an embryo safely secured by a
pregnant woman, exists as energy (fire) between the two (the Teacher and the
disciple) adored by discerning men day after day, This, verily, is That.
Commentary :
All-knowing resplendent Vishnu is adored like the sticks, between the
Teacher and the disciple, always knowing him to be best of the Purushas – the
indwellers. In Bhagavad Gita (XV.14), Krishna tells Arjuna that he dwells on
the bodies of creatures as the flame of life – vaOSvaanar, digesting the food they eat.
In the earlier verse the same sentiments are expressed that as Prana (Primal
Breath) he abides in the cave of the heart along and as Aditi consumes leading
the out-breath upward and the inward breath inwards – ‘}QvMa- p`aNamaunnaya%yapanaM p`%yagasyait’.
yatScaaodoit saUyaa-os%aM ya~ ca gacCit |
tM dovaa: savao- Aip-tastdu naa%yaoit kScana | etWO tt\ || 9 ||
9.
By whose instance the Sun rises (at the time of creation) and where it
proceeds to set (at the time of dissolution), there all the gods find their abiding
place; no one can go beyond that. This, verily, is That.
yadovaoh tdmau~ yadmau~ tdinvah |
maR%yaao: sa maR%yaumaaPnaaoit ya [h naanaova pSyait || 10 ||
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10. That which is here, the same is there as well. That which is there, the
same is here as well. He who perceives even slightest difference in this, goes
from death to death.
Commentary :
He who is manifest here as Vishnu is the same as the one who dwells in
the body. He, verily, is the original form as Sriman Narayana. The one who is
in original form as Vishnu is the same as one of his manifestations. Whoever
here sees even slightest of variation in His attributes or in His forms goes
undoubtedly from death to obscure worlds.
Further Explanation:
Brihad Aranyaka Up. (I.iv.1,5) declares ‘Aa%maOvaomaga` AasaI%puruYaivaQa: saao|nauvaIxya
naanyada%manaao|pSyat\ saao|hmasmaI%yaga`o vyaavarht\ … saao|vaovat\ AhM vaava saRiYTrisma AhM hIdM sava-masaRxaIit tt: saRYTrBavat\
saRYT\ayaaM tasyaOtsyaaM Bavait ya evaM vaod ||’ - when That One, the Prime Existence become
effulgent as and in the form of Purusha, it acknowledged itself as ‘AhM’ – I and
‘Aisma’ as the Existence and looking around saw that He verily was all this
Creation. Therefore, this Creation came to be seen as having been created by
him. God is like the Ocean, the manifestation being as one would see the waves.
The waves exist, but not separate and distinct from the ocean. So does the
creation exist not as separate from the Creator. The tree exists along with the
leaves, as separate and not separate in essence. Every thing exists, even as it
exists not separately. He who knows this becomes part of that Creation.
Therefore Vishnu is what the Creation has come to be and who ever sees any
difference in Vishnu and his Creation will fall in ignorance.
manasaOvaodmaaPtvyaM naoh naanaa|ist ikMcana |
maR%yaao: sa maR%yaUM gacCit ya [h naanaova pSyait || 11 ||
11. By mind alone can this be recognized that there exist no difference
(between the prime form and the manifest forms). From death to death he goes
who sees any divergence.
Commentary :
Similarly, those who see even slightest divergence in his limbs and his
attributes as well as in his actions or their outcome, go without doubt to obscure
worlds. No other purpose is served by such deliberation. Thus, the scriptures
say. According to Shabda Nirnaya, different meanings follow from the word
‘[va’. When two contradictory attributes are pointed out together, either they are
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compared with each other or their insignificance is suggested. Therefore, the
phrase ‘naanaa’ and ‘[va’ means ‘insignificant’ or ‘no difference’.
In the phrase ‘naanaova pSyait’ the emphasis placed on ‘[va’ is to deny the
difference in the essential attributes of the Lord. In ‘naoh naanaaisti ikMcana’ the emphasis
is on affirmation that there exists no difference at all, either between his various
limbs, attributes or his actions and their effects ; neither difference nor any
mutual dependence.
A=gauYzmaa~: pu$Yaao maQya Aa%maina itYzit |
[-SaanaM BaUtBavyasya na ttao ivajauguPsato | etWO tt\ || 12 ||
12. Pusrusha, having measure of a thumb, abides in the midst of the self. (He
who knows) this great Lord, has no fear of the past or of the future. This, verily,
is That.
A=gauYzmaa~: pu$Yaao jyaaoitirvaaQaUmak: |
[-Saanaao BaUtBavuasya sa evaaV sa ] Sva: | etWO tt\ ||
13. Purusha having measure of a thumb, is like a flame without smoke; the
Lord of the past and the future, is the same. This, verily, is That.
yaqaaodkM dugao- vaRYTM pva-toYau ivaQaavait |
evaM Qamaa-na\ pRqak\ pSyaMstanaovaanauivaQaavait || 14 ||
14. Even as waters falling on the mountains rush down, one who sees
essential attributes (Qamaa-na\) of the Lord distinct from Him rushes downward
likewise.
Commentary :
In the previous man~, the emphasis is on contemplating difference in
primary and subsidiary attributes whereas here contemplating of difference in
his essential attributes, limbs or actions, such activity being compared to the
flowing streams rushing down from high eminence. Likewise is one who
perceives differences in the primary principles of Vishnu rushes down to the
obscure worlds.
yaqaaodkM Sauwo Sauwmaaisa>M tadRgaova Bavait |
evaM maunaoiva-jaanat Aa%maa Bavait gaaOtma || 15 ||
15. Even as pure water poured in pure water remains same, even so, O
Gotama, does the sage who is aware of the self becomes become aware.
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Commentary :
Like the sages who become aware, even as Vayu became aware, do not
become same or similar like Him (Vishnu), then what to speak of the Jivas ?
They become wise among all souls and gods. The liberated ones like Vayu
having likeness go to Vishnu but not as same or similar No one, whether men or
gods can claim to become same and similar as Him. They become, verily,
replications of the reflections of divine Vayu. Thus in Bhavishya Purana.
Thus ends the First Section of the Second Chapter of Kathakopanishad.

iWtIya AQyaaya . iWtIya vallaI
Second Chapter - Section II
Upanishad :
purmaokadSaWarmajasyaavak`caotsa: |
AnauYzaya na Saaocait ivamau>Sca ivamaucyato | etWO tt\ || 1 ||
1.
This city with eleven gates is that of the unborn with unflinching
Consciousness. One who is well established without any distortion, becomes
liberated, verily, becomes liberated. This, verily, is That.
Commentary :
The city which is under control of the resplendent Lord is the city of the
unborn. Having made that fact well-established, the liberated ones without any
pride become liberated even in the earlier state, later through termination of
misery etc.
Further Explanation:
Madhva dies not clarify what these eleven gates stand for. Shankara too
is silent on this matter saying only that seven of these are in the head, three in
the lower part of the body, and the last one being on the top of the head. A
conjecture: Could the seven gates that exist in the head be Mind, Intellect, and
the five sensory organs – sight, hearing, touch, smell and taste? Shankara
suggests three inclusive of the navel, in the lower part, the other two being the
excretory and generative organs. The one on the top is possibly the crown of the
head through which it is believed the Primal Breath – p`aNa leaves when it leaves
the body in the final moment. This is only a conjecture based on the traditional
conception of the avenue through which the Mind deals with external world.
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hMsa: SauicaYaWsaurntirxasawaota vaoidYaditiqadu-raoNasat\ |
naRYaWrsadRtsaW\yaaomasadbjaa gaaojaa ?tujaa Aid`jaa ?tM baRht\ || 2 ||
2.
He is pure as swan traversing in the space, priest of the sacrificial altar
and the sacrificial jar. He is found in men, in gods, in the cosmic law and in
space. He is born of water, sprung from earth, born of cosmic order, born of
mountains and is the supreme Truth.
Commentary :
Ever free from all defects, Hari is of the form of essence. Spoken as
Hamsa, he exists in Vayu. Endowed with supreme happiness, He pervades as
Space. As supervisor of all the organs of senses, he is honoured as by all. Being
great – Ait in food - iqa, he is spoken as Aitiqa, (who as guest makes unexpected
appearance). Since he abides in the leafy vessel as Soma juice, he is referred as
duraoNasat\. He, verily, is the One who dwells in men and the gods. He is the supreme
Cosmic Law, the vedic hymn, as well as p`kRit, in Space. He is spread all over the
world as EaI, splendour. Since he is in the creatures of water, in the plants of the
land, in rivers and in mountains, he is called Abja. Therefore, the liberated Jivas
depart to be in the company of Vishnu. Since all Vedas primarily speak of
Vishnu, the cosmic Law is identified with Lord. He, having possessed the
supreme attributes singularly, is best of the Purushas.
Further Explanation;
Swan is the wisest of all birds having ivavaok, the sense of discrimination,
capable of separating the milk from water, the good from the bad. Vishnu is
compared to Swan because he too is wise in distinguishing the good from the
bad, therefore, illumining the auspicious thoughts from the inauspicious ones.
He is often compared to Syaona, the celestial bird which ever sweeps across the
Space above, never sweeping down in the sky touching the earth, even laying its
eggs in space and nurturing them in Space. Another bird which is associated
with Vishnu is the mighty eagle, Garuda, who sweeps in the Space and in the
worlds with its mighty strides.
}Qva-M p`aNamaunnaya%yapanaM p`%yagasyait |
maQyao vaamanamaasaInaM ivaSvao dovaa ]pasato || 3 ||
3.
Upward He leads as p`aNa (the Primal Breath), downward as Apana (the inbreath) and in middle abides Vamana, adored as the universal God.
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Further Explanation :
Dwelling in the heart of the creatures as Vamana along with Vayu, Vishnu
energies the upward and down ward movement of Vayu.
Asya ivasa`Msamaanasya doihna: |
dohaiWmaucyamaanasya ikma~ piriSaYyato | etWO tt\ || 4 ||
4.
‘When the Jiva sheltered in this body slips from the same where does it
proceed ?’, (when asked thus by Nachiketa, Yama replies :) “This, verily, is
That”
na p`aNaona naapanaona ma%yaao- jaIvait kScana |
[troNa tu jaIvaint yaismannaotavaupaiEataO || 5 ||
5.
Neither by upward Breath nor by the inward breath does the mortal lives
at all; he lives for reasons other than these, by whom He is energized.
Commentary :
(Physical) Breath is not the principal energizer of Consciousness but p`aNa,
the Primal Breath, adapted by Vishnu energizes Jivas. Thus the consciousness
in Jivas is supported primarily and independently by Lord.
Further Explanation:
It is not the aggregation and confluence of physical luminous and blazing
rays that makes the Sun shine but the Surya, as the splendorous essence of
Vishnu that shines and illumines. Even so it is not the gross physical breath that
moves upward and downward keeping Jiva energized, but the Primal Breath,
p`aNa which is the essence as Vishnu that moves upward and downward as
Vaishvanara, the flame of Life. Extending Krishna’s statement to Arjuna, ‘mayaOvaoto
inahta: pUva-maova inaima<maa~M Bava savyasaaicana\ |’ one can says that everything is energized by Lord
himself the individual elements in life being but the instrument in operation and
in conclusion.
hnt t [dM p`vaxyaaima gau(M ba`*ma sanaatnama\ |
yaqaa ca marNaM p`aPya Aa%maa Bavait gaaotma || 6 ||
6.
I will proclaim to you the eternal secret of Brahman, which after death
the self comes to be, O Gautama.
yaaoinamaQyao p`pVnto SarIr%vaaya doihna: |
sqaaNaumanyao|nausaMyaint yaqaakma- yaqaaEautma\ || 7 ||
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7.
Eembodied forms come to be in the wombs and others enter stationery
objects, according to their actions and knowledge.
ya eYa sauPtoYau jaagait- kamaM kamaM pruYaao inaima-maaNa: |
tdova Sauk`M td\ba`*ma tdovaamaRtmaucyato |
tismaMllaoka: iEata: savao- tdu naa%yaoit kScana | etWO tt\ || 8 ||
8.
One who is awake among those who are asleep, shaping many desires,
that Person, verily, is pure, He is, verily, Brahman, the immortal. All are
secure in His world but no one can reach beyond that. That, verily, is That.
Aignya-qaOkao BauvanaM p`ivaYTao rUpM rUpM p`itrUpao baBaUva |
ekstqaa sava-BaUtantra%maa rUpM rUpM p`itrUpao baihSca || 9 ||
9.
Even as one fire entering a mansion assumes various forms, in similar
manner, One (Lord), entering as self of all creatures, assumes various forms,
remaining distinct from them.
Commentary :
Like Agni entering the world is not perceived as another form, even when
one aids in various replicated forms in cooking food etc. Even so Lord enters
within all creatures as self, energizing their consciousness. Lord is the
conscious and active principle, even when every thing else in which he has
entered remaining inactive.
Further Explanation:
Madhva explains briefly the manner in which Lord dwell in various
manifest creations, even as fire enters one’s life performing various actions. The
essence of Brahman in all creation is same whether in the animate world or
inanimate one, effulgence in different forms and different degrees being varied
and distinct from one another, though the primary essence is the same. Lord is
the conscious and active principle, even when every thing else in which he has
entered remaining inactive. When one becomes conscious, aware and
enlightened to the immutable Principle, Brahman who as Vishnu pervades as
the primary essence in all inactive gross forms, he becomes liberated from the
constraints of the forms and come to.
vaayauuya-qaOkao BauvanaM p`ivaYTao rUpM rUpM p`itrUpao baBaUva |
ekstqaa sava-BaUtantra%maa rUpM rUpM p`itrUpao baihSca || 10 ||
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10. Even as the one wind which entering mansions assumes many forms, in
similar manner One Lord, as the self of all creatures, assumes various forms,
yet remaining independent of them.
Commentary :
Thus, Lord even like the wind abiding but not perceived as his another
form, but as One (the essence) within the various forms, energizes
consciousness of the insentient. He, verily, is Janardana. He is the One, the
independent, and no one any other else abides in Jivas. In replicated forms after
forms, he reflects in the consciousness in Jivas, who being external to Him is
not same or similar to Him. Jivas, though are replicated forms, are without any
beginning and without end.
saUyaao- yaqaa sava-laaoksya caxauna- ilaPyato caxauYaObaa-(daoYaO: |
ekstqaa sava-BaUtaantra%maa na ilapYato laaokdu:Kona baa(: || 11 ||
11. Even as the Sun, eye of the entire worlds, is not defiled by defects external
to the eyes, even so the One abiding internally in all selves is not defiled by the
miseries of the world that are external.
Commentary :
Even as Surya is not affected by the defects external in Space, even so
sorrows in external world do not affect the self within. The internal eye is the
energizing consciousness for external medium. Thus being independent of
external Jivas, the best of the Person is not affected by miseries of the
dependent Jivas.
Further Explanation:
Krishna says in Bhagavad Gita (XIII.33-34) ‘yada sava-gatM saaOxmyaadakaSaM naaopilPyato | sava~avaisqatao doho tqaa%maa naaopilaPyato || yaqaa p`kaSa%yaok: kR%snaM laaokimamaM riva: | xao~M xao~I tqaa kR%snaM p`kaSayait Baart ||’.
ekao vaSaI sava-BaUtantraa%maa ekM rUpM bahuQaa ya: kraoit |
tmaa%masqaM yao|naupSyaint QaIrastoYaaM sauKM SaaSvatM naotroYaama\ || 12 ||
12. The one controller, dwelling within all Jivas, makes His one form reflect
in diverse forms. Men of Wisdom who perceive that abode of the Self, for them
is the eternal bliss, not for others.
ina%yaao|ina%yaanaaM caotnaScaotanaanaamaokao bahUnaaM yaao ivadQaait kamaana\ |
tsmaa%masqaM yaonaupSyaint QaIrastoYaaM Saint: SaaSvatI naotroYaama\ || 13 ||
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13. Eternal among the non-eternals, consciousness among the conscious, one
who impels desires in many, that indweller of the Jivas, whom Men of Wisdom
perceive, for them is the eternal peace, not for others.
Commentary :
For Jivas who appear conscious, the one who impels consciousness in
them is Hari. Independent among the independent, he is not affected by defects.
Thus has been spoken in Kurma Purana. He is the one who abides internally
in all selves, and Jivas are the replicated forms of His form. They being
dependent and distinct from them He is the supreme Self. ‘The Self alone was
there in the beginning’ from such and other statements, the fact of His being
without beginning can be concluded. Knowing about that One indwelling in the
self, one becomes liberated, of this there is no doubt. One who imagines Jiva
being united with Him, will certainly fall in perpetual obscurity. Thus, also in
Kurma Purana.
tdotidit manyantoinado-Sya prmaM sauKma\ |
kqaM nau tiWjaaanaIyaaM ikmau Baait ivaBaait vaa || 14 ||
14. That One is This, thus one who reflects, for him is the supreme bliss. If
this is not thus realized, how could it otherwise illumine their consciousness?
Commentary :
Thus is this extremely blissful form of the Resplendent Lord. The bliss of
liberation is fraction of That Bliss. In That Bliss of Vishnu is the bliss of Brahma
and other gods and of the liberated ones as well, theirs being the reflection of
the Bliss of Vishnu. No similarity is perceived here. From His Grace alone is the
indescribable divine Bliss. Thus in Varaha Purana.
na t~ saUyaao- Baait na cand`tarkM naomaa ivaVutao Baaint kutao|yamigna: |
tmaova BaantmanauBaait sava-M tsya Baasaa sava-imadM ivaBaait || 15 ||
15. Sun does not shine there, nor does the moon nor even the stars, nor does
the lightening; how can then there be this fire? That One alone shines, shining
all others; in his luminous light alone all others become luminous.
Further Explanation;
The Bliss is not an empirical experience but a spiritual one. Therefore in
the state of Bliss, the physical Sun seen in the sky does not shine nor the Moon
nor even the stars. Then how could Fire shine there? The meaning being that
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since Brahman, Vishnu alone is the resplendent luminous Light, all others shine
in his luminous resplendence and not independently by themselves.
Thus ends the Second Section of the Second Chapter of Kathakopanishad.

iWtIya AQyaaya . tRtIya vallaI
Second Chapter - Section III
Upanishad :
}Qva-maUlaao|vaa@SaK eYaao|Sva%qa: sanatna: |
tdova Sauk`M td\ba`*ma tdovaamaRtmaucyato |
tismaMllaaoka: iEata: savao- tdu naa%yaoit kaScana | etWO tt\ || 1 ||
1.
Rooted in the Supreme, with extended branches, is this timeless TreeAshvattha. That, verily, is the auspicious, That is Brahman, That is spoken as
the immortal. In it are all the worlds sheltered. No one can go beyond That.
This , verily, is That.
Commentary :
Supreme among all, the resplendent Vishnu is this foundation, which is
the source pervading the entire world like a tree with all the gods as branches.
Goddess rmaa represents the roots. The Lord is referred as ‘ASva’ because like horse
He moves swiftly. Since he pervades swiftly, He is eulogized as Asva%qa. Since like
stream he flows in the world without beginning, Hari is called the immortal. As
immortal He singularly supervises the worlds to flow continuously.
Further Explanation:
Asvattha is traditional symbol for Brhaman. Bhagavad Gita (XV.1)
conceptualizes it as the imperishable Asvattha tree with its roots above and the
branches below, the leaves being the vedic hymns and he who is wise to the
Wisdom is known knows as vaodivat\ - man of Wisdom. The root is the origin from
where the trees grows high and wide, the branches and leaves being the
extension of the tree – the manifested world. Therefore, the Asvattha is said to
have }Qva-maUla the having been high above in the supreme world, while the
branches as, the leaves and the fruits being the temporal extension spread
downwards. The form of the }Qva-maaUla is not perceived having been concealed from
human sight, appearing to be without foundation neither any beginning nor any
end.
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When it is said vedic hymns contain the Wisdom it is as good as saying
the leaves contain the juice which is in the Tree.
yaiddM ikM ca jagat\ sava-M p`aNa ejaoit ina:saRtma\ |
mahd\BayaM vaja`mauVtM ya etiWdurmaRtasto Bavaint || 2 ||
2.
Whatever is here in the world, all that is impelled by Primal Breath. He is
great terror like uplifted thunder bolt. Whoever becomes aware of this, he
verily, becomes immortal.
Commentary :
The Primal Breath is impelled by Hari to make the world tremble as if a
thunder bolt is lifted to initiate performance of ordained righteous actions
without any transgressions.
Further Explanation:
Vishnu is compassionate as well as well a disciplined task master.
Therefore, he makes the world perform their ordained actions out of fear as
would a Master would make his servants their allotted tasks – ‘tVu>M p`Saastir sait,
yasmaat\ ina%yamaona toYaaM p`vat-naM, tsmaadist BayaakarNaM toYaaM p`SaastR ba`*ma | yatsto BaR^yaa [va ra&ao|smaat\ ba`*maNaao Bayaona p`vat-nto
tcca BayakarNamaanandM ba`*ma |’ says Shankara in his commentary to Taitariya Up.II.viii.1).
Vishnu is protector as well as uncompromising disciplinarian in the performance
of the actions ordained under the Cosmic Law. Therefore, the Sun, the Moon,
the stars and the seasons follow the course set by the Lord for them.
Bayaadsyaaignastpiy Bayaa<apit saUya-: |
Bayaaidnd`Sca vaayuaSca maR%yauqaa-vait pHcama: || 3 ||
3.
Through fear of Him does Agni burn, through fear does Surya shine;
through fear (are) Indra and Vayu and Death, the fifth one, being in motion.
[h caodSakd\BaaowuM p`a@SarIrsya ivasa`sa: |
tt: sagao-Yau laaokoYau SarIr%vaaya klpto || 4 ||
4.
If one is able to be aware of Him before the body becomes free from the
bondage of the body. Or else to the world of heavens he can never hope to
transcend the body.
yaqaa||dSao- tqaa|%maina yaqaa svaPnao tqaa iptRlaaoko |
yaqaa|stu prIva ddRSao tqaa ganqava-laaoko Caayaatpyaaoirva ba`*malaaoko || 5 ||
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5.
As in a mirror, so in one’s self, as in one’s dreams, so in the world of
ancestors, as in waters even so in the world of Gandharvas, as light and shade
even so in the world of Brahman.
Commentary :
The Lord abiding in Jiva is perceived comprehensively through the eye of
wisdom, but not in the world of ancestors, less distinctly in the world of
Gandharvas. Even as a thing is seen clearly neither in glaring light nor in
blinding obscure shade, even so, only the best among the Persons clearly see in
the world of Brahman.
[ind`yaaNaaM pRqaGBaavamaudyaastmayaaO ca yat\ |
pRqagau%pVmaanaanaaM ma%vaa QaIrao na Saaocait || 6 ||
6.
Becoming aware of the distinct nature of the senses sprung from different
sources, and knowing their origin and extinction, the man of Wisdom does not
grieve.
[id`yaoBya: prM manaao manasa: sa%vamau<amama\ |
sa%vamaiQa mahanaa%maa mahtao|vya>mau<amama\ || 7 ||
7.
Superior to the senses is mind, superior to mind is its superior essence
(intellect); superior to the essence is the great Self, beyond that great Self is the
supreme un-manifest.
Avya>asau pr: pu$Yaao vyaapkao|ila=ga eva ca |
yaM &a%vaa maucyato janturmaRt%vaM ca gacCit || 8 ||
8.
Superior to the un-manifest is the Person, all-pervading without any
distinctions, by knowing whom Jiva goes to immortality.
Commentary :
Again by stating that ‘greater than the senses is the mind’ etc. the
knowledge about the gradation (tartmya) among the divinities with full awareness
of the supremacy of resplendent Lord is recapitulated as summary of all the
statements. Realizing Hari on the basis of the gradation (tartmya) in addition, the
summery of all the statements in concluded.
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Further Explanation:
Stating one sense is greater than the other, Madhva brings about the
nature of the superiority of the presiding deity over one sense over the other
deities presiding over others senses. His theses continues bring all the gods and
goddesses in a range of gradation between them, leaving Vayu, the primal
Breath the supreme among them , for which he finds support in the statement in
Chhandogya Up. (V.i.1) - ‘! yaao h vaO jyaoYzM ca vaod jyaoYzSca h vaO EaoYzSca Bavait p`aNaao vaava jyaoYzSca
EaoYzSca ||’ leaving only Vishnu as the sole supreme God among all, with Laksmi as
his supporting Intent (samklp), energy
(Sai>) or divine power (maayaa) in
manifestation.
na saMdRSao itYzit rUpmasya na caxauYaa pSyit kScanaOnama\ |
)da manaIYaa manasaa|iBa@;Ptao ya etiWdurmaRtasto Bavaint || 9 ||
9.
Not within the sight stands His form, nor by eyes can He be seen. By
heart, by thought and by mind alone can He is apprehended. Those who are
thus aware become immortal.
Commentary :
No one can see the un-manifest form of Vishnu. Only when he manifests,
his forms are perceived through Wisdom, only then does a Yogi, one who is
enjoined, becomes liberated but never through organs of senses.
yada pHcaavaitYznto &aanaina manasaa sah |
bauiwSca na ivacaoYTto tamaahu: prmaaM gait: || 10 ||
10. When the five (senses) together with knowledge and mind cease (from
their operations) and even the intelligence does not stir, then is said to be the
supreme goal.
taM yaaogaimait manyanto isqaraimaind`yaQaarNama\ |
Ap`ma<astda Bavait yaaogaao ih p`BavaaPyayaaO || 11 ||
11. That is considered to be Yoga, the steady restraint of the senses. Then one
becomes undistracted, for Yoga comes and goes.
Commentary :
The awareness itself is yoga, equanimity, communion all-inclusive with
resplendent Lord.
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naOva vaacaa na manasa p`aPtuM Sa@yaao na caxauYaa |
AstIit baùvatao|nya~ kqaM tduplaByato || 12 ||
12. Neither by speech nor by mind nor by sight can He be comprehended,
except by him, who says. ‘He Is’. Otherwise, how else can That One be attained
!
AstI%yaovaaoplabQavyast<vaBaavaona caaoBayaao: |
AstI%yaovaaoplabQasya t<vaBaava: p`said it || 13 ||
13. He should be comprehended through enlightenment that ‘Existence’
along with His primal form. Only when He is comprehended as ‘Existenece’,
only then His form in Principle becomes revealed.
Commentary :
Prime Existence is resplendent Lord, who as Keshava is the all-pervador.
The One who is known as ‘Existence’, verily is He. If known as manifestation,
how can He be attained ? p`kRit makes pu$Ya manifest primarily as the distinct one.
Even as He is distinct in His primary form even so when He grants His grace.
One comes to know of His Existence to the extent of the grace one receives.
From Time without beginning, one increasingly comes to know about Hari,
through repeatedly enhanced intelligence about His attributes. Increasing
awareness of Him is not same as absence of feelings for Hari. Thereafter, it
would not be lost in future. Therefore, awareness of Him is declared to be the
best.
yaqaa savao- p`maucyanto kamaa yao|sya )id iEata: |
Aqa ma%yaao-|mautao Bava%ya~ ba`*ma samaSnauto || 14 ||
14. When all the desires residing in the heart are terminated, the mortal
becomes immortal and enjoys food in the world of Brahman.
Commentary :
The desires residing within the self are renounced; the liberated one
becomes released from all desires.
yada savao- p`iBaVnto )dayasyaoh ga`nqaya: |
Aqa ma%yaao-|maRtao Bava%yaotavaw\yanauSaasanama\ || 15 ||
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15. When all shackles binding the heart are shattered, then here itself does
the mortal becomes immortal. All these instructions are, verily, towards that
purpose.
Commentary :
To be released from the shackles is, verily, the purpose. And when they
are destroyed, one attains immortality. For that purpose alone are the
injunctions.
Sat caOka ca )dyasya naaD\yastasaaM maUQaa-namaiBaina: saRtOka |
tayaaoQva-maayannamaRt%vamaoit ivaYva=\=nyaa ]%k`maNao Bavaint || 16 ||
16. Hundred and one are the arteries of the heart. Of them, one leads to the
crown of the head. At the time when the Primal Breath leaves the mortal body,
the one going upwards through that aperture makes him immortal. For others,
they become only the passage for other emotions.
A=gauYzmaa~: pu$Yaao|ntra%maa sada janaanaaM )dyao saMinivaYT: |
tM svaacCrira%p`vaRhonmauHjaidvaoYaIkaM QaOya-Na | tM ivaVacCuk`mamartM tM ivaVaccuk`mamaRtimait || 17 ||
17. Self, best of the Persons, ever dwells within the core of heart of the
people. One should separate Him from one’s heart knowing Him to be pure and
the immortal with firmness like pith from the sheath. Yes, knowing Him to be
pure and the immortal.
Commentary :
The one who dwells within the heart is Vishnu, under whose control Jivas
exist. One should know the immutable Vishnu gradually as distinct from one’s
body flowing as a stream. By declaring ‘The Self whose body is this’, ‘He who
restrains the self abiding internally’ ‘in the hearts of people’ the premise that
Hari is distinct from Jiva is conclusively established. In life no wise one would
accept that Jiva is identical with Lord. The statement ‘janaanaama\ )dyao saMinnaivaYT:’,
demonstrates that the identity of Jiva is distinct from that of the Lord.
Therefore, the words ‘AMgauYzamaa~:’ should rightfully be applied to the Lord and not
to Jiva. In this manner, the distinction between Vishnu and the Jiva is
demonstrated.
maR%yaup`ao>aM naicakotao|qa labQvaa ivaVamaotaM yaaogaivaiQaM ca kR%snama\ |
ba`*map`aPtao ivarjaao|BaUiWmaR%yaurnyaao|PyaovaM yaao ivadQyaa%mamaova || 18 ||
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18. Thus having received the words spoken by Death and the Knowledge of
the technique of Yoga, Nachiketa became free form passion and death. So will
others be released who acquire the mystical Wisdom of the Self.
Commentary :
Thus is it conclusively proved that Vishnu alone is the Supreme One.
Obeisance to the Resplendent, Vishnu who is all-pervador. Let Him be
always be near me, removing all obscurity of the Self.
Thus ends the Third Section of the Second Chapter of Kathakopanishad.
Thus ends the Commentray of Sri Anandtirtha on Kathakopanishad.
__________
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Mandukya Upanishad
Introduction
Mandukya Upanishad belongs to Atharvaveda and is an exposition of !,
the mystical sound which is the foundational attribute of Brahman. Unlike
other Upanishads, this one is not based on mythical characters or legends as
backdrop for developing an intellectual these. Therefore, having no human
seer, it is attributed to divine effulgence. Muktika Upanishad declares that, the
one who imbibes Mandukya Upanishad is delivered from human bondage –
‘maNDU@yaM ekM maumauxaanaama\ ivamau>yao’, without having to study any other scripture.
Mandukya Upanishad reveals spiritual Truths but does not offer any
solutions or recommend any Path to be traversed. What it demands is not any
commitment to any theory or acceptance of any belief but receptivity (Eawa)
clarity of mind and purity of heart. Extreme brevity of language is hall-mark
of this Upanishad, giving scope to diverse interpretations, their approach
determining their goal. Shankara offered his views founded on his Advaita
theses, more intellectual than theistic. Madhva’s response was more emotional
and eminently theistic founded on his Dvaita theses, showing that one and the
same goal could be reached through different Paths and equally effective.
Therefore, accepting one view does not necessarily amount to rejecting the
other.
Their approach to the subject itself confirms such conclusion. Shankara
attributes primacy to the 12 original mantras of the Upanishad on which he
claims Gaudapada offered his own extended commentary – Karika, containing
explanations under different chapters named Agama (scriptural) Vaithatya,
(illusion of the empirical experiences) a-dvaita (non-duality) and Alatshaanti
(quenching of the fire) in defense of his Advaita philosophy.
Madhva attributes the original 12 mantras of the Upanishad to Varuna
as the seer and Vishnu as the presiding deity and explanations commencing
with the words ‘A~O eto Salaaoka:’ – here are the verse to Brahma having given
them to Varuna, who received them assuming the form of a frog – Manduka.
For this conclusion, he relies on Harivamsha, Padma and Garuda puranas
where one finds references as under: ‘[it maMDUkrUpI sana\ ddSa- va$NaO Eautma\’(Harivamsha) –
the Upanishads were seen by Varuna in the form of a frog, ‘Qyaayana\ naaraayaNaM dovaM p`Navaona
samaihta: maNDUkrUpI va$Na: tuYT\vaa hrIM Avyayama\’ (Padma) – meditating on the divine
Narayana, enveloped by pranava (!kar), Varuna in the form of a frog, was
graced by the immutable Hari and ‘ba`*madRYTana\ Atao man~M p`maaNaM sailalaoSvar: A~ Slaaoka Bavaint [it
cakarOnama\ pRqak\ pRqak\’ (Garuda) – These mantras seen by Brahma as the premises,
these Slaaokas came to be formed little by little. Madhva is clear in his mind that
Lord’s word can not be communicated by none other than by luminous
persons, enlightened to that divine experience. Therefore, it was Varuna who
saw, which only Brahma could explain and only those specifically authorized
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by Vishnu like Madhva can further elucidate offering clarification to the
mystical essence contained therein.
When Madhva says that his conclusion are furthered based on p`%yaxa direct, Anaumaana – inference and Eauit – scriptures, he brings out importance to his
thesis as extension of divine revelation. One can have nothing of one’s own,
there being nothing comparable to the supremacy of Vishnu except through
spiritual vision. According to him, only those who perceive Brahman as one
would perceive an amalaka fruit in his palm, could have direct perception –
p`%yaxa and only such persons can make an inference - Anaumaana. To those common
people for whom the first two are not accessible to them p`maaNa – basis would
only be Eauit – the scriptures, the record of spiritual experiences based on p`%yaxa –
direct perception by earlier qualified seers. Madhva is orthodox since he bases
his communication on the traditionally accepted sources but was not orthodox
in very restrictive conventional sense, as accepting everything that said earlier,
whether right or not. He was rational enough to point out that what was not
experienced through human instruments of perception and not expressed
without human instruments of expression cannot be explained by human
ingenuity, needing assistance from scriptures as authenticated expressions of
the supra-sensory experiences of sensitive and receptive seers. Madhva
therefore offers copious references of many scriptures, some of which are
presently not available.
In Rigveda we find it mentioned that ‘naasadasaInnaao sadasaI<adanaIM naasaId`jaao naao vyaaomaa prao
yat\ | ikamaavarIva: kuhksya Sama-nnaMBa: ikmaasaId\gahnama\ ||’ - Then, there was neither non-Existence
nor Existence; there was neither air nor the sky beyond. By what was it then
covered? Where and what was its shelter? Was water there, deep and
fathomless? ‘AanaIdvaatM svaQayaa tdokM tsmaawanya~ pr: ikM canaasa || - Without breathing, alone
with self-impulse was That One, other than that, there was nothing else. That
self-Impulse reverberated as !, the Eternal Sound. The self-Impulse was
caused vibration even when there was neither air nor the sky beyond. Katha
Up. (II.ii.3) says all deities adore Vamana, the god of gods seated in the middle
leads the out-breath upward, and the in breath inwards – ‘}QvMa- p`aNaamainnaya%panaM
p`%yagasyait | maQyao vaamanaasaInaM ivaSvao dovaa [pasato ||’, Vayu being the presiding deity being lead
upward and down word by That One, the Prime Existence, Vishnu. Cosmic
process is universal phenomenon of unceasing change, perpetually in conflict
between the un-manifest and the manifest, between the forces of light and the
forces of darkness.
That One, the Prime Existence, Vishnu, which was undifferentiated
earlier, became differentiated as essence and form. The gross form became
alive when the subtle essence entered therein. Therefore, only when the gross
form of Sabd, is infused with subtle essence !, only then it becomes Axar. That is
why it is said that letters by themselves do not make words intelligible unless
the resonance within the letters becomes clear with particular arrangement of
the letters. Therefore, while letters are but appearance it is the sound within
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which explodes making the meaning clear and creation become a reality. !
becomes and in truth is Axar, which becomes manifest as creation. Therefore,
Mandukya Up. declares ‘! [%yaotdxarimadM sava-ma\ | BaUtBavyadBaivaYyaidit sava- !kar eva | sava- (otd\ ba`*ma
|’. Ritualists, therefore, give important role for Axar, in reciting the vedic
hymns. Accuracy in pronunciation was insisted for success in sacrificial
performances. To the intent the popular legend of Tvastra is narrated who ,
performing a sacrifice to produce an avenger of his son slain by Indra
produced owing to an error of accentuation, not a slayer of Indra, but alone of
whom Indra became the slayer. In Vakyapadiya a significant statement is
made at the very outset, ‘AnaaidinaQanaM ba`*ma Sabdsta%vaM yastdxarma\ | ivavat-to|qa-Baavaona p`ik`yaa jagatao yat
||’.
Aurobindo explains the importance of Sound as the Word, the
immutable!, which as the heart beats represents Brahman. He says ‘By
expression we form, by affirmation we establish. As power of expression, the
Word is termed Rik, as power of affirmation, stoma (human)’. Madhva
drawing his philosophical concepts from Pancharatra, relates ! to resonance
of the heart-beats of Sriman Narayana, during the period when he rests at the
end of the cycle in the milky ocean, xaIrsagar, on the coils of SaoYa, the remainder for
eternal period of Time, Anant, till a new cyclical wheel of creation is set in motion.
Madhva disputes Shankara’s celebrated thesis, ‘ba`*ma imaqyaa jagainmaqyaa jaIvaao ba`*maOva
naapara’ claiming that there could be no similarity or eventual immergence of Jiva
with the Lord. Madhva’s philosophy was summarized by Vidhyabhushan
Baladeva, a follower of Chaitanya – ‘EaImaanmaQvamato hir: prtr: sa%yaM jagat<vatao Baodao jaIvagaNa:
hrornaucara: naIacaaoccaBaava gat: maui>naO-jasauKanauBaUitrmalaa Bai>Sca t%saaQanama\ (OxaaidtIyaaM p`maNaaiKalaOkvaoVaohir: ||’ - In
the opinion of Madhva, Hari is Supreme above all. In principle, the World is
Real. There exists difference between souls. As followers of Hari they have
inherent existence as superior and inferior. Deliverance is the ultimate
experience of Bliss. Unalloyed devotion is the sole instrument. The three
scriptures (Upanishads, Brahmasutra and Bhagavad Gita) are the fundamental
premises, establishing that Hari alone is the sole promoter.
His devotion to Vishnu, known as Sriman Narayana, Hari or Vasudeva,
verily was as Brahman, eternal and Independent - ‘Bagavaana vaasaudovaoit prmaa%maoit vaO hir: |
ivaYNaaonaaraayaNaaScaoit ba`*maoit EaRtyaao jagau: ||’ There is nothing illusory about Jiva and Jagat,
who though eternal, are dependent on Him. Maya is the Lord’s power. He draws
the attention to Krishna’s statement in Bhagavad Gita where he says ‘Ajaao|ip sana\
Avyayaa%maa BaUtanaaM [-Svarao\ip sana\ | p`kRtIM svaaM AiQaYzaya saMBavaaima Aa%mamaayayaa ||’. Using that power Maya,
his inherent power, He manifests Himself as the immutable Supreme among all
beings. Therefore, the very first mantra of Mandukya Upanishad, ‘! [%yaotdxarimadM
sava-ma\ | BaUtBavyadBaivaYyaidit sava- !kar eva | sava- (otd\ ba`*ma |’ – Aum – Sri Vishnu – is all this
immutable whole ; it’s clarification being it is, verily, all that is Past, Present
and the Future. The next line ‘yaccaanyai%~kalaatItM tdPyaaoMkar eva ||’ – whatever is beyond
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three-fold Time, that also is Vishnu !, establishing his all-pervading character
– ‘sa BaUmaIM ivaSvatao vaRta|%yait itYz_Saa=gaulama\’.
Madhva’s insistence on deifying Brahman and Purusha as theistic and
anthropomorphic Vishnu may be discounted but his rational approach and
explanation in accepting Vishnu as the symbol cannot be faulted, especially
when he clarifies that ‘ya: paduBa-vagaao ivaYNaU: dohaidSauu ca saMistqa: | sa eva maUlarUpMSca saaxaannaarayaNaaiBad: |
maUlarUpSca yaao ivaYNau: p`duBaa-vaaidgaSca ||’. This mantra offers further clarification by
describing him as radiant, being free of any grief and lamentation. Though
Vishnu is described with human attributes Madhva does not hesitate to
mention that Vishnu is not born from the union of male and female forms and
because his is not a form caused by Prakriti. – ‘s~IpMumalaaiBayaaoga%maa dohao ivaYNauna-jaayato’ and
‘p`aduBaa-vaao hro: savao- naOva p`akRtdoihna: | inadaao-YagauNasaMpUNaa- dSa-ya%yanyaqaOva tu ||’.
Shankara invokes at the outset: ‘May that Turiya, (through Maya)
having enjoyed all identified itself as the entire universe, experiences (in the
waking state) the manifold gross objects of enjoyments through ignorance and
attachment, that again during the dream state, experiences, being enlightened
by its own light, the subtle objects of enjoyment, the objects that are brought
into existence by its own internal organs, and which , lastly, in dreamless seep
withdraws all objects (subtle as well as gross) within itself and thus becomes
free from al distinctions and difference . . .’ making the activities of the
Universal Self and of the Individual self, the subject matter of his inquiry.
It is Madhva’s thesis that the subject matter of inquiry is not how
Brahman transforms Himself in creation but how He influences human beings
in performing his actions Spiritual adventure lies in being aware of Vishnu’s
supremacy and his all-comprehensive attributes on one hand and Jiva’s
dependence on His Grace in becoming energized in his actions. Therefore,
when the Mandukya Up. begins with the declaration, ‘! [%yaotdxarimadM sava-ma\ |
BaUtBavyadBaivaYyaidit sava- !kar eva | sava- (otd\ ba`*ma |’ it is to emphasizes Vishnu as it was
done in Katha Up. how Brahman, dwelling within as Vamana ‘maQyao vaamanamaasaInaM’
(II.2.3), establishing himself in centre of the heart, ‘A=gauYzmaa~: pu$Yaao|ntra%maa sada janaanaaM
)dyao saMinivaYT: |’ (II.3.17) energizes human beings to perform their actions and not
to bring out how Vishnu experiences in Waking, Dream and Dreamless states.
Thus while Madhva accepts that ‘Aa%maa’ referred in the statement ‘AyaM Aa%maa’
is Brahman, he does not accept Shankara’s thesis that pad suggests the internal
and external psychological stages in which Brahman becomes manifest, like
four quarters of a coin, not like the four feet of a cow – ‘saaoyamaa%maa Aao=karaiQadoya:
pra%pr%vaona vyavaisqatScatuYpa%kaYaa-pNavana\, na gaaOirva |’. Instead he refers the states as those in
which Brahman being the Independent and full of attributes, activates and
energizes the Jiva being dependent on His divine dispensation to evolve being
regenerated and energized. For this conclusion, Madhva draws the source,
Brihad Aranyak Up. (III.viii.11) according to which the Imperishable is unseen
but is the seer, is the unheard but is the hearer, is the unthought-of but is the
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thinker, is the unknown but is the knower, - ‘etdxarM d``RYTM d`YTu, AEautM EaaotR, AmatM mantR,
Aiva&atM iva&atR’. In the evolution, Lord is the saU~Qaar, power behind performance of
all the actions, ordaining, controlling and assisting Jivas in performance of
their ordained actions in tune with their attributes and inclination. The
deliverance and return to vaOkuNz, his abode to dwell in his company is the Grace
showered on them.
Lord initiates and energizes jaIva in his Waking (jaaga`t) state as vaOSvaanar to
cognize the external gross objects of jagat, in his Sleep (svaPna) state as tOjasa\ to
cognize the internal subtle objects of mind and in his Deamless (sauYauiPt) state as
p`&a, to cognize the mass of Consciousness, where Jiva sees neither the gross
external objects nor the subtle internal objects. The turIya state, is of the nature
of Existence, Consciousness and Bliss (sat\-icat\-Aanand), which is a positive state of
Being singular and absolute, second to no one else (a-dviteeya), not being like
any thing perceived here and not a negative state of non-Being. This is the
state which the individual self desires and seeks to be in, vaOkunz, in the company
of the Lord. Thus, in all the four states it is only Vishnu who is present
activating the human being or His ibamba resplendence reflected as – p`itibamba, no
one or the other state being superior to others, or no one state merging in
another, since Lord exists in all these states, the dividing line appearing
indistinguishable. Therefore, ! is the syllable by which Vishnu is designated
as encompassing the activities in all the states.
Distinct character and aptitude of the manifest creation, animate and
inanimate, whether gods, seers, human, is dependent on AMSa, Vishnu’s essence
posited in them, from which arises the gradation - tartmya, of the manifest
creation, standing in relation to the Lord accordingly. In spiritual evolution, the
first two stages ivaSva and p`a& standing lower in gradation than tOjasa and tOjasa
standing lower in gradation than turIya, the last one being identified with the Lord
himself. While the first three states are discernible as A, ] and ma, the fourth
being mystical is symbolized as half-moon. In the fourth state, Vishnu
energizes by his very presence as indescribable mass of energy, in-accessible
as Knowledge availed from the organs of senses (which gives rise to the
external world) and Mind (which gives rise to the internal world) but being
enlightened to the supra-sensory instruments of Wisdom, as Existence (sa%ya),
Consciousness (icat\) and Bliss (Aanand) characterized as great indescribable
excellence, all-pervading and without any distinguishing marks, the Supreme
Person, knowing whom alone one is liberated, reaching the immortal abode.
On empirical level, it is becomes known - edM sava-M ividtma\ by seeing, by hearing, by
reflection, by meditation ‘d`Sa-naona EavaNaona ma%yaa iva&anaona’. On spiritual level one becomes
aware of the Turiya state as Wisdom of the Primal Sound reverberating within
as eternal Brahman.
An impassioned consideration would show that Madhva was not
orthodox in traditional sense but a rational thinker, making emotive religion
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the bedrock of his philosophy, making Eawa (receptivity) to scriptures and Bai> to
anthropomorphic Vishnu as Brahman. Madhva realizes the importance which
myth and legends have in influencing human emotions and he uses them
tellingly for strengthening the devotion to his chosen ideal and to the
scriptures, which are not meant to convince the intellectuals or convert the
agnostics but to influence the devoted and strengthen their resolve. He is the
Supreme devotee, Ba>, for whom Bay> is an end in itself and not the means,
which itself delivers by placing him in the company of the delivered Jivas and
Lord in the parama pada. Only when one approaches Madhva through such
receptivity only then one would appreciate his teachings as they are taught
transcending the symbols, examples and metaphors, used in narration.
It is in this sense that !, the eternal sound is said to evolve the human
soul, enveloping his entire consciousness, reverberating through his life,
creating cascading echoes and myriad manifestations, touching every aspect of
his being, spontaneous revealing like flash of lightening and the roar of
thunder, all as ordained by the Lord entirely as determined by His Will, which
is the fountainhead of all that has been in the past, what exists in the present
and what will evolve in future. Creation was neither planned but was
spontaneous of the Supreme Energy. When one takes creation as the
affirmation of the eternal, immutable, indescribable power of Vishnu, then one
would understand why it is said that every thing is created and is under the
supervision of that very Supreme Power. Creation is the affirmation of Satyam
– Existence, Jnanam – Wisdom and Anantam - the Eternal, like the fragrance
of the flower.
Mandukya Upanishad.
|| ivaSvaaidcaturUpaya nama:||
|| hir: ! ||
Aqa p`qamaKND:
The commences the First Chapter
Upanishad:
hir: ! | Aaoima%yaotdxarimadM savMa-M tsyaaopvyaa#yaanaM BaUtM Babad\BaivaYyaidit sava-maaoMkar eva | yaccaanyai%~kalaatItM tdPyaaoMkar
eva || 1 ||
1. Aum (the One in whom the world finds its origin and support). Thus is all
this, the immutable, its explanation being that this, the past, present and the
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future. All this, indeed, is of the form of Aum. Even that which is the other
(Prakriti), that too is Aumkara, beyond the three-fold Time.
Commentary :
Invocation
He who is completely blissful, of the form of wisdom and energy, eternal,
unchanging, reveling in the four-fold states (the Waking, Sleep, Dreamless
sleep and Pure Consciousness), I bow in obeisance Vishnu, the Supreme Abode.
In the form of a Manduka (a frog), Varuna eulogized the four-fold
Sriman Narayana, meditating on Sriman Narayana, encompassed by Aum,
Varuna, praised immutable Sri Hari, thus has it been said in Padma Purana.
Pronouncing Aum, does one, verily, speak of the immutable Brahman.
The one here who pervades the entire universe, is the resplendent Hari. By
using the word sava-M the universality of his attributes is indicated. The Past,
Present and the Future, by such forms Hari is designated. Ever eternal, thus is
the eminence of Aumkara. Thus in Brihat Samhita.
From the eternal Sound Aum, is all this comprehensively created,
therefore it is referred as Aumkara. As the power permeating the whole, Hari is
referred as sava-M - the entirety. Thus has it been mentioned in Nairgunya. Every
thing being referred as Aumkara, comprehensiveness is denied in respect of all
others. He alone is beyond the three-fold Time. p`kRit is also said to be beyond the
three-fold Time, hence the special adjective ‘the other’ is used.
Mandukya Upanishad.
Upanishad
savMa- (otd\ba`*maayamaa%maa ba`*ma saao|yamaa%maa catuYpat\ || 2 ||
2. All this, verily, is Brahman. This Self (abiding as energizing spirit within),
verily, is Brahman. This Self has four forms.
Commentary :
‘Supreme is, verily, this great Brahman’ ; ‘That, verily, is Brahman, the
supreme visionary’ ; ‘Complete is This and Complete is also That’ - in such
manner is Brahman celebrated and spoken as endowed with all the attributes.
Every thing is, therefore, this Brahman. Abiding in the body of all divinities like
Lakshmi, Brahma and others, as the creator-energies He, verily, becomes
perceived. Perceiving the dependence of Jivas, He alone appears as ‘Ayamaa%maa ba`*ma’.
Thus is it spoken.
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Complete is Hari alone, none others are ever Complete. Except Prakriti
no one else are beyond the three-fold Time. The concepts like Time, Quarters,
and Wisdom are included in Prakriti. Ego-sense is for the Jiva, not being
beyond Time. Even for the liberated, mutuality of relation is as earlier. It is
known in all quarters that Vishnu alone is Complete. Such Vishnu is ever
superior to all – Lakshmi, Brahma, Rudra and the rest, though not visible in
action in normal course. Thus did Varuna himself, in the form of Manduka
(frog) realize himself. Thus has it been mentioned in Harivamsha.
Upanishad
jaagairtsqaanaao baihYp`&: saPta=ga ekaonaivaMSaitmauK: sqaUlaBaRgvaOSvaanar: p`qama: pad: || 3 ||
3. In the state of Waking, (He) makes (Jiva) conscious of external objects.
Having seven limbs, nineteen mouths and appearing as enjoyer of the gross
objects vaOSvaanar is his first form.
Commentary :
In four-fold state does the eternal Supreme Self abide in the body. In the
Waking state, Vaishvanara has the form of an elephant. With His knowledge,
He makes Jivas conscious of the manifested external world. In eighteen faces
he has altogether human form; in the centre, however, is the form of an elephant
of the Supreme Purusha, with four arms and feet and the trunk, thus is known as
having in all seven limbs. He enjoys gross objects through the instruments of
senses, the auspicious and the inauspicious ones.
ivaSva – the universe is referred as gross, because it is experienced in all
respect only through senses. In relation to them that which remains undying is
Vaishvanara. Meditating Vishva, Vinayaka obtained the face of an elephant. In
that very manner, meditating on the three-forms (jaga`t, svaPna and sauYauiPt) did Indra
attain his position as the Lord of the Gods. Meditating on the four forms, Rudra
attained through Janardana the ferocious disposition. Thus endowed with full
attributes is Vishnu, the four-armed Supreme among the supreme. Thus, has
been said in Mahayoga.
Upanishad
svaPnasqaanaao|nt:p`&: saPta=ga ekaonaivaMSaitmauK: p`ivaiva>Bau>Ojasaao iWtIya pad: || 4 ||
4. The state of dreams is the internal consciousness, where with seven limbs
and nineteen mouths, He energizes as tOjasa\ . This is his second form.
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Commentary :
The perceptions in the Waking state which influences the form in Dream
state, results in the subtle knowledge, say the wise. Thus has been said in
Varaaha Purana.
Further Explanation :
It is also common knowledge that the experiences in Dream state have
close relation with the experiences in Waking state.
Upanishad
ya~ sauPtao na kMcana kamaM kamayato na kMcana svaPnaM pSyait t%sauYauPtma\ | sauYauPtsqaana ekIBaUt: p`&anaGana evaa||nandmayaao
(anandBauk\ caotaomauK: p`a&stRtIya: pad: || 5 ||
4. Where in sleep one does not desire any desires, or where no dreams are
seen, that form is that of Dreamless state. In the Dreamless state becoming
singular, the mass of Consciousness, which is blissful, reveler in Bliss,
intelligence in appearance, He is called p`a& in this third form.
Commentary :
Dreamless state is, verily, the obscure state. Enveloped in that state jaIva
approaches Hari. No desires are perceived by jaIva, except the inconsequence of
the self in that state, Time alone being p`a&, who is Hari Himself. He is seen
abiding in the intellect, on account of which He is tOjasa\, the maker of dreams, on
account of which the external objects are not remembered. Therefore He is
known as p`a&. By Him are ivaSva and tOjasa\ states unified. United thus p`a& becomes
inconsequence, being displayed all the while as mass of obscurity. Thus has it
been spoken in the scripture, Prakashika.
‘Aanandmaya’ means being full of bliss, ‘caotaomauK’ means intelligence in
appearance, having the form of Wisdom. p`&anaGana is inverted conjunction, the
correct form being Ganap`&a - concentrated wisdom. The unique feature of the Bliss
is that the enjoyment is without having access to senses. The distinction of
enjoying the Bliss, intelligence in appearance, being wise in all respects, being
supreme among all, these are all applicable equally to all the four forms. In
other context only blissful and intelligence in appearance is mentioned.
Upanishad
eYa savao-Svar eYa sava-& eYaao|ntyaa-myaoYa yaaoina: sava-sya p`BavaaPyayaaO ih BaUtanaama\ || 6 ||
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6. He is the Lord of all. He is the knower of all. He is the indweller. He is the
source of all. He is the terminator of the creatures, as well.
Commentary :
This Self with four forms endowed with attributes like the knower of all,
supreme among all, is the supreme Self having four forms, dwells in the body of
all persons, spoken as ivaSva, tOjasa\, p`&a and turIya. All these forms are, verily,
absolutely blissful, even in those who have intelligence in appearance, all are,
verily, completely of blissful form. The word mauK - face is used to show the
subsidiary mark of the body.

A~Oto Slaaok:
Here are now the verses Upanishad
baihYp`&ao ivaBauiva-Svaao (nt:p`&stu tOjasa: | Ganap`&stqaa pa`& ek eva i~Qaa smaRt: || 7 ||
7.
Externally conscious, Lord is known as ivaSva – the world, internally
conscious as tOjasa\, and mass of consciousness as p`&a, Thus the One, verily, is
spoken in three forms.
Commentary :
The proof of the proofs is, indeed, known with intensity, O Ascetic. The
man~ which were ‘seen’ by Brahma are the premises, O Lord of the Waters
(Varuna). ‘A~Oto Slaaok:’ thus is spoken piece by piece. Thus has it been said in
Garuda Purana.
Upanishad
dixaNaaixamauKo ivaSvaao manasyantstu tOjasa: | AakaSao ca )id p`a&is~Qaa doho vyavaistqa: || 8 ||
8.
In the front of the right eye, is ivaSva ; within the mind is tOjasa\ ; in the space
in the heart p`&a the third, is dwelling in the body.
ivaSvaao ih sqaUlaBau=\ina%yaM tOjasa: p`ivaiva>Bauk\ | AanandBau>qaa p`a&is~Qaa BaaogaM inabaaoQat || 9 ||
9.
ivaSva enables always the enjoyment of the gross objects ; tOjasa\ enables the
enjoyment of the subtle objects ; p`&a the third enjoys the blissful objects. Thus
are the three-fold enjoyments explained.
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sqaUlaM tp-yato ivaSvaM p`ivaiva>M tu tOjasama\ | AanndSca tqaa p`a&M i~qaa tRiPtM inabaoQat || 10 ||
10. Gross ones are satisfied by the ivaSva ; the subtle ones by tOjasa\ and the
blissful by p`&a. Thus has been spoken, the three-fold manner are the fulfillment.
i~Yau Qaamasau yad\BaaojyaM Baao>a yaSca p`kIit-t: | vaodOtduBayaM yastu sa BauHjaanaao na ilaPyato || 11 ||
11. In the three stages, if one becomes aware of the one who nourishes and
the one who is nourished, and the both s well, such one is never affected by the
things enjoyed.
p`Bava: sava-BaavaanaaM sataimait ivainaScaya: | sava- janayait p`aNaScaotaMoSaUnpu$Ya: pRqak\ || 12 ||
12. Energizer of all the creatures, is sa%ya, the Lord, thus do the wise ones
know. All are created by Purusha, Primal Breath (Prana) manifesting in the
conscious ones in distinct manner.
Commentary :
There is doubt whether Vishnu is the energizer of all the emotions. The
noble ones were thus assured. Other than these were the one who are ignoble.
Being the energizer of all, Primal Breath, takes upon the task of Supreme
Narayana.
Upanishad
ivaBaUitM p`savaM %vanyao manyanto saRiYTicantka: | svaPnamaayaasa$poit saRiYTrnyaOiva-kilpta || 13 ||
13. Creation is conceived through modification, thus think the thinkers of
creation. Creation is of the form energized as in a dream, think others.
[cCamaa~M p`Baao: saRiYTirit saRYTaO ivainaiScata: | kala%p`saUitM BaUtanaaM manyato kalaicantka: || 14 ||
14. By mere Will of the Lord is this Creation, thus have others concluded ;
evolved by Time is this creation, thus consider the protagonists of Time.
Commentary :
This creation is spoken variously by the wise as well by the ignorant
ones. It is the manifestation of Vishnu’s formative power (maayaa) which gives
shape to many opinions, Creation being variously imagines as Mahat etc. Dual
is the form of Creation, say the men of Wisdom. It has the form of an illusion
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like dream, say the ignorant ones. For the formless, consciousness enables to
manifest by Self-Will as the entire world, Brahma and all others having been
thus evolved, say the wise ones. For one who has complete power how can there
be any illusion; for one who has complete Wisdom how can there be similarity
with dream objects ? For one who is devoid of defects, how can there be any
deformity ? Therefore, free from any defects is this Creation, subservient to the
Will of the Lord. Creation is authenticated by many statements of Vedas. Some
ignorant ones argue that out of Time has Creation has come to be evolved ;
some consider it to be from Rudra, some from Brahma and others from
Prakriti. Fools are all these, when Narayana alone is the Supreme One, the allpowerful Creator, and no one other, Time, Brahma, Shiva and all others being
subservient to Him.
Upanishad
Baaogaaqa-M saRiYTir%yanyao kaIDaqa-imait caaapro | dovasyaOYa svaBaavaao|yamaaPtkamasya ka spRha || 15 ||
15. This world is for enjoyment (of the Lord) say some, others consider it for
(His) diversion. Both these are but his attributes, what indeed is there for selfsatisfied one to have desires ?
Commentary :
Even then some say that Vishnu created the world as a sport and for
enjoyment, because he had some desires unfulfilled. Sport and enjoyment are
His attributes. How can there be for Lord unfulfilled desires ? Thus in
Harivamsha.
Thus ends the First Chapter

Aqa iWtIya KND:
Thus commences The Second Chapter.
Upanishad
naant:p`&M na baihYp`&M naaoBayaat:p`&M na p`&anaGanaM na p`&M naap`&ma\ | AdRYTmavyavahayamaga`a(malaxaNamaican%yamavyapdoSyamaoka%map`%yayasaarM p`pHcaaopSamaM SaantM iSavamaWOtM catuqa-M manyanto sa Aa%maa sa iva&oya || 1 ||
1.
Not the energizer of the internal objects, nor the energizer of the external
objects, nor the energizer of the intermediate objects, nor the mass of
consciousness ; neither consciousness nor absence of consciousness ; unseen,
unrelated, incomprehensible, without any distinguishing marks, unthinkable,
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indescribable, singular, essence of the manifestation, pervador of entire
primordial world, peaceful, auspicious, one without the second, one considered
as the fourth, that Self is the one to be known.
Commentary :
Vishnu in the form of turIya dwells at the end of the twelve (measures from
the tip of the nose towards the crown of the head). The form which is accessible
to the liberated is not perceived in ephemeral life. Only by the one, who is
comprehensively concentrated, mystical experience with sixteen manifestations
being the wisdom of turIya is experienced internally and externally. The worlds
and such other objects are seen externally as well as in dreams. Having
experienced of both the states, one is established within one’s own self
internally perceiving external objects through equanimous intelligence.
However, these states are not created by turIya, but turIya manifests the knowledge
of all objects to the liberated one. Thus has been said in Brahanada Purana.
Not having been graced, turIya is beyond comprehension of the nonliberated, thus have the scriptures declared. In view of such non-comprehension,
He is known as transcending normal origin. He can be inferred only in Waking
and other states. He is unthinkable and similarly un-inferable being without any
distinctive marks, consciousness and bliss being His singular distinctive features
.For the liberated one, turIya is the sole purpose for performing actions. The self
then becomes fully receptive to the one referred as Pradhana, the Principle
One. His fame becomes renowned with knowledge of such form. Knowing His
form of wisdom, the resultant blissful form comes to be experienced. From this
excellent blissful form, subsidiary forms become established. Bondage of the
primordial world becomes loosened. Resplendent Lord is, therefore, the
destroyer of the bondage. The state of termination of sorrow is referred as the
auspicious one, iSava by scriptures. One who resolves the contradiction is Hari,
who as turIya, is best of the Persons, one without any second (AiWtIya). Thus,
according to Mahatmya.
Any view proposed contrary to this accepted view is considered as
refutation and such knowledge becomes inconsistent, thus in Sankalapa Shruti.
‘sa Aa%maa sa iva&oya’ this has been mentioned as conclusion of the statement ‘saao|yamaa%maa
catuYpat\’ distinctly as manifesting in four forms. Similarly having mentioned (in
subsequent chapter), ‘This Self being the supreme Immutable One’, the seeker
should know That One, as one having four forms - ivaSva and the rest. Even
though without any qualifications, the resplendent One should be known in the
four forms. Thus in Pratyaya Shruti.

A~Oto Slaaoka:
Here are now the verses 92
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Upanishad
inavaR<ao: sava-du:KanaamaISaana: p`Baurvyaya: | AWOt: sava-BaavaanaaM dovastUyaao- ivaBau: smaRt: || 2 ||
2,
On cessation of all sorrows, is the supreme immutable Lord attained,
One without a second among all attributes, the luminous turIya, known as allpervador.
Commentary :
The One who terminates all sufferings is the luminous one, turIya. Hari in
the form of turIya, is the celebrated as one who delivers. He is the one who
illumines all Jivas, who seek Him. Jivas are known as His potentially reflected
fragments because from Him they are evolved. Therefore, He is also known as
Vibhu, one who evolves. Even for the liberated ones, He is the Lord. Thus it is
spoken in Pratyahar scripture.
Upanishad
kaya-karNabawaO taivaYyaoto ivaSvatOjasaaO | p`a&: karNabawstu WaO taO tuyao- na isaQyat: || 3 ||
3.
(While) ivaSva and tOjasa operate as regulating sources in the results (ie. in
Waking and Sleep states) and p`&a overseeing both, the role of turIya thereby
becomes established.
Commentary :
As turIya, He is the source of which the result is the other forms, regulated
by the Him, thus say the scriptures. Kausharava Shruti says, Jiva is regulated,
He (the Lord) regulates, He suffers misery, therefore, he is Jiva, He is Prakriti
therefore, He causes life to evolve, He causes things to evolve. Java is inferior,
non-eternal, Lord causes his inferior and non-eternal status.
“O Supreme among the gods ! Praising the noble attributes of the Lord is
my ceaseless desire. Any desire other than this appears to me something
contradictory. Therefore, my purpose would be nothing else. Therefore, I
constantly recollect his attributes” – Thus spoken by divine Sarasvati, the
attributes of Hari should be known. Thus has been mentioned in Maha
Upanishad.
Upanishad
naa||%maanaM na praMScaOva na sa%yaM naaip caanaRtM | p`a&: ikMcana saMvaoit tuya-Msa%sava-dR@sada || 4 ||
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4.
Neither the self nor any one else, neither Existence nor non-Existence is
initiated by p`&a, turIya alone being the ever observant.
Commentary :
Neither Jiva nor the other (Prakriti), neither Existence nor non-Existence
and only in a limited way and to some extent Jiva with Time and obscurity is
initiated by p`&a. Even in sleep, except as happiness, nothing else is luminous. To
the one who is liberated, all is illumined by the supreme Lord, turIya. Thus is
spoken in Pratyaya Shruti. One who is independent alone can be referred as
Karta – the performer, like p`&a who causes suffering. All-luminous is turIya, who
alone illumines all things. Thus is said in Brahma Tarka.
Upanishad
WOtsyaaga`hNaM tulyamauBayaao: p`a&tuya-yaao: | baIjainad`ayaut: p`a&: saa ca tuyao- na ivaVto || 5 ||
5.
Non-Awareness of the distinctive duality (between the creator and the
creation) is similar in both p`&a and turIya. But by sleep is p`&a encompassed,
whereas that state is not perceived in turIya.
Commentary:
In sleep he (Jiva) is, verily, under the control of ivaSva, as a servant would
be under a master, not that he is aware of the Lord, though Lord initiates action
or non-action in diverse manner through his special power. ‘na saMavaodyait’ means that
He does not influence one to act in one or the other manner (but remains neutral
and impartial). Or else statements like ‘Similarly, in turIya He is all-seeing’
‘Awareness of one’s distinct existence is common in both p`&a and turIya’ would be
contradictory. Awareness of distinct existence is the reason for comparison.
Distinct existence is never experienced either by turIya or p`&a. The seed of
distinction is observed only in sleep, when p`&a is present. Thus in Prakata
Shruti.
Upanishad
svaPnainad`ayautavaaVaO p`a&s%vasvaPnainad`yaa | na inad`aM naOva ca svaPnaM tuyao- pSyaint inaiScata: || 6 ||
6.
The first two (ivaSva and taOjasa\) are observed in Waking and Sleep, p`&a is
sleep being without dreams. Neither in sleep nor in dreams does one ever see
turIya without any doubt.
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Anyaqaa gaR*Nat: svaPnaao inad`a t%vamajaanat: | ivapyaa-sao tyaao: xaINao turIyaM pdmaSnauto || 7 ||
7.
Otherwise than in this manner, awareness is not, in principle, possible in
sleep or in dreams. Only when they cease to be or on disintegration, does the
abode of turIya becomes luminous.
Commentary :
From erroneous knowledge, verily, arises erroneous understanding.
Upanishad
Anaidmaayayaa sauPtao yada jaIva: p`bauQyato | Ajamainad`masvaPnamaWOtM bauQyato tda || 8 ||
8.
When the Jiva, sleeping under the power of the beginningless maayaa,
becomes enlightened, he becomes aware of Him, the un-born, supra-sensory,
beyond ignorance, one without second, the one energizing him.
Commentary :
When the one, established under the influence maayaa without beginning, as
willed by Vishnu becomes enlightened, he sees Vishnu. Thus in Prakashika
Shruti.
Upanishad
p`pHcaao yaid ivaVot inavato-t na saMSaya: | maayaamaa~imadM WOtmaWOtM prmaaqa-t: || 9 ||
9.
If the primordial world is experienced, then it will without any doubt
cease to be. Illusory is such contradiction, the supra-conscious being one
without second.
Commentary :
In primordial world, Jiva assumes himself to be the master of his self, but
in reality, it is not so, he being ever under the control of the Supreme One. Such
association of one’s self with the body appears because of the ego-sense.
Therefore, all this is assumed to be under his own control. Even then, with
awareness of the resplendent Lord, he becomes released from such ignorance.
For this, There is no doubt about this, says Brahmatarka Shruti.
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Further Explanation:
p`pHca is the primordial life, which as pointed out in Maitri U. is the
creation of mind – ica<amaovasaMsaarma\ . As the mind thinks, so would the p`pHca turn out to
be. Therefore, in life one tends to believe that in samsar, every thing that comes to
be is the result of what he desires. As Krishna says in Bhagavad Gita (III.27),
such one, being ignorant fool under the influence of I-sense, comes to believe
that he himself is the creator - ‘Ah=karivamaUZa%maa kta-himait manyato ||’ having neither
Wisdom about the way of action nor of renunciation, neither purity nor good
conduct nor any truth in them – ‘p`vaRi<aM ca inavaRi<aMM ca janaa na ivadurasaura | na SaaOcaM naaip caacaarao na sa%yaM
toYau ivaVto ||’ (XVI.7). Krishna then concludes that the one who is freed from lust,
anger and greed being freed from them, the three gates to Darkness, does what
is good for his soul and reaches the highest goal – ‘etOiva-mau>: kaOntoya tmaaoWarOis~iBana-r:
Aacara%yaa%mana: Eaoyasttao yaait praM gaitma\ ||’ (XVI.22).
Upanishad
ivaklpao ivainavato-t kilptao yaid konaicat\ | ]pdoSaadyaM vaadao &ato WOtM na ivaVto || 10 ||
10. Improper knowledge, if any, will cease with little reflection on this. Being
aware of such conflicting views and with proper initiation, there will no
occasion for any contradictions.
Commentary :
Knowledge gained other than in proper manner – Ananyaqaa is AWOt
knowledge. WOt here means inconsistent knowledge which contradicts the true
form or nature or which is other than the true knowledge - Anyaqaa &ana. Therefore,
any error in thinking which is due to association with the gross body, such
ignorance can be removed through proper instruction and initiation. Knowing
true wisdom about the Supreme Lord, any contradiction in mind will cease.
Erroneous thinking could be due to the bondage which one has with the body or
any other reason. Even if such matters are thought wrongly then the same may
be corrected by the words of a Teacher without any doubt. Thus, verily is
known the true wisdom of Brahman, in principle, through dialogue. All other
erroneous knowledge comes to end resulting in Bliss. Thus has been declared.
Thus ends the Second Chapter
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Aqa tRtIya KND
Thus commences The Third Chapter.
Upanishad :
saao|yamaa%maa|Qyaxarmaao=karao|iQamaa~M pada maa~a maa~aSca pada Akar ]karao maker [it |
jagairtsqaanaao vaOSvaanarao|kar: p`qamaa maa~a||Ptoraidma%vaaWa||Pnaaoit h vaO savaa-nkamaanaaidSca Bavait ya evaM vaod || 1 ||
1.
He (Vishnu), verily, is this Self, the supreme and immutable !, of
supreme measures, having stages symbolized as A, ] and ma. In the waking stage,
as the first measure, having the form of Vaishvanara, (Vishnu) impels all the
desires (of Jiva). Thus it is said.
Commentary :
Complete in all respects, imperishable and likewise supremely
immutable, of collateral measure is the essence of this measure.
Symbolized as A,, the (first) form A is fashioned. There the earlier
mentioned vaOSvaanar is referred as the first measure. It is in addition recognized as
A-kar. It is the form prior to those of even p`&a and tOjasa\. When one wakes up, the
primordial world becomes separated from p`&a. Separated form tOjasa\, he becomes
the first of all forms.
Further Explanation:
Mentioning first the three prior states in which turIya, ivaYNau energizes - ivaSva –
Waking tOjasa\ - Dream and p`&a – Dreamless states, Madhva takes up further
elucidation of each states. ivaSva –Waking state is prior to the tOjasa\ - Dream and
p`&a – Dreamless states, which follow thereafter. When one becomes conscious
the first thing that his senses do is to go towards external objects, Lord having
directed the organs of sense outward – ‘praaiHca Kaina’. It is only thereafter when he
sleeps that he gets Dreams or has Dreamless sleep. Therefore it is the Primary
state of consciousness.
In all his commentaries, the one thing that seems to dominate Mdhva’s
mind is that in ultimate analysis, it is Self ‘saao|yamaa%maa’ , who is no one other than
Vishnu who initiates through his power performance of the activities of the
animate as well as in inanimate creatures in creation. Brihad Aranyaka Up.
(IV.iv.12, 13 and 18) says – ‘Aa%maanaM caoiWjaanaIyaadyamasmaIit purYa: | ikimacCnksya kamaaya SarIrmanausaMjvarit\
|| ..yasyaanauiva<a: p`itbauw Aa%maaismansaMdo(o gahnao po`YT: | saivaSvakRt\ sa ih savasya kta- tsyalaaok: sa } laaok eva || ..
p`aNasya [`aNamaut caxauYaScaxaurut Eaao~sya Eaao~M manasaao yao manaao ivadu: | to inaica@yauba`*ma piraNamag`yama\ ||’.
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Therefore, the Self who is referred in these verses and the one initiates
action in Waking, Dream and Dreamless state and also one who stands in the
intermediate stage observing this and the other world (Brihad Aranyak
Up.IV.iii.9), is none other than the Purusha, the supreme Person, Brahman,
Vishnu. It is also said further that ‘tmaova QaIrao iva&aya p`&aM kuvaI-t ba`a*maNa: | naanauQyaayaad\bahUHCbdana\
vaacaao ivaglaapnaM ih tt\ || sa vaa eYa mahanaja Aa%maa yaao|yaM iva&namaya: p`aNaoYau ya eYaao|nt)dya AakaSastismaHCoto, savaa-sya
vaSaI sava-syaoSaana: sava-yaaiQapit: ; sa na saaQaunaa kma-Naa BaUyaana\, naao evaasaaQaUnaa knaIyaana\, eYa savao-Svar: ; eYa BaUtaiQapit:,
eYa Bautpala:, eYa saotuiva-QarNa eYaaM laaokanaamasaMBaodaya ; tmaotM tmaotM vaodanauvacanaona ba`a*maNaa ivaivaidYaint ya&ona danaona
tpsaa|naaSakona ; etmaova idaid%vaa mauinaBa-vait |..’
Therefore it is rightly said in the same Up (IV.iv.14) that ‘[hove santao|qa
ivad\mastWyama\ na caaodvaoidma-hit ivanaiYT: | yao tiWdurmaRtasto Bavaint Aqaotro du:Kmaovaaipyaint ||’ – Verily, while
we are here in this body w3 may know this, if not we would be ignorant, great
would be the destruction, those knowing this becoming immortal while others
going to sorrow and sufferings.
Upanishad
svaPnasqaanastOjasa ]karao iWtIyaa maa~ao%kYaa-duBaya%vaaWao%kYa-it h vaO &anasaMtitM samaanaSca Bavait naasyaaba`*maiva%kulao Bavait ya
evaM vaod || 2 ||
2.
In the Dream state, (Vishnu) as tOjasa having the form ] the second
measure, responding in two-fold manner, causes to initiate (in Jiva) awareness
evenly, in whose family, no one will ever be born, not conversant in Wisdom, of
Brahman. Thus, it is spoken.
Commentary :
Because as tOjasa\. he causes (Jiva) to raise himself from the conceit of the
body, He is known as ]%kYa. Causing Dream and sense-experiences in both the
stages always in equal measure, He becomes the intermediary.
Further Explanation:
Brihad Aranyak Up. (IV.iii) describes the three states graphically. When
Janaka earlier asked Yajnavalkya ‘Astimat Aaid%yao yaa&val@ya cand`masyastimato SaantgNao SaantayaaM vaaica
ikMjyaaoitrovayaM puruYa [it’ - When the sun has set and the moon has not risen,, fire has
gone out, speech has stopped, what exactly serves as the light for the man?, he
was replied – ‘Aa%maOvaasya jyaaotBa-vatIit Aa%maOvaayaM jyaaoitYaasto plyayato kma-kuruto ivaplyaotIit ||’ -- the Self
serves as his light. It is through the light of the Self that he sits, goes out, works
and returns’. When he is further asked ‘ktma Aa%maoit’ the reply is given ‘yaao|yaM
iva&anamaya: p`aNaoYau )Vntjyaoit: puruYa: sa samaana: sannauBaaO laaokavanasaMcarit Qyaayaitva laolaayatIva | sa ih svasPnaao BaU%vaomaM
laaokmaitk`amait maR%yaao $paiNa ||’ – he is the Self who is consciousness (iva&anamaya:) in the midst
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of the organs, the luminous light within the heart. It is he (the Self) who in equal
measure wanders in the two worlds (of Waking and of Dreams), thinking as it
were, moving as it were. In sleep he transcends these worlds of the form of
death.
It is the Self, the Purusha, who is spoken here. When the Self dwells in
the body, he appears to become connected with evils and on departure he
discards those evil. The Purusha referred here could not have been the
individual self, who when takes birth in human body is said to acquire the evils
and discards them when h leaves the body on death. Because earlier in (III.ii.13)
Yajnavalkya hints that when the body disintegrates and all the elements go to
their sources, then the self that departs along with the fruits of its karma.
Therefore, the Purusha referred here could not have been Jiva but Brahman.
What follows thereafter substantiates this view. It is said that verily there
are two worlds of this Purusha – this and the other world, and the third, the
Dream state being the intermediate state. Standing there he sees both the states,
this and the other world. Raising oneself to that state, by whatever path that
may be available, Jiva then sees both the pains and pleasures. And when he
sleeps, he takes some measure of this all embracing world, himself tearing and
himself building sleeps revealing his own lucidity and his own illumination. In
that state he becomes self-illumined – ‘tsya vaa etsya puruYasya Wo eva sqaanao Bavat: - [dM ca
prlaaoksqaanaM ca ; sanQyaM tRtIyaM svaPnasqaanaM ; tismansanQyao sqaanao itYznnaoto ]Bao sqaanao pSyait - [dM ca prlaaoksqaanaM ca |
Aqa yaqaak`maao|yaM prlaaoksqaanao Bavait tmaak`mamaak`myaaoBayaanpaPmana AanandaSca pSyait ; sa ya~ p`svaipit, Asya laaoksya
savaa-vatao maa~amapadaya svayaM ivaih%ya, svayaM inamaa-ya, svaona Baasaa, svaona jyaaoitYaa p`svaipit ; A~aayaM puruYa: svayaM jyaaoitBa-vait
||’.
Dream state is the state when after falling asleep, Jiva becomes
impervious to the external world, reveling within his own self. With due
respects to Shankara and Madhva what seems to be clear that Purusha makes
the two states, this ivaSva the state empirical experiences and the other p`&a the state
where there are no empirical experiences. In between is the third intermediate
state, sanQyaM tRtIyaM svaPnasqaana, which is the Dream state. Standing in the Dream state
Purusha – ivaYNau, observes both this state and the other from equal distance –
‘tismansanQyao sqaanao itYznnaoto ]Bao sqaanao pSyait [dM ca prlaaoksqaanaM ca |’, (also referring earlier verse eYa
saotuiva-QarNa eYaaM laaokanaamasaMBaodaya (IV.iv.22)). The above explanation, though appears
tortuous, would be natural follow up of Madhva’s central theme that it is Vishnu
who energizes the Jiva by his own energy and power. Therefore it is Vishnu’s
actions which are narrated here.
Shankars’ commentary on this verse is different. According to him this
and the next world represent the present life consisting of body, organs, objects
and their impressions which we now perceive and the future life, to be
experienced after we have given up the body and the rest – ‘[dM ya%p`itpnnaM vat-maanaM
janmaSarItoind`ya ivaYayavaodnaaivaiSaYTM sqaanaM p`%yaxtao|naubaUyamaanama\ | prlaaok eva sqaanaM prlaaoksqaanama\ | tcca
SarIraidivayaaogaao<arkalaanauBaavyama\ ||’.
He further says that Dream state is the third state,
which is between this and the next world. Further pointing out that the Dream
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state is not entirely a new experience, for most often it is the memory of past
experiences. And when a question is raised How can a man himself be the
light in dreams, Shankara explains that in the Waking state, the light of the self
is mixed up with the functions of the organs, intellect, Manas, external lights
etc. But in Dream state since the organs do not function and since such lights as
sun etc. that help them area absent, the self becomes distinct and isolated.
Shankara He relates it to that consciousness, which is pure intelligence which
illumines the body and organs through the internal organ and they perform their
functions being illumined by it – ‘Aa%maOvaasya
jyaaoitBa-vatIit | Aa%maoit kayaakarNasvaavayavasa=Gatvuaitir>M kaya-krNaavaBaasakM Aaid%yaaidbaa(jyaaoitva-%svayamanyaonaanamaiBaQaIyato jyaaoit: |’. Thus he
associates this self with the individual self and not the Supreme Self, as Madhva
or even as Ramanuja did when he said: ‘saklap`pHcanaaTksaU~Qaar: savao-Svar: Klau t~kta- |’
Upanishad
sauYaPtsqaana: p`a&ao makarstRtiyaa maa~a imatorpItovaa- imanaaoit h vaa [dM sava-mapIitSca Bavait ya evaM vaod || 3 ||
3.
In the dream state, p`&a takes up ma - form, being the third measure, either
withdrawing internally or extinguishing externally (consciousness of the Jiva).
Thus it is spoken.
Commentary :
‘imait’ means withdrawing internally or going within. Being superior and
eternal, He is referred as the superior immutable. Being His partmanifestations, all gods are said to be presiding to the full extent, representing
the Lord. He is referred as ‘Aaidmaa~a’ because He is supreme among all partmanifestations. In Eauit - scriptures, He is identified with Vishnu, having the form
of AUM, because as Aum, does he commences the creation. Having pervaded
(the creation) from beginning, he draws all the senses towards Himself. Though
ivaSva form is distinct from p`&a and tOjasa\, He associates with them keeping His
distinct character. The resplendent Lord is known as ‘Aaidmaana\’ – the primal one,
which causes to arise in the liberated ones the marks of auspicious wisdom and
bliss.
He accepts both the sleep as well as sensory influences. Illumining both,
He becomes tOjasa\, luminous symbol having the ] form. Since in the sleep state,
He severs the attachment of the body (of the Jiva) He is referred as ‘]%kaYa-’ by the
men of wisdom. Having raised from the body, He becomes accessible to all the
liberated beings and through his fellowship. Free from all infirmities, he
becomes mediator. Proceeding internally within the Mind, p`&a terminates the
ripples arising therein, transforming even the ignorant one to be liberated;
pervading internally, he causes all sorrows to cease. Even the minutest of the jaIva
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becomes luminous and all pervading, reaching to the end of this creation, the
sphere beyond being the realm of the gods. Here in this creation alone is the
deliverance of Jiva, Thus has been spoken.
A~Oto Slack:
Here are now the verses Upanishad
ivaSvasyaa%vaaivavaxaayaamaaidsamaanyamau%kTma\ | maa~asaMp`itp<aaO syaadaiPtsaamaanyamaova ca || 4 ||
4.
When ivaSva or A form is meditated upon, the primacy of identity of
consciousness in both is intended to be demonstrated. While meditating on that,
similarity of the forms comes to be experienced.
Commentary :
‘maa~asaMp`itp<aaO’ means meditating on the respective portions. Then the
primacy of ivaSva comes to be experienced.
Upanishad
tOjasyaao%vaiva&aana ]%kYaao- dRSyato sfuTma\ | maa~asaMp`itp<aaO syaanauBaya%vaM tqaaivaQama\ || 5 ||
5.
With the wisdom of tOjasa and ] form, distinct enriching feeling is
experienced and meditating thereon the identity with that form perceived.
makarBaavao p`a&sya maanasaamaanyamau%kTma\ | maa~`saMp`itp<aaO tu layasaamaanyamaova ca || 6 ||
6.
In experiencing ma form and p`a&, identity between the two is of the
similar measure. Measure becoming identical, there is experience of restraint .
i~Yau Qaamasau ya<aulyaM saamaanyaM vait inaiScat: | sa pUjya: sava-BaUtanaaM vanVScaOva mahamauina: || 7 ||
7.
In all the three states what is generally comparable is the undoubted
knowledge about Him, as the adorable one, abiding in all the creatures and
worshiped by the great sages.
Akarao nayato ivaSvamaukarScaaip tOjasama\ | makarSca puna: p`a&M naamaa~o ivaVto gait: || 8 ||
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8.
The A form leads one to the external world (ivaSva) ; ] form to the
illumination (tOjasa\) ; ma form to the Consciousness (p`&a) and the formless state
(naamaa~) to nothing.
Thus ends the Third Chapter

Aqa catuqa- KND
Thus commences The Fourth Chapter.
Upanishad :
Amaa~Scatuqaao-|vyavahaya-: p`pHcaaopSama: iSavaao|WOt ekmaaoMkar | A%maOva saMinaSa%yaa%manaa||na%maanaM
ya evaM vaod || 1 ||
1.
The fourth one without any measures is not of phenomenal experience,
the primordial world ceasing to exist. Auspicious one without second, thus does
! form pervades, verily, as the Self ; like the Self enveloping the Self. Thus has
it been spoken.
Commentary :
Thus the seeker, having given up the ego-sense, enters the presence of the
Supreme abode of the Supreme Being. The absence of phenomenal experiences
referred here is to show the similarity (of experience) by way of repetition.
Further Explanation:
When Jiva gives up all association with the I-sense, and th4 empirical
thoughts which go to make the samsara, then he becomes aware of the
existence of the Supreme Being and experience of luminous enlightenment in
Vaikuntha which is Vishnu’s incomparable and blissful abode. Being there,
though having a distinct and separate and distinct existence reveal in the
similarity of the Bliss of Beatitude.
A~Oto Slaaok:
Here are now the verses Upanishad
AaoMkarM padSaao ivaVat\ pada maa~a na saMSaya: | AaoMkar padSaao &a%vaa na ikMcadip icantyaot\ || 2 ||
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2.
Having known ! form in every state, which severs the measures without
any doubts, being aware of the states of ! form, one does not think of any thing
else.
yauHjaIt p`Navao caot: p`Navaao b`a*ma inaBa-yama\ | p`Navao ina%yayau>sya na BayaM ivaVto @vaicat\ || 3 ||
3.
Enjoining the mind in p`Nava (! form), the fearless Brahman, being ever in
communion in p`Nava no fear is experienced at all.
p`Navaao (prM ba*ma p`NavaSca pr: smaRt: | ApUvaao-|ntrao|baa(ao|napr: p`Navaao|vyaya: || 4 ||

p`Nava, verily, is the supreme Brahman, who is to be known as superior even
4.
to p`Nava. Without beginning or an end, without having any external (creator) or
any superior one, this p`Nava is, verily, the immutable one.
sava-sya p`Navaao (aidma-QyamantstqaOva ca | evaM ih p`NavaM &a%vaa vyaSnauto tdnantrma\ || 5 ||
5.

p`Nava is, verily, the beginning, the intermediate and the end of all. Knowing

p`Nava in this manner, one reaches the yonder thereafter.
p`NavaM hISvarM ivaVat\ sava-sya )id saMisqatma\ | sava-vyaaipnamaaoMkarM ma%vaa QaIrao na Saaocait || 6 ||
6.
Knowing p`Nava, verily, to be the Lord, and abiding in the hearts of all, and
meditating that all-pervading form of Aum, the wise one does no longer suffer.
Amaa~ao|nantmaa~Sca WOtsyaaopSama: iSava: | AaoMkarao ivaidtao yaona sa mauinanao-trao jana: || 7 ||
7.
Formless, of eternal measure, destroyer of the improper knowledge,
auspicious one, knowing which form of !, one becomes a Seer, not any other
person.
Commentary :
Perceiving turIya as resemblance of the supreme state of Hari, one should
accept that auspicious form. There is never ever anything similar to Him in
wisdom, bliss and energy. Even among the liberated ones dependence is
permanent feature. p`Nava is the name of Vishnu with four-fold forms, related as
the state of Waking etc. He alone is Brahman, through effulgence. By
responding as !, He has attained eminence in the !- form. As the Primal One,
the scriptures commence their communication uttering ! In the absence of any
other reasons, cessation of attributes comes about thereafter, without any
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dependence. Having access to all the measures, he becomes liberated. Thus, also
having been spoken.
Being superior, or superior to the superior ones, Vishnu alone is known,
there being never any variation in the empowerment. The descent being
complete in all respects, the earlier and later interpretations are communicated.
Thus, in Brahma tarka.
Even in earlier and the later descents, p`Nava has been mentioned as the
complete representation of Brahman. Even though singular and without any
attributes, He manifests in phenomenal world in four-fold forms. To such
blissful self, Vishnu, the one who has pervaded the entire world, are my
obeisance.
Thus ends the Fourth Chapter
[it EaImadanandtIqa-padacaaya-- ivaricato maaNDUkyaaopinaYad BaaYyaM
Thus ends the Commentray of Sri Anandtirtha on Mandukya Upanishad.
__________
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